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FOREWORD 

Since the turn of the 20th century as many as three species of birds 
and one species of mamtnal have ceased to exist in India alone. Another 
18 species of reptiles, 46 species of birds and 76 species of mammals 
are facing the same fate. It is true that no animal or plant species is 
everlasting, and that none has yet existed for more than a few million 
years \vithout evolving into something different or going extinct. The 
process of extinction has been usually slow in the historic past, but 
the pace of extinction of species in the recent times is alarmingly 
rapid. This phenonlenon can be directly or indirectly attributed to 
the ruthless and thoughtless exploitation of natural resources by Man 
for his o\vn survival and \vell-being. \Vildlife, a natural resource, and 
renc\vablc one at that, appears to have borne the brunt of Man's so 
called development activities. Not only the population of individual 
species has gone do\vn drastically, but also their habitat has either 
shrunk or is being systematically made unfit for human use. 

Although the matter of conservation of wildlife has been receiving 
the attention of the Government of India since the British times, yet 
a lot remains to be done. The National Government, since Indepen
dence in 1947, have brought in a number of legislations for conservation 
of \vildlife, but these are hardly effective because of inadequat~ enforce
ment machinery and appreciation by the general public. Even the 
literates and intelligentsia of the country exhibit a profound lack of 
interest in this subject. Scientific researches on various problems on 
wildlife conservation still remains a far cry. 

It was primarily to popularise the cause of wildlife conservation 
that the Zoological Survey of India organised this Workshop. It was 
considered imperative to involve the universities, in such a venture. 
The University Grants Commission not only very kindly agreed to 
sponsor 20 University teachers for the purpose but also spared Dr. 
Shanker Narayan, its Additional Secretary, to deliver the focal theme 
address. The Forest Research Institute and Colleges at Dehra Dun 
sho\ved a keen interest in the organisation of such a workshop and 
offered to host it. The Workshop was finally held at the Forest 
Research Institute and Colleges, Dehra Dun, under the joint auspices 
of the Zoological Survey of India, the University Grants Commission 
and the Forest Research Institute and Colleges, Dehra Dun, from 
9 to 11 January, 1978. 
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The universities responded wonderfully by delegating members of 
their faculties to the Workshop. The wildlife departments of the 
various States also responded equally warmly. The result was the 
Workshop was attended by 88 participants (and observers) who 
presented 39 papers, covering various aspects of the ecology of wildlife 
in India. A few papers could not be accommodated due to certain 
limitations, but a major part of the contributed papers have been 
included. 

The credit for the excellent organisation and success of the W ork
shop undoubtedly goes to the local Secretaries, Dr. B. S. Lamba, Deputy 
Director, Northern Regional Station, Zoological Survey of India, and 
his band of dedicated colleagues, and to Shri Pratab Singh, Senior 
Scientific Officer of the Forest Research Institute and Colleges. 

The Proceedings are now before you. I am sure that along with 
the abstracts of papers issued at the time of the \Vorkshop it ,vill make 
an interesting reading both for those interested in the subject and 
the laymen alike. 

Calcutta 700 012 
Dated: 28th August, 1981 

B. K. TIKADER 

Director 
Zoological Survey of India 

Calcutta 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON 'MUSTH'IN WILD INDIAN 
ELEPI-IANT, ELEPHAS MAX/MUS LINNAEUS 

By 

S. MOHAMMAD ALI 

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta 

(2 Plates) 

Abstract 
The phenomenon of 'mllsth' in elephants, in spite of its fascination, is still shrouded 

in a veil of obscurity. In its external manifestation it consists of periodical bouts of 
excitement to which elephants, both tame and wild. are subjected to, on attaining a 
certain age Though generally characteristic of the male, the female may also 
occasionally pass through the IIlllsth stage. The duration of mustlz may last from a 
few weeks to as long as five months. Three cases of mllstlz in wild bull elephants were 
observed one each in BetIa National Park, Jald3plra Wild Life Slnctuary and Bandipur 
Tiger Project area. The extraordinary sexual behaviour is not necessarily correlated 
with the period of musth in elephants 

I. Introduction 

The phenomenon of musth in elephants, in spite of its fascination, is 
stiJI shrouded in a veil of obscurity. In its external manifestation it consists 
of periodical bouts of excitement to which elephants, tame and wild, are 
subjected to on attaining a certain age. Though generally characteristic 
of the male, the female may also occasionally pass through the musth stage. 

According to Fernando et al (1963: 108) the histological structure of 
temporal gland consists of compound tubular alveoli interspersed within 
a loose connective tissue matrix, which is separated into numerous lobes 
by septa of dense connective tissue. Structurally the gland is identical 
\\'ith the temporal gland of African elep,hant (Loxodonta africana Blumenbach) 
and its development is similar to that of mammary gland confirming a 
common origin \vith apocrine sweat glands (Estes & Buss, 1976:435). 

Sanderson, G.P. (1878) observed full musth twice in the newly caught 
\vild co,,, elephants, and he believed that this condition never occurred 
in tame CO\vs. But Gee (1964:33) has mentioned several cases of tame 
co,,, elephants being effected by musth, and Krishnan (1972:297) speaks 
of instances of such occurrence among wild cows as well. 

During such an excitement the temporal glands give off unusual 
amount of an oily tar-like secretion that has a strong, somewhat offensive 
odour, which in extreme cases flows down staining a portion of the 
animal's cheeks. According to Sanderson, G.P. (1878) and Sanderson, 
I.T. (1960:327), the duration of musth may last from a few weeks to as 
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long as five month. A reputed elephant-trapper, Shri Prakritish Chandra 
Barua (commonly kno\vn as 'Laljee') cited an example of one of his 
captive tuskers, named 'Partab Singh', which used to be in musth for a 
period of over five months (personal communication.) During the musth 
condition, 'Partab Singh' neither posed any danger to his attendants nor 
sought company of a mate. 

Most of the recent workers, such as Sanderson, I.T (1960:326), 
Gee (1969:33), Kri~hnan (1972:247) and Eisenberg et al (1971:197) seem 
to agree tnat muslh is not primarily a sexual manifestation, although it 
may result in such actions in the bull elephants that may appear to 
have sexual significance. It can not be correlated with any cyclical 
sexual urge on the part of either the bu]) or the cow. Jayasinghe and 
Jainudccn (1970:63) reported that musth never appears in captive buHs 
llnder 10 years of age and that it occurs sporadically in younger bulls of 
l4 to 20 years age-group, but all bulls between 20 and 25 years of age 
6c~ibi:t muslh periodically. 

Eisenberg et al (1971: 197) hold the view that musth is a rutting 
period and is probably indicative of high androgen titers in the male's 
hlood; They further stated that a bull could impregnate a cow whether 
in muslh or out of it and that the condition of musth is clearly related to 
the buH's ability to achieve a status of high dominance on an annual 
basis. They, however, found that the musth manifests itself most strongly 
during the months of March-April and October-November among the 
ca ptive males in Ceylon. Both the~e seasons are the periods of heavy 
rain in Ceylon, and have been reported to be coinciding with the peak 
of musth. 

Buss et al (lg76:449) observec:l that stress triggers liberation of 
tenlporal gland secretion in African elephants. Secretory activity of their 
temporal glands was more frequent during dry than during wet seasons. 
A Co\V elephant, the lead~r of the herd developed prominent musth after 
an hour and 45 minutes of vigorously defending three of her family 
members. Further, they added that th~ temporal gland functions as a 
scent gland helping to recognize other members of the group. 

II. Observations on 'Mu.th' in Wild Indian Elephant 

The present author while conducting ecological studies with special 
reference to the breeding aspects of the elephants in India during 1972-77, 
had the occasion to observe three cases of must" in wild bun elephants in 
three difT~rcnt sanctuaries. The first ,vas a solitary maklla (tuskless male) 
with roguish tendencies at Kamaladh Lake area in the BetIa National 
Park, Palalnau (Bihar) during the last week of February 1972. It was 
bold enough to face approaching danger rather than leave the ground. 
The second observation also related to a Tllakna at Jalda para Wild Life 
Sanctuary (West Bengal) during the third week of February, 197t-. It 
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was in full musth and was courting with a tame cow elephant stationed at 
Hollong camp. During our stay from 17th to 24th February 1974, it 
covered the cow several times, mostly in the afternoons, without being 
shy. The third was a tusker in the Bandipur Tiger Project area 
(Karn':ltaka) during the last week of March 1976. On 28th March 1976 
around 16.00 hours a herd of 10 elephants was fonnd scattered in a radius 
of about 100 metres. A group of five (ad~ 2, J~ 2 and calf 1) was seen 
in a grassy patch on the right side of our vehicle approximately 30 metres 
away. On being alarmed, th.e elephants moved ahead, crossed the road 
and joined another group of three (ad~ 2 and J~ 1) felnales on the 
opposite side of the road. Simultaneously, a third group of two (adm 1 
and ad~ 1) came out of the thickets and joined them. All of them being 
alarmed formed a haphazard group placing the calf between the adllJts 
and juveniles, and watched for the source of disturbance for a short ""hile 
(nearly five minutes) before moving away from the spot. All of them 
disa ppeared from our sight by 16.15 hours. In the vicinity there was a 
small pool of water towards which they went. We also approached the 
pool from the other direction and reached the spot before the arrival of 
this herd. At 16.45 hours the herd, led by the tusker (Fig. 1) reached 
the pool. It was followed by the adult females, youngest calf, juveniles 
and the oldest female as a rear-guard. Orderly at first in a file, but on 
reaching the bank at 16.53 hours they broke the . rank. The tusker ",'as 
in musth and was first to negotiate the water (Fig. 2). Five of them 
including the calf and juveniles, formed an irregular group keeping, how
ever, the calf well-protected (Fig. 3), drank water at the bank slightly 
away from the tusker, while the rear-guard and another adult female 
remained behind. After drinking, around 17.05 hours, the mother and 
the calf went behind a bamboo clump. The other members including 
the rear-guard then drank water. The juveniles which had been in the 
pool lumbered out on to the bank and were in a playful mood. They 
scooped up dust and blew it over ~their bodies. None of the members of 
the herd took the usual bath. The tusker remained in water tiJI around 
17.17 hours when they re-entered the forest, led by the oldest female who 
was the rear-guard while approaching the pool. On their way back the 
tusker assumed the position of the rear-guard (Fig. 4). 

It is evident from the foregoing accounts that the musth occurs 
usually at the begining of summer in India, though a few cases may be 
observed in other seasons as well·. The musth which gives a strange 

physiological and physical superiority to a competent bull elephant is 

• According to Dr. V. Krishna Murthy (Forest Veterinary Officer, Coimbatore, Tamil 
Nadu) cases of mU$lh in Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary is also observed during May
September, which coincides with heavy rains. But in AnnamaJai Wildlife Sanctuary 
musth appears during November-March, i.e. in colder months. 
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nature's device for the future welfare of the population. Hence, such a 
bu 11 may do all to establish its exclusive sexual rights over the eligible 
cows not only of the herd but also of the surrounding area. As observed 
in Bandipur, it appears that in the absence of competitors a musth bull 
may even associate itself v.'ith the herd, can be tolerant of the other 
members and be functioning in its role \vithin the herd. Probably such 
bulls in muslh are harmless and do not develop an aggressive attitude 
even towards human beings. But there are always some exceptions, a 
fe\v may be bad-tempered while others may be docile, for instance, as 
stated by Gee (1969): "On three occasions I have encountered a wild 
bull elephant in full musth, twice in Kaziranga and once in Periyar, but 
each time the animal has been harmless and not at all aggressive. 
M. Krishnan has also found wild bull eJephant in musth to be hannless" 
Further, Krishnan (1972) reported some cases from North Bengal, Assam 
and Karnataka where the muslh bulls were dangerous and aggressive. 
Perhaps these bulls, which might have been succeeded by other competent 
bulls depriving them of their sexual rights over their mates, turned 
aggressive. Hence it may be presumed that stress caused by any factors, 
both external (environmental) and internal (physiological) \ may initiate the 
secretion of temporal glands and appearance of musth among the elephants. 
The cases of excessive or increased secretion cause extreme cases of mus/h. 
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All FIATE I 

Fig. I. Tusk,er leading tbe herd. 

Fig. 2. Lead.ing ,tusker neg'otiating the pool. 
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PLA'TE II 

Fig. 3. A herd dr.inking water at ,the pool. with the ,calf weUprotected. 

Fig. 4 . The herd Ic:,aviing the pool t,o re-enter the forest, with the 
lea'lling tusker now ,as ,a rear-guard. 
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CERTAIN ASPECTS OF BREEDING BIOLOGY IN 
THE INDIAN ELEPHANT, ELEPHAS MAX/MUS 

LINNAEUS 

By 

S. MOHAMMAD ALI 

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta 

(S Plates) 

Abstract 

Elephant starts breeding generally between 17 and 19 years, but a female as 
young as 8 years has been recorded to drop her first calf at Munich Zoological Park, 
Germany in 1932. They are not monogamous except perhaps in captivity. Courting 
and mating is a long drawn process which may continue for days, weeks and months. 
The adult female may pass through oestrus cycle every month in captivity. The 
gestation pe riod is reported to vary from 17 to 24 months. Heredi tory factors also 
influence the length of gestation. The growth rate of calf in captivity is not uniform. 
The percentage of calves in elephant herds, as observed in Betla National Park, 
Bandipur Tiger Project area, Mudumalai wildlife sanctuary, Na garhoJe wildlife 
sanctuary and Periyar wildlife sanctuary is 10 %, 13. 72%, 14.54~~, 14.17% and 13.92% 
respectively. 

I. Introduction 

Sketchy notes on various aspects of breeding in the Indian eleph~nt 

have been reported from time to time. Slade (1903: 111) and Gonza]ez 
(1939 : 731) have given descriptive accounts of copUlation only. Hundley 
(1922: 537) and Wilson (1922: 1128) commented on the length of 
gestation while Seth-Smith (1932 : 816), Foot (1935: 392) and Robinson 
(1935 : 950) remarked on the age of onset of puberty. Flower (1943: 21) 
and Burne (1943 : 27) compiled data from the notes they kept for several 
years concerning the age of sexual maturity, gestation period, and the 
growth rate of calves of the working elephants in Burma. Mayberry (1962 : 
80), Anchi (1962 : 83), Dittrich (1966 : 193) and Krishna-Go\vda (1969 :99) 
have dealt with the gestation period and rearing of the Indian elephant 
in Zoos at Portland. Budapest, Hannover and India, respectively. 

In recent years, Eisenberg et al. (1971 : 193) have made useful con
tribution on the reproductive behaviour of the Indian elephant in which 
they included such topics as the physio]ogical and morphological aspects, 
contact-promoting and precopulatory behaviours culminating in copula
tion. 

The present author made some observations during 1972-77 on both 
wild and tame elephants on their probable age at maturity, courtship, 
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mating, delivery of calf, its growth and natality. These observations have 
been made in the states of Assam, Bihar, West Bengal, Orissa, Karnataka, 
Kerala and Tamil Nadu. 

In the present paper the author has endeavoured to analyse his own 
observations and has compared them with the earlier studies \vith a view to 
developing a comprehensive account of the breeding pattern of the ele
phants in India. The method followed for the study consisted of grouping 
the eJepbants observed into three categories in. (i.e.), infants, (ii) immature 
and (iii) mature animals, based on developmental stages and reproductive 
status. 

II. Breeding Biology of Indian Elephant 

It is difficult to make observations on all the aspects of the breeding 
biology in the wild elephants for obvious reasons. Data on these aspects 
have obviously to be supplemented from the observations of the captives 
and this has perforce limited to a few cases only. 

The study on captive elephants were mainly made at MuduDlahii 
Wildlife Sanctuary (Tamil Nadu). The elephants rarely breed in full 
domestication, probably due to segregation of sexes, hard work and im
proper food. But in semi-natural conditions they do breed fairly well and 
regularly. 

During the period of observation, Mudumalai camp ha~ 36 elephants 
(ad &9, ad ~16, calves of different age groups 11). These elephants enjoy 
a comparatively free life as they are hobbled every night in the nearby 
forest. This enables them to secure natural fod der and to wander at ,viII 
in surrounding forest. Consequently this free life permits them to mix up 
with the wild stock and breed under almost na1ural condition5. 

Some details \vere also obtainf!d from the JaJdapara \Vildlife Sanc-, 
tuary (West Bengal). Besides, personal enquiries were made fronl the 
knowledgeable person-a reputed elephant trapper Sri Prakritish Barua, 
commonly known as Laljee Barua of Gauripur. Assam, who has a fairly 
good experience of rearing elephant calves, born in his elephant camp, 
and Dr. V. Krishna Munhy, Forest Veterinary Officer, Coimbatore (Tamil 
Nadu) who has exceptionally good knowledge of wild elephants of his 
forests. He has aJso the captive elephants of Mudumalai camp in his 
direct charge and maintains the records of individual elephants of his 
catnp. 

Breeding season : 
Asdell \ 1946 : 13) states that some mammals breed at all times of 

the year while others have a more or )sss restricted season at a definite 
time of the year. In general. tropical species have less restricted seasons 
than those living in the temperate region. The present author is of the 
opinion that elephants can breed at any time, particularly in an area ,,,here 
the conditions are fairly unifornl throughout the year (Fig. 10). It. is also 
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possible to see a calf of a few weeks of age in a herd, at any time of the 
year in other areas as well. 

Age at maturity 

In developing the criteria for the estimation of age at probable 
maturity, the author has mainly relied on the data drawn from the ele
phants in captivity ~ both based on his observations as well as those of 
others. Ali (1977 : 63) has already stated that the determination of age 
of a wild elephant is a moot problem. Among the captive elephants, 
except for those individuals \vhich are known from birth, an estimation 
of age has to be made. TIle teeth criterion is helpful in estimating the 
age only from dead elephants. In a living individual the age is estimated 
by its body-built and the height at the shoulder. But this has its limita
tions. The age and height table published by Flower (1943 : 25) or the 
growth curve constructed by McKay (1971 : 31) is applicable, in normal 
cases, for estimating the age. 

The data on birth records of Mudumalai camp elephants indicate 
that a female, named" Meenakshi", herself born in captivity, calved when 
she \vas only 13 years old. But" Devaki", another female, gave birth to 
her first calf at an approximate age of 18 years, while three other female 
elephants, namely "Bonlmi", "Swarnavathi" and "Rathi", had their first 
calves when they were around 19 years of age. 

Burne (1943 : 26) cited eight examples from the working elephants of 
Burma to state that three females gave birth to their first calves at the age 
of 18 years while five others at the age of 16, 20, 21, 22 and 23 years. 

Flower (1943: 22) stated that a female elephant named "Ellen" 
calved when she was only 13 years old in Copenhagen Zoological Garden 
in 1907 and another female gave birth when she was believed to be only 
lOt years old in Leipzig Zoological Garden in 1936. Seth-Smith (1932: 
816) quotes the age of a female elephant to be a little over 9 years when 
she dropped her first calf. Furthermore, Foot (1935: 392) speaks of a 
female. named 'Cora', which produced her first calf even at the age of 
only 8 years at Munich Zoological Garden in 1932. 

Inspite of the above-mentioned records from European Zoological 
Gardens, Flower (1943 : 22) concluded that the usual age for a female 
elephant to produce her first calf is 15 to 16 years. Sanderson, I.T (1960; 
309) held the view that elephants usually have their first calf between the 
ages 16 and 20 years. An analysis of birth records suggests that the 
majority of elephants drop their first calf at the age of 18 and 19 years 
(Fig. 1). But those births, reported from the age of 13 years and earlier 
may also be possible as exceptional cases, since McKay (1971 : 30) has 
stated that puberty among \vild elephants in Ceylon probably occurs bet
\veen the ages of 8 and 10 years. 

A male about 20 years old is generally considered mature and perio
dically exhibits the bursting of its temporal glands, the 'musth' Jayasinge 
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and lainudeen (1970 : 63) state that 'musth' never appears in males under 
10 years of age and appears sporadically in young males from 14 to 20 
years. But all males in the 20 to 25 years of age-group periodically 
exhibit 'musth' 

This suggests that elephants may attain puberty several years before 
they attain their full 'sexual maturity' According to Asdell (1946: 10), 
'sexual maturity' is the time when the animal reaches its full reproductive 
power, and it is usually much later than puberty. Hence, female elephants 
attain maturity at an age generally ranging from 16 to 20 years, commonly 
between 17 and 19 years (Fig. 1), depending upon the physiological 
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changes in an individual and probably several other factors including 
habitat, climatic conditions, etc. which require further investigations .. 

However, at maturity. a physiological change comes about in the 
individuals which stimulates breeding capabilities. 

Courtship 

Marshall (1922 : 47) states that the elephants in captivity are poly
restrous and may have persistent oestrus for 3 to 4 days. Apparently there 
is no external manifestation in a cow elephant during oestrus period. 
Hundley (1922 : 538) has recorded a similar observation, but Slade (1903 : 
112) and Evans (1910 : 94) are of the opinion that a female in season, 
signifies her condition to an eligible male by moving her tail slightly to 
one side and submits by bending her hind quarters. Wilson (1922 : 1128) 
reported that a cow elephant in season will very often have a slight dis
charge from the temporal glands which is visible, when the skin of the 
elephant is dry. Krishnan (1972 : 310) further adds that a cow elephant 
coming into season advertises her condition and she soaks the hairs of 
her tail-tip in her genital discharge, the tail is then held aloft in the air and 
weved about as a scent-flag. However, a female in season, attracts the 
attention of an eligible male and courts his society. Males appear to be 
ready and keen to mate at all times of the year. 

The courting is a long drawn out process, which may last for days, 
weeks or months. During the process besides mutual smelling of genital 
organs (Fig. 2.), a male and a female may often be seen caressing each 

other with their trunks, sometimes standing either neck to neck crossed 
or trunks intertwisted. Several such advances between the two may be 
repeated before the actual copulation. A male extending its trunk along 
the back of the female, is an indication that the male is ready to mate. 
Courtship may occur either within or away from the herd. When it takes 
place within the herd, other members are apparently indifferent. It is of 
common occurrence in the forest and can be observed without difficulties 
as the elephants are not shy. Eisenberg et ale (1971 : 198) descrjbed in 
detail the contact-promoting and pre-copulatory behaviour in the Ceylo
nese popUlation which is confirmed by the observations of the present 
author (Figs. 3 to 6). 

Mating 

Copulation has been \\'ell described by Slade (1903 : 112) and Eisen
berg e t al (1971 : 205) and needs no further elaboration. I may, however, 
add my own observation that after the mounting of the male, the female 
may support herself by holding an object like a tree (Fig. 5) and submits 
to the male only when the penis comes in contact with her vulva. The 
female usually squates compelling the male to assume almost a sitting 
posture probably to receive deep penetration of the penis (Fig. 6). The 
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male gradually starts raising itself till his hind legs are upright. By this 
time the coition is over, which may take hardly ) 2 seconds. After the 
congress, the female appears to be excited, as she rapidly flaps her ears 
and whisks her tail whereas the male is reJatively quiet. Slade's (1903 : 
112) observation is, thus, confirmed by mine. All the mountings of a 
male may not lead to the successful coition (Fig. 7), therefore, copulation 
is repeated for several days, probably till the female is impregnated. 

Pregnancy 

This aspect has probably not yet been recorded. A successful sexual 
union shall naturally lead to conception. As pregnancy advances, the 
female may be observed to remain slightly away from the herd, avoids 
climbing on high hiJls, its movements become comparatively slower, it 
urinates frequently. Such a female maintains a distance from the advan
ces of other eligible nlales and demonstrates a defensive behaviour by 
keeping her ears low and tail tucked in between her hind legs. The 
mammary glands become prominent around nine months in the case of 
first pregnancy and at the end of t\velve months in subsequent ones. These 
are stretched upwards directing the nipples outwards. An expectant 
mother may be seen with another adult female (probabJy which has already 
undergone the experience of parturition) in the advanced stages of pre
gnancy. This companion probably assists the expectant mother at the 
time of delivery and in bringing up of the calf. 

Gestation period 

Sanderson (1878) states that the length of gestation may be 18 to 20 
months if the female is carrying a cow calf and up to 22 months if it is a 
bull calf. Wihon (1922 : 1128) based on records extending over a number 
of years puts the period of gestation at 22 months. But he further says 
that a \vorking elephant on account of overwork may drop calf after 20 
months. Such a calf if born alive will be weaker than a full tern1 calf. In 
premature parturition usually still-born calves are dropped. 

Burne (1943 : 27) has published the figures of gestation period for 
25 cases and which give the average of 21 months 3 days with the mini
mum of 17 months 17 days and a maximum of 25 months. In 10 out of 
his 25 cases, however, he \vas not quite sure of his data. Flo\ver (1943 : 
22) quotes two definite cases, one of 20 months 18 days and the other of 
20 months 20 days. A summary of all notes in his possession up to 1939 
gave the usual period of 19 to 21 months with a mininlum of 17 and a 
maximum of 24 nl0nths. Eisenherg et al. (1971 : 195) on the basis of 
published records. state that the period of gestation around 22 1l10nths is 
reasonable. Shri Laljce Barua (personal conlmunication) states that all 
the four of his cow elephants in five confinen1ents having been served by 
his captive male elephant named "Partab Singh" dropped five calves. The 
gestation period varied from 17 months 20 days to 18 months 25 days. 
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His cow elephants gave birth to calves as follows: (i) Paban Payari to 
a ~ (tusker), (ii) Shevini (0 a~; (iii) Bulbuli to a a (makhna); (iv) Kanan
balla to a ~ (mukhna) and again Paban Payari to a~. The calves were 
all born during J 950-1957 between July and August either in his forest 
camps at Gauripur or at Goalpara in Assam. 

The present author had the records of two definite cases from 
Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary camp elephants. One of the cow elephants 
named "Suguna" was covered in the night of May 3 and 4, 1948 and 
dellvered a' male calf named 'Rana' on 21 st March, 1950. The other cow 
elephant 'Godavari' was covered in the night of October 18 and 19, 1951 
and she delivered a fenlale calf named 'Avvai' on 20th July, 1953. The 
gestation period, therefore, works out to 684 days for 'Suguna' carrying a 
male and 639 days for 'Godavari' carryigg a female. The available 
records on the gestation suggest a variation from 17 months 17 days to 24 
months (Flower, 1943 : 22) or 25 months (Burne, 1943: 27). The present 
author is of the opinion that the gestation period may vary from 17 to 23 
months on account of several reasons. 

In monotocus animals males are carried longer and ar.e heavier at 
hirth than the female. According to Asdell (1946: 28) the heredItary 
factors a1so influence the length of gestation. Environmental factors pro
bably also contribute to variations. Above all, the calcu1ations based on 
congress may account for a major factor in variable data, since all mount
ings of the males are not successful coverings. 

D .. J/il'ery of calf 

Hundley (1922 : 538) reported tbat calves among the working ele
phants in Burma had appeared unexpectedly either during work or while 
the mother was grazing. However, the present author, on the basis of 
his field observations, is of the view that the birth in a wild elephant is 
anticipated by the herd, and the herd under such circun1stances continues 
to stay longer in a particular area. The restlessness and groaning sound 
of the expectant mother during the iabour pain is the indication to the 
herd of the impending delivery, when other members of the herd start 
trumpeting occasionally and congregate on the spot. The birth-spot is 
selected close to a water pool and is generally a grassy patch. The size of 
the birth-spot is variable, probably depending upon the size of the herd. 
It was observed twice at Betla National Park, Palamau (Bihar) that the 
size of the birth-spot was c 12.2 x 18.3 m and c ] 8.3 x 30.5 m, respectively. 
The constant paddJing of the elephants makes this spot-quite smooth. 
During the period of delivery the spot is weB guarded by al1 the members 
of the herd, including the adult males. The cases of delivery in both the 
wild and tame elephants that are available go to show that it takes place 
mostly in the night under tremendous heaves of sighs and groans. The 
process of delivery in the wild elephants has not been properly observed 
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so far. Informations were col1ected from those attendants of Mudumalai 
Wildlife Sanctuary who have witnessed the birth in a few elephants of the 
camp. They state that during the labour pain some fluid begins to flow 
from the genital organ and the calf emerges, shoulder first with its head 
tut;ked between its fore-legs and is gently lowered to the ground. The 
entire procec;s takes about 4 to 5 minutes. The statement of Sanderson 
(1960 : 311) is confirmed by the above observations. The placenta may 
be passed immediately after delivery or may be delayed by a few hours 
and is normally eaten by the mother herself. Similar observation has also 
been reported by Evans (1910 : 67). The author could not find the placenta 
on both the occasions of births observed by him. 

Once in Mudumllai wild Life Sanctuary area, just after the delivery 
by a member of a wild herd, the herd had to move a\vay due to constant 
disturbance around the birth-spot, leaving behind the placenta. It weighed 
about 14 kg. (personal commu nication from Dr. V. Krishna Murthy, 
Forest Veterinary Office, Coimbatore and Shri Silverraj, Range Officer, 
M udumalai Wildlife Sanctuary). 

Normally one calf (Fig. 8) is born at a time but twins are also 
reported. Hundley (1921 : 628) reported the birth of twin elephant calves 
by a working elephant in Burma. They were male and female calves, each 
measuring 95.6 cm. Among the camp elephants of Mudumalai a cow 
elephant named 'Tara' delivered t 3 calves in twelve confinements. The 
ninth birth in captivity was that of identical male twin on 25th May, 1960. 
Another female elephant 'Devaki' also dropped identical male twin in 
her sixth confinement on 20th May, 1971 (Fig. 9). 

Normally the calf is able to stand on its legs within an hour, but 
the herd will continue to stay in the area for 2 to 3 days, probably until 
such time as the ncw- born calf can acc ompany the mother in her move
ments. The mother is extremely protective of her young and, during the 
first few weeks after birth, keeps it quite near or directly under her body 
as she walks about. The mother suckles the calf at an interval of every 
15 to 20 minutes during the first few weeks. 

Birth among the camp elephants of M udumalai takes place all the 
year round but the nlaximum number of calves are dropped in May and 
Novenlber and the minimum during January and June (Fig 11.) Among 
the wild elephants in dry deciduous tract of BetJa National Park, Palamau, 
calves are generally born during winter 1l10nths froln December to 
February. In the captive elephants of Jaldapara Wildlife Sanctuary (West 
Rengal) the births have been recorded in September, DeCell1ber. February 
and March, whereas in Assam during July-August. Shri S.C. NeginhaJ, 
Asstt. Conservator of Forests, Mysore (personal communication) states 
that the calves are born more during the rainy season at Nagarhole Wild
life Sanctuary area. Sanderson (1878) mentions that females give birth 
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at every 21 years and the majority of calves are dropped in Mysore bet
ween September and November, towards the end of the rainy season. 
Williams (1950), however, writes that in Burma most elephant calves are 
born between March and May, which in that area is the onset of the rainy 
season. 

From Table J, it would appear that a minimum interval between the 
two calves is 2 years 1 month 2 days and the maximum is 8 years 7 
months in the same female named 'Tara' Further, 'Tara' has delivered 
her thirteenth calf a female ('Rajeshwari') (Fig. 10) on 20th July, 1976 at 
an approximate age of 67 years. It may be presumed from the above 
records that a female elephant may continue to breed beyond 65 years of 
her age. 

Growth of calf 

Growth rate among the elephants is not uniform (Ali, 1977: 26). 
Both sexes are almost of the same height at birth and during the first two 
years there is a very rapid growth in both of them. The male, however, 
has been observed to be growing faster than the female. This confirms 
the earlier observations of Flower (J 943 : 25). 

Natality 

The production of new individuals by a population is a major factor 
for determining the potential yield in a particular area. It is normally 
calculated by the number of young produced per 100 breeding females per 
year. However, the net increase io a population is influenced by several 
factors, such as population of the species, minimum and maximum breed .. 
iog ages of the individuals. sex-ratio, breeding habits, number of indivi .. 
duals produced per year, rate of their servival, etc. 

It is apparent from the foregoing accounts that the elephants usually 
breed after they are 13 years old. Generally a single calf is born but 
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Table 2. Percentage of Calf and natality in wild elephants. 

Locality Year Mature Immature Infant Total Percentage of Natality 
unsexed Animals Calf in over lofant/ 

Remarks 

siguted all population 100 -- > 
Male Female Male Female 

r--
Betla N P., Bihar. 1 ~ '72 3 20 Unsextd 3 32 937 1 6 

-do- 1974 4 11 8 2 25 8.00 IS.38 

-do- 1975 3 l' 4 2 24 8.65 J -do- 1977 1 6 2 1 10 1000 

Bandipur Sanctuary, 1976 3 21 3 10 6 43 13.72 

} Karnataka 25.37 

-do- 1977 10 46 7 8 11 82 13.41 

Nagarhole Sanctuary J 1976 7 44 7 20 13 91 14.11 29.54 
Karnataka 

M udumalai Sanctuary, 1976 6 30 3 9 7 55 14.54 

} Tamil Nadu 
28.84 

-do- 1977 5 22 9 13 8 57 14.21 

Periyar Sanctuary, 1976 6 46 3 13 11 79 13.92 23.91 
Kerala 
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occasionally twins are also produced. Consequently a population will 
consist of a high percentage of non- breeding individuals. The gestation 
period is 17 to 23 months. Usually they do not breed during the period 
when the calf is being actively nursed. Hence, a female ele phant at best 

can produce one calf in two years or at longer intervals ranging from 3 to 
9 years. (Table 1). Thus the maximum number of calves that may be 
expected from a cow elephant is 15 to 17 during her productive period, 
if she survives over 70 years of age. However, during the period of study 
the natality as observed was 15.38%' 25.37%, 29.54/'0' 28.84% and 23.91 % 
at Betla, Bandipur, Nagarhole, M udumalai and Periyar, respectively 
(Table 2). 
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Addendum 

Subsequent to submission of the manuscrjpt some more information 
was received in respect of birth records. A cow elephant, Meenakshi 
(born in captivity on 9th March 1889 at Madumalai camp) delivered the 
calves as under: 

No. Name of calves Date of birth Sex Mother's age in 

J. Doshi Jaban 27 th Dec. 1902 ~ 13 
2. Rosbini 28th Jan. J 908 ~ 19 
3. Parwathy 21st Nov. 19J I ~ 22 
4. Still born 9th Feb. 1915 ~ 26 
s. Mogul 13th Oct. ] 919 c1 30 
6. Chandra 16th Jan. 1923 ~ 34 
7. Saraswathy 19th Nov. 1928 ~ 39 
8. Hilla 30th Nov. 1931 ~ 42 
9. Sundari 2Jst Jut 1935 ~ 46 

10. Andi 20th Feb. 1938 t1 49 
J 1. Venn ) J th Jul. 1943 c1 54 
Meenakshi died in 1957. 

An analysis of 53 (42 referred earlier + 11 post-symposium data) 
birth records suggests that the maximum number oC calves are born 10 

November, instead of May and November. 
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Fig. 2,. ,Bull elephant smelling genital organ of a cow elephant . 
(Photo by ,courtesy Shd N Sundarraj B3ngalore) 

Fi.g. 3. Bun elephant (left) ,approa,hing a cow ,eJephJnt '(right). 



Al.( ,PLATE II 

Fig. 4. Bun e'lephant pressing ,the rump of a cow elephant by the base of 
his trunk to submit. 

Fig. 5. After the 'n<'l\uHin~ of ,~\ bull theco\\ t,akcs additional support 
hy holding ~l t~e by her 'trunk . 
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PLATE III 

Fig. 6. Sucoessful copulation in which the 'cow squates t,o receiv'e 
deep penetration. 

fl¥ . 7. Unsuccessful mating (Pboto by c'ourt'esy Shri N Sundarraj., 
Bang,aJore,. 
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PLATE IV 

fig. s. ·j,a'mala~ with her 13 days ,old female ,calf at j,aldapara Wildlife 
Sanctuary. West Deng,at . 

Jig . 9.' r~c\',a~d' \, ith her id~ntkt\' m~\'Ic: hVljn at f\.1udunl\llni 'VihjIH;~ 

Sanctuary (,Phot,o by ('our(csy Shri (.op'i N,ath. C~dkllt). 
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PLATE V 

Fig. 10. 6Tara9 (67 years) with her thirteenth calf at Mudumal,ai WHdHfe 
Sanctuary August, 1977" 
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POLLUTION AND ITS BEARING ON WILD LIFE 

By 

H.P. AGRAWAL, D.S. MATHUR AND P.L. KANKANE 

Central Regional Station, Zoological Survey of India, Jabalpu1· (M.P.) 

Abstract 

In the present paper poJJution and its affect on wild Jife has been discussed. 
Empbasis bas been Jaid on the effects of pesticices. It destroys the reproduc
tive conditions and disturbs the metabolism which u1timateJy cause death or may 
result in elimination of species over a long period of time. Mammoth problems 
in environmental polJution-with waste effluents and chemicals, oil, sew~g(', 
poisonous gases, smoke and other hazards have directly threaten to exterminate 
our fauna and flora. Pollution by pesticides, fertj]jzers and radioactive wastes 
also pose grave danger to wild Hfe. direct1y through the food cycle Although 
nature can recover from minor modifications of her environment but it has a limit to 
recover from continuous abuse. If pollution is continued. the nature's life !>upporting 
system wiH fail. Hence, we are to appJy the methods to reverse poJlution of the 
environment. 

I. Introduction 

Many wild life species have already become extinct and so many are 
on the verge of extinction. Pollution is one of the important factor for 
the depletion of our wild life. The ever-expanding industrialization, 
urbanization and increasing demand for growing more food have produced 
severe problems in environmental pollution, which has directly threatened 
to exterminate our fauna and flora. There are indications that if large

scale pollution of the environment is continued, the earth's life-supporting' 
system \-"ill fail, with disastrous consequences. 

Several insecticides are being effectively used in controlling various 
pests. Ultimately these insecticides find their "oay from different sources 
into the rivers, streams ar:d ponds and create problems for aquatic life 
living therein, and also ",·hen the insecticides are spray( d in the fields 
and forests, they enter the l::ody of the animals and effect the life. In the 
present paper efforts are made, to know hGW pollution caused by non

degradable pollutants effect the wild life. 

In order to assess the degree of toxicity of certain pollutants, some 
bioassays were performed with dieJdrin and lindane on certain species of 
fishes by one of us (D.S.M.) and 'with dimecron and er.drin on some snails 
by the other author (H.P.A.). The changes in the animal tissues or body 
were observed. 
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II. ObservatioDs 

(A) E.lTec t of insecticides 

The effect of dieldrin and lindane In case of some fishes was as 

follows :-

(a) Effi·ct s 011 liver 

1. Channa puncta/us 

The hepatic cel1s w~re moderately vacuolated. There was slight 
a trophy of cells in the peripheral and central regions. The common 
pat hological findings reveal variable changes such as necrosis or atrophy or 
combination of both. The most common lesion was degeneration of liver 
cells. Thf'ff' ,,'as slight alteration of the nuclei. The original polygonal 
shape of th(' liver cells was changed and the whole area of cells looked like 
a complicated mass. 

2. Hde.ro J neus/es fossilis 

The affected liver cells \vere found scattered. There was clumping 
of cytoplasmic granules. Cells in the central region had atrophied. 
Necrosis ,vas Jocalisrd. The centre of the cells appeared empty due to loss 
of cytoplasm. The change in the parenchymatous cells consisted of 
nlarginaion of the cytoplasmic granules. At a few places the cells had 
completely degenerated. 

3. TricllOgaslcr fascia/us 

The hepatic c~lls \,'ere moderately vacuolated. The chief lesion 
\\Tas degeneration of the cytoplasm of the cel1s in the form of vacuoles. At 
a fr,,' places localised necrosis v.as very much marked. Hypertrophy \\'as 
not noticed. A fe\" cells had disappeared. 

4. Pun/ius snphoTc 

I nterceHutar spaces got developed due to the loss of cells, Necrosis 
\\'as prolloul1crd, 'I'he chief alteration was hypertrophy of the cells. 

(h) F;/fert 071 kidlle)IS 

I n kidneys degeneration of the epithelium \vas observed and it \vas 
ruptured at several places. Some parenchymatous cells of the renal tubules 
\,'('re also afTected. I n the central portion the tissue was much ruptured. 
'rhe cells "Tre acC\,unulat~d in the form of patches. 

(c) FJj~c/ on gills 

1 n case of giJls there was loss of different types of cells. The respira .. 
tory a lld blood ceJls \vere also degenerated. The blood vessels became 
at rophieu. l\t ('erta in places a fusion of adjacent gill lame]]ae was seen. 
Localised necrosis of sonlC parts of tissues and the atrophy of large 
a<.:idophil glandular cells \VC1'e also observed. 
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The follo\ving physiological changes were noticed in the snail, 
l...;'mnata acuminata, due to the effect of dimecron and endrin : 

(i) There \vas no change in the calciurn and magnesiun1 content of the 
blood as compared \vith that of nonnal snail. 

(ii) An increase in the lactic acid accumulation to about 25 tin1es, as 
compared \"ith that of normal snail, was noticed. 

(iii) The pH of the blood changed from 7.3 to 4.3. 

In order to find out the effect of these insecticides on the circulatory 
system, the snails subjected to insecticides were opened and kept in petri 
dish containing Pila ringer (Lal and Agra\val, 1968). The rate of heart 
beat was seven beats per minute while in the normal snail the rate is 
about 25 beats per rninute. This sho,,,,s decrease in the cardiac activity. 

(B) Effect of pollution caused due to industrial wastes: 

The pollution of rivers and streams by industrial wastes has been 
the problem since time immemorial because it produces the nlost 
unsanitory conditions in the environment. 

The paper factory wastes cause oxygen depl etion which is the most 
common difficulty because of long term biochemical oxygen demand due 
to the presence of lignin and chemical oxygen demand of the wastes. The 
water becomes highly toxic due to the presence of the free chlorine, 
sulphur compounds and other dissolved compounds. 'The presence of fine 
colloidaJ particles of Jjgnin and cellulose clog the gills of fishes and hamper 
the norma) gaseous exchange resulting in high mortality. The reddish 
brown colour of the combined waste makes the ri ver water bro\\'nish and 
blackish reducing the penetration of the light, thus indirectly affecting the 
aquatic fauna. The definite increase of other factors like pH, specific 
conductivity, sulphate and sulphide affect the biota variously. 

Industrial effluents containing sulphuric acid effects the eggs and 
larvae of fishes. The effect of S04 ion is great on developing eggs. In 
order to protect aquatic life from effects of effluents, special settling tanks 
or other purifying installations are set up at factories. If industries are 
properly organised, it 'would be possible to protect water masses from 
pollution. 

Toxic effect of metallic compounds leads firstly to the coagulation of 
the mucous secretion of the gills and protoplasm of the 1iving cel1s which 
disturb the metabolism. Secondly the iron poisoning the gills COVfrs them 
\'lith a dense bro\vn coating which makes respiration difficult. 

One of the hazards that man has introduced into the water, a 
chlorinated pesticide-'Toxaphene', is causing a 10t of damage to fish, 
incapitating them for life. It is suspected that toxaphene reduces the 
vitamin C content of the body but it needs verification. 
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For mammals, toxaphene is one of the more toxic chlorinated 
hydrocarbon insecticide and which is used widely as an insecticide on farm 
crops and as a poison to control undesirable fish population (Henderson 
ct aI., 1959). 

Mercury and it s compounds are widely used in industries, medicines 
and agriculture, and their uncontrolled release to the environment is now 
a significant cause of injury to, and even death of, wild life. In Sweden, 
the decline in the bird population has been traced to seed grains treated 
,,"ith menthly mercury preservatives. In Canada and USA, it has been 
th{' same story. 

In a nunlber of cases mechanical pollution may also be caused by 
r('fus~, for example, the product of timber rafting. This type of pollution 
has a particularly bad effect on rjvers in \vhich the Salmon spawns. 

Ill. Discussion 

All the insecticides and industrial wastes are highly toxic to animal 
li fc. It is really difficult to assess particular factors responsible for 
lnorta1ity. According to Ellis (1937) the chemicals may affect the animals 
in the follo\ving ways : 

(i) by causing respiratory and circulatory interference; 

(ii) by toxic action after absorption through gastrointestinal wal1; and 

(iii) by specific toxic action. 

I t seems that due to toxic effects, pathological changes occur in 
tissues and organs, prinlarily liver and circulatory system. Probably the 
prinlary targrt is the circulatory system where an apparent stasis and 
congestion i~ follo\ved by the appearance of precipitated material. This 
n1aterial prohably r('pr('s~nts a product from damaged erythrocytes. As 
ohserved in snails, one of the significant changes of the toxic effects is the 
Jo\\'ering of th~ circulatory efficiency of the body fluids. This indicates the 
non-utilization or non-availab1ility of the energy producing systems needed 
for the physio1ogical activity of organs such as the heart. This potentially 
results in anoxia. The metabolic changes in snails are due to develop
nl~nt of snch (\ n anoxic condi tion. The insecticides taken in along with 
\vater, danlag<" the intestinal mucosa due to the free exchange of ions 
bel\veen the gut and submucosal capillaries. 

David (1956) pointed out the direct and indirect effects by the paper 
factory effluents. 'fhe pH value less than 5.0 and nlore than 9.0 affects 
the organislns direc.t)y. The pH of the stream water in the polluted zone 
ranges between 6.4 to 7.2, hence it has no direct effect on stream biota. 
A good reserve and natural bicarbonate alkalinity acts as a safe-guard 
against an increase and decrease in the pH value. 
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The temperature of the effluent, as it comes out from the factory, is 
ahvays higher than the atmospheric or normal water temperature of the 
stream, but it becomes normally equal as the effluent falls into the stream. 
The effluent temperature and the river temperature show that the 
maximum limit remained the same for both, but differences exist in the 
lowest limit i.e., about 8°C to 10°C, while the oxygen consumption of the 
aquatic fauna nearly doubles itself for each 10°C rise in the tern perature 
(Ruttner, 1926). 

Henderson and Tarzwell (1957) mentioned that all the industrial 
wa~tes are Cht~lllical1y very complex and it is very difficult to find out 
\\'hich particular factor is responsible for mortality. rfhe pollution in the 
strealn is organic. The decompositian of organic matter by the action of 
certain bacteria and micro-organisms \vhich consume the organic matter 
and combine \vith oxygen available from the environment, affect the life 
in the stream. The effluent stagnates in the drain and the stream for a 
long tinle, the biological action starts and obnoxius condition soon 
develops. Thu'i septic condition results in the production of hydrogen 
sulphide gas imparting black colour to the effluent. David (1956) stated 
that the presence of hydrogen sulphide and free chlorine is well known to 
be toxic to fi~h. Duoderoff and Kartz (1960) have mentioned that even 
the traces of these substances in polluted water is hazardous to life. 

IV. Conclusion and Suggestions 

Pollution control is a necessity and must be given highest priority if 
\ve are to restort", maintain and develop our natural resources. 

We are to find out the biodegradable insecticides (insecticidal esters), 
\vhich ca n safely be used as potent insecticides. 

The industrial wastes, if discharged untreated, can hamper or 
deplete thr aquatic organisms in a water body. It, therefore, becomes 
essen tial to kno\v the safe pernlissible concentrations of various industrial 
\\'asH's. .A biologist can easily measure the degree of toxicity in allY waste, 
hy In~ans of bioassay methods and assess the extent to which it should be 
diluted or othcr\vise treated, before discharge to the receiving watt rs. 

The basic research needed is for the effects of pesticides on ecosystem 
fa ther than the effect of a pesticide on a particular type of animal; these 
date \\'iJl be of great importance if can be related to competition, variation 
and population and other ecological consequences. l\Ionitoring programme 
should be accompanied by the histological and ecological studies to relate 
contamination effect from one population to another. 
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WILD LIFE BIOLOGY OF SUNDARBAN FORESTS 

-Further study on the habitat and behaviour pattern 
of Sundarban Tiger-

By 

A,B CHAUDHURI AND K. CHAKRABARTI 

Abstract 

The present study on euryphagous and eurytherm:i) carnivore of Sunderbans
th e Tiger. is in continuation of a series of works published earlier by the authors. 
V dried types of habitats have been described. Twelve vegetation formations have been 
classified e.lrlier. indicating density of crop. incidence of casualty and pug marks of 
tigers In this study detailed list of plants and biota has been made. Salinity and 
total salt contents of water and soil have been analysed to establish correlation between 
these factors on human casualty pattern, if any The present analysis of various 
behaviour plttera and casu!tlty figures not only conform with the earlier findings that, 
(i) the tiger kills humln being primarily between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m. and between 3 p.m. 
and ~ p m (ii) the! age group of humnn being killed falls between 3S to 4S years. It 
establishes their migration and rhythmic activity theory, facts on population increase 
:lnd designed mlne:lting urge. Further study is sure to unearth more thrilling facts on 
their behaviour patteru. 

Introduction 

From time immemorial the cattle lifting tigers have enjoyed the 
duhiou~ distinction of a public enemy. Anthropomorphic anecdotes of 
~'attle lifters are abundant, those on man-eaters are many, but very scanty 
'On the estu~rine man-eaters. The vie\~ that the predatory aberration 
has been a persistent deviation from normal is held by a group of experts... 
It has to br established in respect of the estuarine tiger. In the estuarine 
tract, physical, chemical, mechanical and animate environments create 
,,1 series of spe<:ialised niches where aggression, tenacity, battle for survival 
.tn· retentless and supreme. 

The author's initial investigational reports on the tiger of the 
SUllbarbans estuary were detailed in a series of articles published in 
'C;heetal', ~S('icnce & Culture' and in 'The Bulletin of the Botanical 
Society of Bengal" during 1972 and 1973. 

Besides these and other observations on vegetation and habitat, 
studies on the breeding habit and bio-ecological aspects on various fish 
spc<:'ies, honey bee (Apis dorsata) and several species of birds in relation 
to tigers, have been made in a s~parate series of publications. (Science 
& Culture, Volume ~O, March 1974, Science & Culture, Volume 38, Jun~ 
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1972, Science & Culture, Volume 39, January 1973, Cheetal, Volume 15, 
July ] 972 and Cheetal, Volume 1 5, March 1973). Extensive data have been 
collected on soil, water, pug-marks, human casualties, etc. and those have 
been analysed. Some of these findings are enumerated in this paper. 

A. Earlier findings between 1970-72 

(a) Tigers are present in all the fifteen (15) blocks in the Sundardan 
Tiger Reserve (2,585 sq. km.) and casualties are recorded in all 
the compartments (65 nos.) of these 15 blocks; in fact 21 blocks 
of the entire Sundarban forests record the incidence of man
eaters. 

(b) Tigers migrate from block to block as was evident from pug
marks on muddy, sandy and loamy soil and on actual sightings. 

(c) About 40 persons are kil1ed every year on an average (unofficial 
reports record about 100). 

(d) Maximum casualty is in April and 1\,{ay during the honey 
collection season. Minimum casualty is during the rains. Fisher
men are the highe st victims. 

(e) Permit holders of all professions die; in the timber coupes Vt"here 
the maximum number of workers stay and Vt"ork together (cont
rary to fishermen who are isolated allover the areas) have 
comparatively minimum casualty. 

(f) Casualty in a particular block do not maintain a uniform level; 
it fluctuates in a regular rhythmic pattern (Table No.2 also refer 
to graphs produced in earlier papers referred to in para 3 under 
in troduction). 

(g) (i) Maximum casualty (80%) is between ".00 hours and 9.00 
hours, 15.00 hours and 17.00 hours and at 23.00 hours. 

(ii) The age of persons killed varies between 35 to 45 years in 
BO,},o of the cases. 

(iii) Those killed at night are attacked at their boat after the 
tiger swam to the boat and mounted on it, selected the 
victim and jumped ,vith it back into water. 

(h) Salinity is suspected to have positive correlation with the ferocity 
of the animal. Damage of liver and kidney has been suspected. 

(i) The tigers understand the human mind meticulously and all 
their plans of attack are designed on human movement. 

(j) All the forests \vere classified into types or formation on the 
basis of tidal level and on thei r tree associations; the density of 
such forests ,,,ere detennined and the human casualty pattern ~ 
such types, and fornlations cnuolerated. 
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(k) Pugmarks were measured and classified into various size classes 
and assessment of the younger class was made. It was observed 
that the younger class was poorly represented. 

(1) Recovery of the human body could be done only in 28.5% of the 
cases, whereas in 7l.5% cases dead body could not be recovered 
from the tiger. This indicated the tenac.ity and ferocity of the 
man-eaters as the persons engaged in retrieving the dead body 
were attacked. 

(m) The initial attack was always on the right hind part of the neck 
and the injury inflicted on the jugular vein and the cerebellum 
by the right and left paws respectively. 

(n) Pigs and deer were the primary prey animals; but circumstances 
compel the tigers to take monkey, fish, bird, lizard and even 
crab. They have been observed to eat honey but this may not 
be a regular feature. 

{o) Striking uniformity in the number of persons killed in honey 
collection over the years showed that the number of man-eaters 
\'Vas quite small and static (in average 17 honey collectors were 
killed out of about 1300 men engaged in this job each year). 

(p) Maximum casualty zones were the areas of high salinity. 

(q) The man-eater did not cross into human habitation for predation, 
\\'hich is a striking feature of the Sundarbans tiger. 

(r) The sex ratio of the female to male was 1 :3. 

(s) The man-eater dug up recently burried human body to eat it. 

(t) Man-eaters were mostly male. No human female has been killed 
by a man-eater as per record. 

(u) There \vas no source of sweet water in the entire tract and 
although the animals drunk only saline water, yet sweet water 
was an attraction and was preferred to saline water. 

B. Findings ofter complete closure of high density tiger populated areas to permit
holders in mid-1974. 

All the aforesaid observations made under paragraph A were found 
correct on later observations. About census, the Project authorities found 
an increase in tiger population excess of 112 (in 1979 census the number 
'\ as 206) \\'hich ,,'as as"'essed earlier in 1972. Further, the Tables 1 and 2 
show the corresponding casualty figures during (i) 1960-69, (ii) 1969 to 
1973 and (iii) 1974 (September) to 1978. 

The follo\\'ing are the analyses of data and findings :-

1. The \\'ave of human casualty maintained the same rate of about 
40 persons a year. It is significant that eight blocks out of a total of 15 in 



Table I. Total Casualty In 'Project Tiger' and Pre-Project Tiger Periods. 

Forest 
Block 

Chamta Matta Arbesi Gos3ba Netidhopani Chandkhali Pirkhali Bagmara Katuashuri Others te"'-

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Pre-Tiger 
Project period 
(i) 1960-69 
('0 years) 

(ii) 1969-1973 
(4 years) 

Total 

Project Tiger period 

(80) 
39 

119 

(41) 
36 

77 

8 
20 

28 

(iii) 1974-1978 17 2S 16 
upto 
(Sept.) (Matla 2 & 3) 

(5 years) 

(37) 

12 

49 

1 

17 
13 

30 

(27) 

16 
15 

31 

(52) 

22 
8 

30 

(37) 

22 

22 

12 
8 

20 

17 

N.B Bold figures show high incidence of kill of human being during pre and post Project Tiger period. 

81 
21 

336 
172 

102 50~ 

Pa ncham - 224 
u~hanj 

32 

Table shows casualty figure in 9 blocks out of 15, the last column shows total casualty in 6 blocks (except Pancha
mUkhani). Of the 9 blocks, Chamta, Matla, Gosaba & Bagmara are in core area of Project Tiger where no permit-holders 
were allowed to enter; obviously the casualty figure was very low in these four blocks. 

In columns 6,7 &, 10, i.e. the blocks Chandkhali, Pirkhali & PanchamU-khani record sudden burst in high casualty 
figures. It shows that Pirkhali-7 and Netidhapani 1,2 & 3 register 64 casualties, Chandkhali 1.2 & 3 adjacent to Chamta. 
register 52 casualties. Analysis may be seen in t he body of the article. 
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Table 2. Fluctuations of Casualty in Different Blocks 

Block! 1961-6J 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967·68 J968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971 .. 72 
Year 

----~--- -

Chamta 9 13 
.., 

15 S 10 17 2 4 I 

Gosaba 5 5 4 7 1 3 4 5 4 
Matla 4 3 2 3 5 2 5 14 10 

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975·761976-77 1977-7$ 1978-79 (up to Sept.) 

Chamta 
Gosaba 
Matla 2 

5 
3 
2 

9 8 4 3 

the project area were closed to the permit-holders from 1974 (September); 
yet the rate of death was the same. This positively indicated :-

(a) Migration of tigers from the blocks which were made out of 
bound for the permit-holders to the' areas where the permit
holders were now working. I t is evident that the concentrated 
zone of the heaviest kill in the Chamta and MatIa blocks got 
diluted owing to migration of tigers to the adjoining Chand
khaJi, Netidhopani, Panchamukhani and PirkhaIi-7 blocks. 

Prior to this period the incidence of casualty, especially in Chandkhali 
and PirkhaIi-7, was very low, and the maximum was in Chamta, Matla 
and Gosaba blocks. 

(b) The rhythmic activity in the Tiger behaviour pattern as 
common with many micro and macro-animals owing to daily 
tidal movemen t, Junar cycles, etc. In the past 17 years it has 
been found that the zone of the maximum kill frequently 
shifted, and that a particular area did not maintain high 
incidence of casualty for a long period. In the present case 
the inactive tiger of N etidhopani, Chandkhali and Pirkhali-7 
might have burst into activity owing to lunar periodicities ·or 
some endogenous oscillations; or the inherent man-eaters 
migrated from Chamta and Matla blocks. 

(c) Increase in tiger population is also indicated, if the aforesaid 
analyses of migration and rhythmic activity were not 
accepted. 

(d) The entire land area of al1 these blocks was not regularly 
inundated by tidal water. 

(e) Salinity and tiger activity might have some positive correlations, 
but this might be a controversial issue unless proved with 
sufficient data. 
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2. It was a conspicuous factor that the Chamta and Netidhopani blocks 
of forests with an open crop of low height and patches of Phoenix (Rental) 
forn1ation which were above daily tidal inundation level, have recorded 
high concen tration of the tiger. 

3. Another vel y conspicuous fact was that the three blocks-Netidhopani, 
Chamta and Pirkhali-7, \vhich flank the rivers Netidhopani, Naubanki 
and Panchamukhani, the entry and exit water route to central and 
southern Sundarban blocks, record the maximum human casualty. 

4. These factors also proved high degrees of intelligence and diabolical 
understanding of human behaviour by the man-eater of the area. The 
salinity concentration, therefore, may not be a deciding factor in high 
human casuaJity although the Cosaba river flanking Chamta, Netidhopani 
and Pirkhali has the maximum sal~nity. Strict protection of the 'core' 
area of the 'Project Tiger' from the permit-holders were sure to reveal 
more facts. It is essential that anatomical and biochemical examination 
of blood, liver and kidney of the man-eaters are made in detail. 

5. It should be possible to isolate the Inherent man-eaters and deal with 
then1 separately to save loss of precious human Jives. 

6. Aerial photographs of the Tiger habitat showed limitation of suitable 
territory, sma lIt"r nunlber of salin e blanks (such blanks are many and big
sized in Namkhana Range west of the Tiger Reserve). There were too 
many creeks \vhich made the movement of tigers extremely difficult. 

7. There ,vas adequate cover all over the forests. 

Discussion and Conclusion. 

1. Predatory aberration of Sundarbans Tiger must be looked into care
fully and steps taken to mitigate the circumstances 'leading to acquisition 
of such behaviour. 

The genesis and the tragic death of human being due to predatory 
aberration of estuarine tiger is perhaps due to combined ~ffect of environ
mental attributes and human activity pattern. The saline \\Iater, muddy 
terrain. recurrent high tide, dense vegetation etc. coupled with difficulty 
in preying upon animals bring about a psychological change in the tiger 
behaviour. This type leads to be cyclic and chronic giving the tiger 
predatory proficiency. 

Habitat anlclioration is not possible in this tract but the human 
activity pattern has to be changed. It may be a necessity to i&olate the 
1l1an-eaters. 

2. I t follows, therefore, that the study of the habitat and behaviour 
pattern of Sundarbans tiger is a subject of research and deep study. It is 
a diflicult task. I t should be possible to isolate the man-eaters and study 
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their nature. Creation of large enclosures (if at all possible) in the forest 
habitat and releasing captured man-eaters to study their behaviour should 
be the' subject of present investigation. Investigation on the blood, urine, 
kidney, liver, etc. of this animal is an immediate necessity. It is the 
research, and not management, on tiger which is of prime necessity in this 
~stuarine tract. Fantastically high death rate in Chandkhali, Pirkhali-7 
and Netidhopani-5 leads one to accept either of the three theories- (i) 
migration of inherent man-eaters or (ii) increase or concentration of tiger 
population or (iii) man-eating tendency revitalised in the dormant ones 
shov.'ing a ,hylhnlic pattern of activity. 
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AN APPEAL TO SAVE PACIFIC RIDLEY TURTLES 
FROM MASS-KILLING IN WEST BENGAL AND 

ORISSA 

By 

D.N. GANGULY 

Calcutta Uivenrsity 

Abstract 

Pacific Ridley turtles start migrating in large numbers towards the east coast of 
India from the South-East Asian seas in fall, just before winter. As the migration is 
made for laying eggs in the cO'lstal sandy beach above the high tide mark, thousands 
of mature femlles carrying fertilized eggs are captured by the fishermen and villagers 
for transportation It has been found that from Puri area alone 10,000 specimens are 
transported to Calcutta market each month during winter. Capture made in other 
areas are also high but not properly recorded. 

It is pitiable that not only ~rood females are killed but along with this fortilized 
eggs are also destroyed. Eggs deposited in the sandy coast are, in many places, 
destroyed by man and other animals. Young ones, newly hatched from the eggs, are 
to a great extent destroyed by preda tors. The species, hence, may soon be extnict. In 
order to protect this meat-producing turtle from extinction this species should be placed 
in the schedule of wild animals to be protected under the wild life protection Act of 
)972 Need for the establishment of shallow water reserves as turtle sanctuaries both 
for protection of this species. as well as for regular establishment of turtle fisheries for 
meat supply is focussed in the original comnlunication. 

Pacific Ridley turtles, Lepidochel)'s olivocea* are omnivorous, tropico
politan, aquatic reptiles [ouljd in the \varm seas especially of Indo-Pacific 
region. Despite mass-kiJIing of this a1truistic species is done every year by 
hUlnan agency. considering their flesh has cOlnmercial value in the market 
as food, these an~ still found in large rumber in the seas of South-East Asia. 
O\\·ing to their e .. 1SY availability and the volume of flesh present in each 
anilnal, large number of the females, as the males very seldom come to the 
coastal area, are captured \\'hile coming to the beach for egg laying. 

Each year s\varms of Pacific Ridley turtles leave their natural abode of 
the Sf IU' h East Asian seas, in the fall preceding the winter, and a portion of 
them. probably the Andalnan and Nicobar Islands population, migrate to
\\'ards the Eastern coast of India. In the eastern zone of India large number 
of catches of the female, therefore, are made \vith fertilized eggs within, 
either fron1 the shallo\\' area of the sea and the estuary or while they leave 
\\'ater at night for egg laying and heave their heavy body laboriously across 
the sand to above the high tide Inark. Those which survive can deposit 
eggs in holes made by them in the sand and then can lunlber back to the 

·Popularly known as Loggerhead or Olive Ridley. 
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safe haven of the sea to meet the males waiting off-shore for subsequent 
copulation. The sperms are stored within the female geni tal tracts for the 
fertilIzation of the egg~ in the next breeding season. 

The report from World Wildlife Fund, India subscribes that \vide 
spread capture of Pacific Ridley turtles are taking place at the 'sea side of 
Puri district, Orissa. The Eastern Regional Office of WWF, India has 
brought the matters to the attention of the Government as, according to 
the Asst. Director of Wild life Preservation, Government of India, 
approximately about 10,000 specimens per month are despatched to 
Calcutta from Puri alone. As the marine turtles are not yet included in 
Section 2 of the Wildlife Protection Act 1972 the situation is being 
watched and it has been thought essential by the Government of Orissa 
that harvesting of marine turtles by the villagers and fishermen should be 
gradually controlled. 

In the coastal area of West Bengal large numbers of the Pacific 
Ridley turtles come to breed in the secluded sandy beaches around Digha, 
Midnapore district and deltaic Sunderbans, 24 Parganas. During \vinter 
fishing, these are harvested by the fishermen and villagers for marketing 
to distant places and also for local consumption. Mostly the mother 
turtles are caught easily and marketed. It is pitiable that no measure 
from the Government has so far been taken to curb down indiscriminate 
killing which, if continues further, is apt to reduce the number to a very 
large extent within a short time due to the following direct reasons : 

{a) Fertilized eggs are destroyed with each brood mother. 

(b) Clutches of eggs deposited by the survived mothers are concen
trated in small area above high tide mark on the laying beaches 
while hordes of predators gather to dig most of them up-the 
destructive predators being man, jackals, street dogs and certain 
birds. 

(c) Due to shortage of mature females competition between waiting 
males in the offshore area may start for mating which causes 
the death of some males too in the sea. 

(d) After hatching of the eggs that may survive, the baby turtles, 
on their journey across the beach for water, run the gauntlet of 
hungry craos, mammals and hovering sea gulls. Those that 
survive are met in the vlater by swarms of predatory fish and 
sharks. Yet the Ridley turtles are surviving miraculously due to 
the safe return of some of the youngs and mothers escaped from 
the hands of fishermen and villagers. 

It is considered that this animal should be saved from mass destruc
(ion, \vhich Inay ultinlately lead into its extinction. For this, proper care 
should he taken to prevent marked decline in the population results from 
the activity of hUlnan hunter in waylaying the females on the beach and 
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capturing thpm from coa~tal \vater before they deposit their eggs. 
Prohibition of the capture of Pacific Ridley turtles in the breeding season 
should be included in the Wild Life Protection Act of 1972. Beside this 
vigilance should be taken to protect the laid eggs on the beach from man, 
beasts and birds. Shallo\v-water turtle sanctuaries should be established 
at places in the line suggested by Hoffmann (1963) for rearing the young 
turtles and protecting them from predation. 

If these nleasures be taken and wherever possible regular turtle
ftsheries are established \vith proper open and close season for the capture 
of the turtles, definite profit earning concerns can be established on one 
hand and protection of this species can be achieved on the other. *It is, 
therefore, highly desirable that most of the shallow saline water areas of 
Bengal and Orissa coasts should be developed in the line suggested by 
Hoffmann for turtI e farming. 

Reference 

HOFFMANN Luc, 1963. Research in Wet land reserves. Proc. 16th Cong. 
Zool. Vol. 3 (specialized). Symposia. Washington D.C.; 400-
405. 

-It has been tel'orted that both the Government of West Benga land Orissa hav. 
ltatted captive breedina programme of this turtl", 
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STUDIES ON BIRD MrGRATION IN CORBETT 
NATIONAL PARK 

By 

GIRISH KUMAR AND B.S. LAMBA 

Northtrn Rtg;oflal Station, Zoological Surve;1 of India, Dehra Dun (U.P.) 

Abstract 

Migration is a common phenomenon of the animal world. embracing a large 
number of vertebrates and invertebrates. Most of these animals migrate when faced 
with hostile weather or w hen taken up with the urge to breed. Birds top the list of 
emigrants. Not only a large number of species are involved in these seasonal 
movements but a Iso the distances covered are often fantas tic, from one hemisphere 
to other across th e equa tor, covering thousands of kilometres. In the Indian 
sub-continent approximately 350 sub-specie, of birds have been observed to 
arrive in autumn and leave in spring. In addition to these winter visitors, a large 
numbe r of endemic species indulge in various types of short or local migrations. 
These are known as summer migrants, p'lssage migrants, altitudinc.1 migrants, etc., 
depending upon the type of migration induJged. 

While working on a MAB Project ·'Impact assessment of biological changes in 
the faunal patterns brought about by the partial submersion of Corbett National
Park as a result of Ram Ganga Multipurpose hydel project". the authors were en
gaged in enumeration of the avifauna of the Park and in working out the relative 
densities of ce rtain selected species The daily observations, when compiled in annual 
ones, revealed that certain species of birds appeared in or disappeared from the Park 
periodically. It was discovered thal out the 587 sub-species of birds obserVed in 
the Park, approximately 286 sub-species ir.dulged in one or other type of migration. 
To augment our knowledge. detailed observations were started. Upto date data on 75 I 

sub-species have been gathered. The high jjght of the information gathered so far is I 

the periodic appearance of the following species, not reported or observed in this area 
befofC. 

I. Gypaetlls barbatus aureus (HabJizl) 
2. Falco ve.rpertinus amurensis Radde 
3. Larlls !tlSeus [useus Linnaeus 
4. Larlls ;ethyaetus Pallas 
S. /lypopicus hypopicus hyperytlzrlls (Vigors) 

Out of these, number 2, has been recorded very far away (a few thousand km.) 
from its known ranges. We we have been able to photograph Falco vesperlinus, a 
passage migrant to the Park. 

I. Introduction 

The word 'migration' has been derived from Latin verb 'Migrare'
which means to go from one place to another. When applied to most 
animals, in general, it means their dispersal or immigration, implying no 
return journey .. But ",·hen used in context of birds, migration means Ct",TO 

way journey or say a year round trip with seasonal (oming ancl going.' 
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Migration is a common phenomf'non of the animal world embracing 
a large number of I nvertebrates and V t"rtebrates. Most of these animals 
migrate often covering long distances ,",hen faced 'with hostile weather or 
when taken up with the urge to breed. 

Birds top the list as migrants. Not only a large number of species 
is involved in these s~asonal movements but also the distances covered are 
often tremendous, even from one helnisphere to the other across the 
equator, covering thousand<i of miles. 

Our knovdedg~ of the bird migration in the Indian subcontinent is 
based on observations Jnade by natur alists, bird \vatchers and ornitholo
gists since the later half of nintcenth century, supplimented by bird rining 
studies undertaken by BOlubay Natural History Society in collaboration 
with Princely sta t es (bf'fore I ndian independence), Dr. B. Biswas of Zoo
lOpical Survey of India, \\'orld H~£dth Organi~ation, and Smithsonian 
Institution of U.S.A. 

From 1959 to 1969 vvithin ten years 1,32,368 migratory and resident 
birds of 25 families \\'hich includes 150 species have been ringed by 
Bombay Natural IIistory Society in different parts of India. Some of 
these have b~en recovered from tilne to ti me. U pto 1 g6g a total of 520 
ringed birds were Tf3covered. Out of these 451 birds were recovered 
from outside India, i.~. Bunna, East and West Pakistan, Afghanistan~ 
U.S.S.R. and Cyprus. Sixtynine birds \\'t"re recovered from different 
parts of India. AJso a number of birds have been recovered in India 
having the rings of the bird ringing centers of Germany, Hungery, and 
U.S.S.R. (Mathe"" 1971) 

In Indian subcontinent approximately 35~ sub-species of birds have 
been observed to arrive in autulnn and leave in spring. They are mainly 
palaearctic for ms and have to fly over the Himalayas. High~st altitude 
of flight is recorded at Dehra Dun in India (Dorst, j. 'The migration of 
birds' page 224) where Geese have been observed to fly at an elevation 
of nearly 29,500 feet. Some of these palaearctic forms pass through 
Afghanistan, Pakistan or Nepal before entering India. 

In addition to these intcreontinenL\1 migrants there are innumera
hIe spt"cics of I ndian birds \vhich indulge in intercontinental migration 
of some sort or other. These nligrant birds show a lot of divel'sity in their 
movement. Broadly speaking they can be categorised as follows: 

(A) Winter \'isitors (or I\1igrants) : - As the name inlplies these 
birds vi it I ndi" n SUiH.'Ol1 tinen t in ,,'iuter. 'rh{'se palaearctic birds have 
to lea\'e their hOIllt' lalld (brceding grounds) ou account of very severe 
'~Iilltcrs. l'hcy nl0VC to \\'aflllt'r places like our subc(i)ntinent to tide ove" 
this ullf~\\'ourable period, \vJH n fl)od and shelter b.ecomes extrenlely scarce 
in th("ir o\\'n area. Such Inigranls often €over tllousands of miles during 
tllt'ir Illigration Usually they stay fot ahout 4-6 mOll ths at the feeding, 
grounds leaving in early spring. 
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(B) Summer migrants (or visitors) :-These birds are usually reSl
dents and move in inter-tropical regions \vith the change of seasons. This 
nligration does not involves such tremendous distances as in the case of 
\,"inter visitors. Normally these summer migrants stay for about 3 to 4 
months before returning or moving away. 

(C) Passage migrants :-The winter migrants and the sumnler 
migrants 'when on their way to or back from the feeding grounds, pass 
through long stretches, ",rhen they are observed locally in waves for very 
short periods. 

(D) Altitudinal migrants :-These birds normally reside and breed 
at altitudinally distinct ranges but lnove up or do\vn seasonally during 
incliment or favourable \veather conditions. The birds from higher 
altitudes Jllay nligrate do\vn under severe winter conditions. While birds 
fronl lo\\'er altitudes may migrate up in summer. 

(E) Local migrants :-Certain birds Inove locally according to the 
availability of food in the various rarts of their habitats. Insectivorous 
birds may foJIo\v the abundance of the insects and the fugivorous ones 
nlay move from place to place in accord anes with different fruiting 
seasons of different plant species. 

II. Material and Method 

(i) While working for the project "Impact assessment of Bioecolo
gical chang es in the faunal patterns (Selected groups) brought about by 
the partial submen:ion of Corbett National Park as a result of Ram Ganga 
Multipurpose HydeI Project Dam; especially in the areas contiguous to 
the proposed water line." The authors had to keep daily records of 
ohservations to enumerate and monitor the various avaln species in the 
Park area. 

These records revealed that a number of species of birds \-\Yhich 
appeared in the Park area in a particular part of the year disappeared 
after sometime. These observations when pursued developed into the 
theme of this study. 

(ii) Study area: - The Corbett National Park was established in the 
year 1937 under the name of 'HaiJy National Park.' After going througlt 
a quick succession of changes in its name it got its present name '~Corbett 
National Park" after the death of Jim Corbett, the celeberated natura
list and shikari from Kumaon. With the coming into being of "Project 
Tiger" in the year 1973 the Park was declared as one of the nine 'Tiger 
Reserves' in India. Today the Corhett National Park covers an area of 
about 529 sq. kill. between 29°13' and 29°35' N. lat., and 78°33' and 
78°46' E. long. at an altitude varying from 350 to 1050 m above sea 
level. 

There are three distinct seasons. From November to February 
1he nights can be very cold with much frost and dew, and in the low 
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lying localities, such as Patlidun, a dense almost freezing, fog lingers ofte. 
till 10 a.m. From March to the onset of the monsoon, frost and fog are 
absent, but dew is deposited uptil April. Day temperature rarely exceeds 
33°C in the shade during March. The months of Aprial and May are 

fairly hot, June is the hotest month, but the maximum shade temperature 
rarely exceeds 44°C even in a bad hot weather. A characteristic feature 
is the coolness of the nights caused by a cold \\'ind, known as Dadu, which 
blows down the valley, beginning about 9 p.m. and dying down about 

8 a.m. In the hot months from the middle of March till the middle of 
June it is fol1owed by a hot \vind blowing up the valleys from 10 a.m. 

to 10 p.m. during this period, air becomes very dry with much dust in 
suspension, giving rise to a thick yellow heat haze, which is only inter
rupted by thunderstorms. Froln the break of monsoon in mid-June until 
the middle of September the atmosphere is permanently laden with mois
ture. The monsoon rains may persist well into October and are followed 

by a short period of bright warm weather. The average annual I ainfall 
at Sarapduly and Kanda in 1969 \vas 1609 and 2571 mm respectively. 
(Supplied by the Indian Meteorological Department). 

The Natural forest of the Park is confined to the Bhabar tract of 

Siwalik formation at altitudes of 350 to 1050 m, ,.vith varied topography 
of many temporary marshy depressions ravines and plateau land. \Vith 
the construction of a dam for the Ram Ganga Multipurpose Hydel Pro
ject at Kalagarh a large fresh water Jake has sprung up, \vhich \vhen 
full, will engulf about 10% of the Park area and almost 80% of the Savanah 
type grassy glades in the hinterland of the Park. 

Vegetation of the Park consists chiefly of dense Shorea robusta (Sal) 
forest, open deciduous and scrub forests consisting chiefly of Adina cordi. 
folia, Holan-lzena antid)'senterica, Bombax ceiba (the silk cotton tree), Anogeissus 
latijolia, Piliostigma rnalahonea, Bauhinia racemosa and Cassia fistula (the 
Indian Iaburnuln). Intersper~ed in the Sal belt, deciduous and scrub 
forests are patches of Savanah type grassland. The dominant grass species 
being Thimcda rllndillaca, Thysanolena maxima and l,re1iveria zizallioides. 
Near Dhikala the river bed expands considerably and there are large 
"Shisham Islands" in the river bed. There are short stretches of Bomboo 
forest near Taulia rh()\\'ki, Fulai block and surrounding area of Krona
nauli. In all 123 subspecies of trees, 73 subspecies of shrubs, 118 sub
species of herbs, 15 subspccies of clinluers and 32 subspecies of grasses 

have been reported from the park area. 

(iii) A fcllzodo log)f :-The methodology adopted for this study is very 

sinlplc. I t consists of visual obser\'a tions in nature. The daily observa
tions arc recorded. The daily lists are collated into nlonthly, seasonal 
alld ycarly observations. 
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The enumerated species are then catClgorised into the residents and 
the migratory one. The rnigrants of the follo\\'illg catagories are listed 
separately :-

(A) 'Vin ter visitors. 
(B) SUI11mer visitors. 
(C) Pas'Sa gc llligrants. 
(D) Altiludinal migrants. 
(E) Local migrallts. 

EnUlnrration and recording was done by visual means. A 30 X 50 
pri~nl'ltic binocular was used to s pot and identify the birds. In case of 
very shy species like thrushes ctc. the monitoring is done by auditory 
means also. """here it is not possible to identify the bird by sight or 
sound, <. fforts \vere made to photograph it for indentification, by 35 mm 
Exakta Camera with 200 mm F/4 telephto lens or 1000 mm Quester tele
lense. In very rare cases of very smaJl and shy birds mist nets were used 
to capture the birds which ,vere released after identification. 

Dates of arrivals and departure of individual species were recorded 
during hvo consecutive years. Daily observations were subjected tQ 

periodic analysis for relative abundance. 

The recorded species \",ere then Ilsted and. arranged according to 
their systematic positions. 

III. Obser"atioDs 

(i) 'Ve have betn able to list a lotal of 577 subspecies of birds out of 
\vhich 286 subspecies have been observed to induJge in one or other 
type of migration. All these species are now under detailed observa
tions. Arrival and departure dates of seventy five (75) subspecies 
ha ve already been recorded (Annexure 1). The following type of 
nligrants \vere noticed during the study. 

(A) \Vintcr Visitors:-Approximately eighteen (18) species of winter 
vi ... itors were observed during the study. They includes Gerebs, 
Storks, Ducks, Teals, Pochards, Kites, Harriers, Plovers, Sandpipers; 
Gulls, Chats, Thrushes and Wagtails. 

(B) SUlnmer \Tisitors:-Five (5) species of summer migrants were observed 
which includes Swallows, Orioles, and Flycatchers. 

(C) Passage migrants:-Seven (7) species of passage migrants were 
observed '"hich includes, Ibises, Ducks, Falcons, Avocet, Gulls, 
C:uckoos, and Starlings. 

(D) j-\ltitudinal Illigrants: - Twelve (12) species of altitudinal migrants 
\vere observed during the study, which includes, Egrets, Vultures, 
Lap,"vings, Pigeons, Night jars, Woodpeckers, Pittas, Drongos, R~d 
starts, Thrushes and Buntings. 
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(E) Local migrants:-Local migrants includes thirty-three (33) species 
,vhich are Cormorants, Darter, Herons, Egrets, Bitterns, Jacanas, 
Lapwings, Plovers, Pigeons, Doves, Parakeets, Cuckoos, Night jars, 
Bee-eaters, Rollers, Hornbills, Barbets, Shrikes, Robins, Chats and 
Tits. 

(ii) Important observations made so far:-

In addition to the records of the aforesaid species of migrants, as 
are kno\\'n to visit the area, the following species have been observed as 
migrant for first time in the Park area : 

l. Himalayan Bearded Vulture or Lammertier, Gypaetus harbatus aureu.s 
(Hablizl). 

According to Salim Ali and Ripley (1968: 314) this species normally 
remains bet\\'ecn 1200 and 4000 metres elevation. We have observed 
on January 19th, 1977 three specin1ens of this species at Dhikala Chaud 
,vhich is situated at an altitude of 385.5 metres. 

2. Eastern Rcdlegged Falcon Falco vespertinus amurensis Radde. According 
to Salim Ali and Ripley (1968: 361), this species has not been reported 
from N.W. India. Its normal route of migration to and from E. and 
S. Africa traverses India between 14°-16°N. Latitude in the peninsula. 
\Ve have observed a flock of approximately 300 individuals in Corbett 
National Park (29"N Lat) from 29th October to November 2nd, 1977. 
Photographs of some of birds ,"ere taken by 1000 mm Quester tele
lense. 

3. Lesser Blackbacked Gull Larus fuscus juscus Linnaeus. A ccording to 
Salim Ali and Ripley (1969: 28) its distributional range in ,'{estern 
India is upto Delhi in the north. 

We have observed solitary specimens upto 9 appear at the Lakeside 
in Decen1ber and disappear in rvlay. They generally keep company 
of Great Blackheaded Gulls. 

I. Great BI~ckheaded Gull Larus ichtlzyaetus Panas According to Salim 
Ali and Ripley (1969: 29) the distributional range of this species is 
coasts of India, rivers and lakes of Rajasthan, Delhi, Nepal and upper 
Assam. 

We have observed this species in Corbett National Park appears in 
flocks of 20 to 40 individuals at Lakeside from December to May. 

5. RurollsbclJicd Woodpecker J{)'/Jopicus h)'/Jtrylhros (Vigors). According to 
Salinl Ali and Ripley (1970: 211) this species is resident in Himalayas 
bctvvccn 800 to 4100 m. 

\Ve have observed this species in the Park in the month of January 
1977, at an altitude of 385.5 m. This is the first record of this species 
at this altitude (Lanlba and Garg, 1.977). 
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Annexure 1· 
Winter Visitors : 

S No. N .lme of the Species Arrival Departure 
-----
I. Great Crested Gereb. Podiceps cristat us 20.12.77 8.4.78 

cristatlls (Linn~eus) 
2 Black stork Ciconia nigra (Linnaeus) 19.1.71 17.3.77 

2.11.77 11.4.78 
3. Ruddy Shelduck of Brahminy Duck. 29.1.77 4.6.71 

Tadorna lerruginea (Pallas) 15. J 2.77 24.5.78 
4. Common Shelduck. Tadorna tadorna 20.12.76 16.2.77 

(Linnaeus) 1.1. 78 6.3.78 
5. Common Teal Ana.'i crecca crecca LinnaeUB 30.12.71 16.4.78 
6. Redcrested Pochard" Metta rufina 20.2.77 

(P.IJbs) 22.10.77 6.3.78 
7. Brahminy Kite, Haliastur indus indus 9.1.77 19.2.71 

(Boddaert) 26.9.77 14.3.78 
4.8.78 

8. Pale Harrier. Circus macrourus 1.12.71 27.2.78 
(S.G. Gmelin) 

9. Indian little Ringed Plover, 17.1.77 18.6.77 
Charadrills dubius jerdoni (Legge) 29.9.77 19.6.78 

10. Green Sandpiper Tringa ochropus Linnaeus 20.12.77 6.5.78 
11. Wood or Spotted Sandpiper, 20.12.76 S.S.77 

TrinKa glareola Linnaeus 
12. Common Sandpiper. Tringa Izypoleucos 3.12.77 6.5.78 

Linnaeus 
13. Lesser Blackb1cked Gull, Larlls fusclls 3.2.76 

fuse'lls Linnaeus. 1.12.77 6-5.78 
14. Great Blackheaded Gull, Larus iclzthyactus 19.12.77 31.3.77 

Pallas 4.12.77 6.5.78 
15. TibetJn Collared Bush Chat. Saxicola 31.1.77 18.4.77 

tvrquata prezevr:lskii (Pleske) 28.10.71 15.4.78 
16. Blackthroated Thrush Tllrdus rufico/lis 19.1. 77 18.4.77 

atrogillaris larocki 23.1.78 22.2.77 
17. Blueheaded yellow Wagtail, Motacilla 13.1.77 3.5.77 

jlava beema (Sykes) 2.10.77 27.4.78 
18. Indian White Wagtail, Motacilla alba 1.12.76 3.5.77 

dukilimensis Sykes 2.10.77 18.3.78 

Summer Visitors 

J. Indian Wiretailed Swallow, Hirundo 20.4.77 3.10.77 
smithii /iii/era Stephens. 11.4.78 

2. Indian Cliff Swallow, Hirundo jluvicola Blyth 13.2.77 8.8.77 
3. Indian Golden Oriole, Oriolus 4.6.77 29.10.71 

oriollls KlIndoo Sykes 20.4.78 10.8.78 
4. Verditer Flycatcher, Mllscicapa 5.3.78 19.4.78 

tllalassina tllalassina Swainson 5.8.18 
S. West Himalayan Paradise Flycatcher, 8.4.77 8.8.77 

T erpsipllOne paradisi leucogaster (Swainson) 6.4.78 8.8.78 

Passage migrants. 

I. G lossy Ibis, r legadis faicinellils 20.12.76 22.12.76 
/a/cinc/lils (Linnaeus) 

2. Scaup Duck, Ayrhya marila marila 13.1.77 28.1.77 
Linnaeus 1.1.78 18.L78 

3. Eastern Redlegged Falcon. 29.10.77 2.11.77 
Falco vespertinus anJUrensis Radde 
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Avocet. Recurvirostra avosetta Linnaeus 
Brownheaded Gull. Larus brunnicephalll6 
Jerdon 
Pied Crested Cuckoo. Clamalor 
Jacobinus scrr~llllS (Sparrman) 
Common I nd ian Sta rling SturnlU 
,ulgaris pollur.Jlskyi Finsch 

Altitudinal Migruu 
Cattle Egret, Bublilcus ibis coromandUl 
(Boddaert) 
Himalayan Bearded Vulture or 
Lammergeier, Gypaetus barbatPis aureus (Hablizl) 
Redwattled Lapwing Vanellus 
indiclls indicus (Boddaert) 
Kokla or Wcdgetailed Green Pigeon, 
Treron sphenura sphenura (Vigors) 
Himalyan Jungle Night jar, Caprimu/gus indicus 
hazarae Whistler & Kinner 
Refousbellied Woodpecker HypopicII6 
hypcrythrlls (Vigors) 
Hooded or Green breasted Pitta, 
Pitta snrdit./" cllclIllata Hartlaub 
North Indian Black Orongo or 
King Crow, Dicrurus adsimilis albirictw 
(Hodgson) 
Plumbeous Redstart, R"vacornis 
/uligillt)SII.\ ful igillosus (Vigors) 
Whitecapped Redstart or River 
Chat, CllClimarrornis lellcocepha 'us (Vigors) 
Himalayan Whistling Thr ush. 
Myiophoncu.'l C(/c. ruleufI lel1llllillckii (Vigors) 
Crested Bunting, Afe/opllfls 
[(ullami (Gray) 

Loca I migr8ati 

Large Cormorant, Phaiacrocorax 
rarbo sillcnsis (Shaw) 
Little Cormorant, PhalClcrocorax 
niXt r (Vieillot) 
Darter or Snake-bird. Anhinga ru/« 
mt'iallollgasler Pennant 
Ea~tern purple Heroi1, ArJea pllrpure. 
ma"ilellsis Meyen 
Indian Pond Heron or Paddybird, 
Arlicoia grayii grayii (Sykl"S) 

Little Egret, Egrdla garzctla 
garzella (Linnaeus) 
Night Heron, Nyclicorax nyclicorax 
"ycticorox (Linnaeus) 
Chestnut Bittern. /xobn'clws 
d"",mlOmCIIS (Gmelin) . 
Pheasant·tailed JaC:lna Hyclropho
s;anu\' chirllrgu,\ (Scopoli) 
Spurwingc'd L:1pwing V""C/lIlS 
!ipiollOSIiS clul'(Iucelii (Lesson) 
Gre~lt Stone Plover, Esacus nwgniroslr;8 
rt'cun'iros/ris (Cu\'icr) 
Bengal G f\!C() Pigeon, Treron 
pJwt'lIin Jpl(.'ra p/wt:llicopr"ra, 

9.4.78 
3.4.77 

17.6.77 
19.6.78 
1.12.77 

18.12. '76 
1.12 77 
19.1.77 

12.1.77 
20.1.78 

17.1.77 

12.1. 77 
19.2.78 

27.12.76 
3.12.77 
4.5.77 
14.5.78 

18. J 2.76 
13.12.77 

26.12.76 
27.]0.77 
29.1. 77 
1.11.77 

] 3.12.76 
2.11.77 
13.1.77 
29.9.77 

4.12.77 

19.12.'76 
28.10.77 

3.1.77 

1.1 !. 77 

22.12.76 
1.12.77 
26. J. 77 

24. ) 2.77 
6.1. 77 

1.1.77 
I. 12.77 

28.10.77 

24.1.77 
20.12.77 

8.4.77 
31.1.78 
6.4.77 

24.4.7~ 

23.4.78 
25.5.77 

5.8.71 
2.8.78 

24.2.78 

16.6.77 
19.5.78 

JS.fi.77 
6.8.7& 

2.10.77 
6.8.78 
4.2.77 
8.378 
5.8.77 

8.8.77 

4.5.77 
20.4 78 
24.3.i7 
12.2.~8 

5 5.77 
20 3.78 

2.4.77 
28.4.78 

4.8.78 

16.6.77 
1647' 

9.8.7& 

16.6.78 

25.2.77 
24.5.iS 
18.6.77 
6.5.78 
4.6.77 

4.8.77 
10.8.78 
7.4.78 

17.6.77 
19.6.78 
12.6.77 
6.5.78 

19.12.71 
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13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

11. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

Indian Ring Dove Streptopelia 
decaocto dt caocto (Frivaldsz'<y) 
Indian Red Turtle Dove. Strepfopelia 
Irunquebarica Iranquebarica (Hermann) 
Indian Spotted Dove, Sfreptopelia 
chinensis stlrJ.tcnsis (Gmelin) 
Large Indian Par:lkeet. Psillacula 
~lIpatri{l nipll/cnsis (HC'dgson) 
Northern Blossomheaded Par:1keet, 
Psillacu/a cyanocephala benga/ensis (Forster) 
Him'llayan Slatyheaded Parakeet 
Psillal',da hima/aYllna (Lesson) 
Common Hawk-Cuckoo or Brainfever 
Bird. CUCtl/IlS varius varius Vahl 
I ndian Cuckoo CUCli/IlS 
nricrnpterlls micropterus Gould 
Indian Koel Elldynamys scolopacea 
seolopacea (Linnaeus) 
Indidn Jungle Night jar. 
Ctlprimll/glls indiclls indicllS Latham 
Bluetailed Bee-eatt"r. J~{l)r()pS 
pl:ilippil1ufi philippillllS Linnaeug 
Indian smlJI green Bee-eater. 
A/erops orienta/is orien/alis Latham 
Northern Ro))er or Blue Jay, 
Coraciafi br!nghalensis benghalensis 
(Linnaeus) 
Himalayan Broadbill Roller 
EUrl'fitO!1lllS oriell/alis eyanicollis Vi\!illot 
Indian Pied Hornbill. Anthracoeeros 
ma/abariclls malabariells (GmeIin) 
Grelt Pied Hornbill, Bllceros 
bicornis IlOmrai Hodg'ion 
Himalayan Gre~t Barbet, Megalaima 
l'irens marshullorwn Swinhoe 
Rufousblcked Shrike Lanius 
sellae}, erylllronotous 
(Vigors) 
Indian Magpie-Robin, Copsychus 
saularis sall/aris (Linnaeus) 
Northern Pied Bush Chat, Saxicola 
caprllla bico/ur Sykes 
Nepal Grey Tit, Paras major 
nip.densis Hodgson 

-Revised and brought upto date till August 1978. 

IV. References 
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Tf-IE G HARIAL [GAVIALIS GANGETICUS (GMELIN)]: 
STATUS AND SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR 

PRESERVATION AND PROPAGATION 

By 

P.o. GUPTA AND S.C. NAHAR 

Gallgelic Plai1'lS Regional station, Zoological survey of Indio, Patna 

Abstract 

The present status of gharial (Gavialis gangeticus) has been given. Attempts for 
its preserv~1 tion during last two decades have been reviewed. In view of the present 
danger to this species, it is suggested that a pHot project for its farming should 
immediately be started in Bihar. where some natural habitats of this species are still 
~:'(isting along the Kosi and Gandak rivers. 

I. Introduction 

The gharial, Cavialis gangtticus, was once very commonly found in 
the rivers of North India. Smith (1931) reported its occurrence in the 
Indus, Ganges, Mahanadi and Brahmputra rivers as well as their tributa
ries and ill the :<aladan river, Arakan, in Burma. A few decades ago 
they could easily he observed basking in groups of 20 to 30 at suitable 
places on th~ banks of these rivers. In the persuit of trophies, luxury 
goods like shoes and lady's handhags, etc. man has been wantonly killing 
these harmless creatures. Pressing needs for agricultural and other cleve
lopnlental actiyities of man have also resulted in the loss of natural 
habitat of gharials. They have so acutely diminished in number and 
distribution that the I. U .C.N. has included Gavialis gangeticus in its Red 
Data Book under endangered species. Since 1969, the Government of 
India, the I.U.C.N. and the Indian naturalists (Misra, 1969) have been 
seriously devoting their attention to the cause of preservation and pro
pagation of gharials. 

In 1971, a meeting of the 1. U. C.N. Crocodile Specialist Group was 
hdd to try tu initiate steps to at least increase our knowledge of the status 
or the gharial, a prerequisite step for its protection. Dr. H.R. Bustard, 
l'( IUlld('r-StTlTtary of this group, agreed to undertake this work. He con
du( tcd a three-month held investigation beginning May, 1974, in ten 
statl'S wht're three crocodilian species are or were once found. During 
thi~ in\'est igation, L .P., Orissa and Rajasthan and subsequently, in 1975, 
Bihar. wcre sUf\'eyed by Dr. Bustard, for gharial habitats. Whitaker et 
al. ~ 19i4) also made a preliminary survey of the gharia1. The findings of 
these surveys and the recomlnendations contained in the report submitted 
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to the F.A.O. (1974) by Dr. Bustard are summarised in two papers by 
Bustard (1975 & 1976). 

On the basis of availability of all the three endangered Indian cro
codilian species Crocodylus palustris, C. porosus and Gavialis gangetieus and 
extremely favourable husbandary conditions, Bustard (1975) suggested 
the location of pilot farming project in Orissa and West Benga1. Accord
ingly a Central Co-ordinated battery type farm for gharial was established 
at Satkosia Gorge (Tikerpara, Orissa). Recently, a number of papers 
dealing with various aspects of the life of gharial have been contributed 
by Acharjyo, Bis\vas and 11isra (1975), Biswas (1970), Bustard (1975), 
Bustard and Singh (1977). l\lisra (19£9), Murthy and Menon (1977), 
Shahi (1974), L.A.K. Singh (19v6), V.B. Singh (1975), Singh and Bustard 
(1977 and in press a, b), Venkateswarlu (1975), Venkateswarlu, Nath 
and Sanyal (1971) and Whitaker et al. (1974). 

Appreciating the steps for protection of ghariaJs and other animals like 
tiger and Blackduck, the Govt. of India have categorised them in 
Schedule I of the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 declaring them as 
threatened \vith extinction. Various suggestions have been enumerated 
by Shahi (1974) and Bustard (1975, 76). It is evident that these steps have 
not yielded desired results. The attempts of the officials of Forest Depart
ment of V.P. (V.B. Singh, 1975) and pilot farming project at Satkosia 
Gorge (Orissa) do not appear to have been very fruitful in the propaga
tion of gharials. 

It is felt that the potential areas regarding availability of Gavialis 
gangeticus have not been properly assessed by earlier \vorkers. The rcports 
by Venkates\varlu, Nath and Sanyal (1971) and Shahi (1974) indicate 
that gharials are still frequently found in Bihar specialJy in the river 
Narayani, also kno,vn as Gandak, and the river Kosi. Our recent en
quiries lead us to believe the continued existence of gharials around Patna 
where the Gandak or the Narayani river joins the river Ganges on its 
northern bank. The reports of gharials of various age and sizes reaching 
Patna fish market can be heard frequently. Due to legal complications 
the fishernlen and public are shy to divulge the details regarding persons 
involved in the trade of gharials. Only the story about the arrival of 
gharials to fIsh markets remain. 

n. Suggestions for Preservation 

Due to ineffective ]e gal protection and continued poaching tlle 
threat to the extinction of Cavialis gangeticus is becoming greater with the 
passage of every day. The fate of attempts at Satkosia Gorge (Orissa) 
is uncertain. l'hcrefore, it is suggested that attempts should be made to 
provide greater protection to this species in Bihar and U.P. where the 
natural habitats of this species are still available. 
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Since \ve cannot be sure of the results of our protection measures, a 
pilot fal tning project should imnlediately be started in Bihar where 
natural habitats are still reported to be available. The location of this 
fat m should b{' d~cided after examination of various factors. Once this 
pilot project gets going, young gharials can be distributed to state forest 
dcpartnlents and zoos \"here they can enjoy comparatively secure life at 
It'ast for a fe\v years till suitable protective measures can be enforced by 
state forest departnlents. 
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VEGETATION OF NATIONAL PARK AND 
SANCTUARIES OF ASSAM 

By 

P.K. HAJRA 

Botanical Survey of India, Eastern Circle, Shillong-3 

Abstract 

The largest pLiin in North-east Indi:! is the Brahmaputra valley. This riverine 
... rea is not only of great signific lnce for agriculture and industry of this region, but 
also for its rich veget: tion preserved in the National Park and the wild life sanctuaries. 
There are six sanctuaries viz Manas. Or.mg Garamp:lni. Sonai-Rupa, Pava and 
laokhowa, and one N,itional Park i e K8zir.lnga National Park. The author has 
studied the flor"! ~nd vegetation of all the s1nctuaries and the National Park of the 
Brahmaputra valley. The accounts of plants are under preparation. The paper 
describes the location, area, vegetation types, import(l.nt constituents of forest Veie. 
tation and conservation aspects 

I. Introduction 

The largest plains in North-east India is the Brahmaputra valley. This 
riverine area is not only of great significance for agriculture and industry 
of this region, but also for its rich vegetation preserved in the National 
Park and the Wild life sanctuaries. There is one National Park i.e. 
Kaziranga National Park and six sanctuaries, viz. Manas, Orang, Sonai
Rupa, Garam Pani, Pava and Laokho\va. 

Several paper ha ve been published on the importance of Wild Life 
in India, but they deal primarily \'\lith animal life. Almost nothing has 
been written about the plant cover that constitutes the natural environ
ment in \-"hich the animal exists. It is mo~t urgent to pay our attention 
to the nature of plant life in the National Parks and Sanctuaries of the 
country. 

Lately, ho\vever several papers have emphasised the need to study 
the flora and vegetation of such areas, as well as the significance of 
conserving the rare and endangered species (Maheshwari, 1963, 1971; 
Naithani, 1966; Qureshi & Kaul, 1971; Sahnj; 1971, Santapau, 1969, 1971; 
Subramaniyam and Jain, 1972; Vartak, 1975). 

The current research projects of Botanical Survey of J ndia, Eastern 
Circle inc1ude a survey of the existing plant resources of National Park 
and Sanctuaries of North East India. The author has studjed the flura 
and vegetation of all the sanctuaries and National Park of the Brahmaputra 
Valley and the accounts of plants arc under preparation. The present 
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paper describes the location, area, vegetation types, important constituents 
of forests vegetation and conservation aspects. 

II. Kaziranga National Park 

The Kaziranga National Park is in the No\vgang and Sibsagar 

districts of Assanl. I t is bounded in the north and west by the Brahma

putra river, in the south by Mora ])iphalu rh'er, 1.tlikir Hills and different 

villages of Nowgang and Sibsagar districts, in the east and west by Nowgang 
and Sibsagar districts. The terrain is flat with an area of about 450 sq. 

km. It is reached by road, from Gauhati (217 km.). 

Kaziranga was constituted as Wild Life Reserve in 1916 and it has 
been administered as \Vild Life Sanctuary. ~rhis \Vild Life Sanctuary 
has been converted into National Park in 1974. 

Vegetalion:-The vegetation of Kaziranga National Park can be 
broadly c1assified into (i) Eastern aJ1uvial grasslands (Inundated Type of 

Rajkho\\'a, 1961), (ii) Northern tropical wet e\,ergl'een forests, (iii) 
Northern tropical semi-evergreen forests. 

(i) Eastern alluvial graJslands :-

There are extensive patches of grasslands in Kaziranga and the 

dominant grasses are Saccharum pTocerum, Saccharum jpmltaneum, Vetiveria 
z:,izanioides, Themeda g;l!osa, Aplucla mulica, Arlllldillella bel1gfllulJiJ, Digiteria 
setigera, H;'groryza arislala, ,A'arel1ga p01phyrocoma, Phragmite! karka, Scleros .. 
lachyafusca ctc. Almost nvo-third of the park is covered by grasslands. 
Amidst grasses there" arc nunlher of he"rhaceoHs plants and sonle scattered 

trees of Sa/malia malabaTiea, Dilltllia indica, Carf)'a aTborea, EmhliL'a oJIicinaiiJ 

etc. 

(ii) Northern tropieallvel elTt'I'greenjorests :-

Besides grassland there are patche~ of evergreen forests near 
Kanchanjhuri, Panhari and Tamulipathar block. The conlmon trees in 
these forests are Apllanam),xis polystacll)'a, Di/lellia indica, ~YZ)'gillm balsamifera, 
Talauma hoagsollii, Garcillia ti1lctoria, Ficus 7l1mphii, Cinllal1ZOmUm bejolgllOta 
etc. 

(iii) Northern tropical semi-evergreefl forests :-

(Assam Valley senli-evergreen forests of Rajkho\\'a, 1961) 

'This type occurs in the Baguri, Binlali and Haldibari surrounding .. 
l-Iere the COllunOll trees are Albi;:.ia proccra, Duaballga grail dijlora , Lagerstroe· 
mia speciosa, era/eva ulliloeuf.Jlis, SJen;ulia urens, Crewia strrulata, klallolu$ 
philippt'1lsis, B,iddia retusa cle. 
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Ill. Manas Wild Life Sanctuary 

The Sanctuary falls under the Tiger Project area of Assam and is 
bounded in the north by the International boundary between India and 
Bhutan, in the south oy the thickly populated regions of north Kamrup 
district of Assanl but in the east and west the different reserved forests of 
the sanctuary either extend into other forests or are separated by cultivated 
ttelds and gardens. Of the total area of 2837 sq. km. under the Tiger 
Project ~-Ianas has about 580 sq. km. It was established in 1928. The 
terrain is a flat land gently sloping to the south with a number of rivers 
draining fronl north to south. 

rregrtation: - Th~ vegetation of Manas Wild Life Sanctuary is basically 
0) E;1stern 'Vet alluvial grasslands but there are patches of (ii) Eastern 
Dillellia s\vamp forests (High savanah Salmalia-Albizia type of Rajkhowa, 
1961), (iii) Assarn alluvial plains semi-evergreen forests and (iv) Tropical 
Riparian fringing forests. 

(i) Easltrll Jt' et Alluvial g,oasslands :-

There are extensive patches of grasslands and the common grasses 
are Apluda mutica, Brachiaria, Chrysopogon aciculatus, Cynodon dact)'lon, 
(l'rlococcum accrescens, Digitaria ciliaris, D. longijlora, Echinochloa colonum, 
Elt'uJi1le indica, Erianthu~ longisetosus, Hemerthria protensa, Imperata cylindrica, 
Nt),raudia re;'nalldiana, Saccharum procerum, Saccharum spontaneum etc. In the 
grasslands several tree species occasionally grow, these are Dillenia 
pcnlagyna, Emblica officinal is , Bombax ceiba. The common shrubs and 
herbs are species of Clerodendrum, Grewia, Premna and Mussaenda. 

(it) Eastern Dillenia Swamp forests :-

A fairly dense forest of mediunl height \"ith many evergreen and 
semi-evergreen species and this type occurs on fiat topography which is 
flooded during the \\'et seasons but drying out between. This type of 
vegetation is met with near Mothanguri and Uchilla Beat of Manas 
Sanctuary. 

The outstanding species in this area are Dillenia indica, BischoJia 
avanica, Albizia procera, Lagerstroemia speciosa, Terminalia chebula, Bombax 
ceiba, Duabanga grandijlora etc. 

(iii) Assam alluvial plains semi-evergreenforests :-

I n this type of vegeta tion comlnon trees are Aphanamixis polystac~ya, 
Anlhoctphalus chinensior, Syzygium cumini, S. formosum, S. oblalum, Bauhinia 
purpurea, Alallolus philippensis, Cinnamomum bejolghota, Actinodaphne obovata 
etc. 

The undergrowth consists mainly of Leea aequata, Coffea bengalensis, 
Pjhlogacanthus thyrsifiorus, Adhatoda vasica, Piper diffusum etc. This kind of 
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vegetation is met chiefly along the International boundary of India and 

Bhutan. 

(iv) Tropical Riparian fringingforests :-

This type of vegetation is met with along the banks of Manas, Mora 
~/lanas, Jongrong, Gyati and Rabang ri\TrS insiue the Sanctuary. A 
few species of large trees fcn ming a narro",' rri n ge a long the ,vater courses. 
1'hey stand ""idt'ly spaced ~rith snla lIer trees and shrubs between and 
often much coarse grass mainly Saccharum spp. The con1mon trees are 
Bischofia javanica, PO~)'(lllhia simia,um, Aescu/us assamica, Logerslroemia speciosa, 
Bridelia sp,) i\ 1(1((11 (Juga dOll ia~lata, Lit saca sal i( iful ia, ']-rema orientalis 

etc. 

IV. Orang Wild Life Sanctuary 

Orang \Vild I.-ire Reserve was constituted in 1915. It IS proposed 
to upgrade it as a Sanctuary \vhich is under th~ cOl1sidt:ration of Govern
ment. The Reserve is in the Darrang District of ... \ssam and the area is 
about 24 sq, knl. I t is 260 km fronl Gauhati by road on the Gauhati
Tezpur road. The area is surrounded by different villages of Darrang 
District, Dhansiri river and Brahmaputra river. 

Vegetatioll:-1'he vegetation of Orang is basically (i) Eastern \vet 
alluvial gra~slands. I n the grasslands several tree species are occasionally 
found. The CUIllnlon grasses are Saccharum sponlancum, SacchaTlim proceru,n, 
Imperata C)'iifldrica, Themfda i.1illnsa, Apluda mlilica, Arundillella duempedalis, 
Eriatlthus longisetosllJ etc. 

v. Sonai-Rupa Wild Life Sanctuary 

The Sanctuary is in the Dan'ang District of Assam. I t is bounded 
in the north by the boundary of K ameng district of Arunachal Pradesh 
and in the south, east and ,vcst by different villages of Darrang district. 
T'l1e total area is about 195 sq kIn and ,,,,as established in 1934 (approved 
by Government but fonnally not notified as such). 

The forest is very lnuch disturbed and as the Michamari Army 
establishnlcnt is very ncar to the Sanctuary Dlost of the ,,'ild animals are 

not seen ncar thc boundary. 

rfgflalioll:-The vegetation of Sonai-Rupa Sanctuary can b~ broadly 
classified into (i) '"fropical 11l0ist and dry deciduous forests, (ii) Tropical 
senli-t"Trgl ('en forests and (i ii) Alluyial grasslands. 

(i) T7'(lj);({:/ moist lind d~1' d('ciduous .forests :-The donlinant species are 
lJo1l1/J(Jx reiba, SIt' It ulia l'ill(}sa, Dilltllia ptllluG;'110, E111blica lj}icilla/is, Gl1lelillQ 

Dtb01(a etc. 
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(ii) TTopical semi-evergreen/ores/s :-The dominants are Dillenia indica, 
Saracca indica, Pv{ralthia simiarllm, Aphallalnyxis polystach)Ia, Duabanga grandi
flora, FirtH spp., Elaeoca7pus sp., Aesculus assamica, Canarium SPa etc. 

(iii) Allul'illl graSl!allds :-In the grasslands comnlon grasses are 
species of G.}'mbopogoll (lenlon grass), Saccharum etc. Galan/he angusta a very 
rar~ ground orchid is very COlnInon in this area. 

VI. GaralDpani Wild Life Sanctuary 

]'he Garanlpani Wild Life Sanctuary is a smalJ area of less than 
3 sq knl \vas constituted as a Sanctuary in 1952 in the Nambor Reserve 
of Sibsagar district and Karbi Anglong and is fanlous for \\rild elephants. 

J·egdlllion:-The vegetation is basically Uppar Assam Valley Tropical 
Evergreen Forests. The dominants are Dillenia indica, Talauma hodgsQni, 
(;arci,,;a ovalifolius, (;arcillia tillc/oria, Camellia caudata, Camellia drnpifera, 
J·at;ca lanctaifoiza, .\lansonia dipikae, Pterospermutn latlceaefolium, Sterculia 
roxburglzii, Elaeoca1pus granitus, Aglaia spectabilis, Aphanamixis poly.\tachya, 
Canariurll ba,ghalensis, Caralia brachia/a, oS.,vz)'gium braettala, .5.J"Z)'glumjormosum, 
l)uaba1/~!!.a gt-andijloro, Castanopsis kurzii, J..'zema aTlgustifolia, Saraca indica etc. 

VII. Pava GaDle Reserve 

1 t \\'as notified as a Reseve in 1941 and since then it is known as 
1\filroy's Buffalo Sanctuary although no formal notification hM been 
is~ued by Governnlent. 

Vegetation :-The vegetation is basically of (i) Tropical semi-evergreen 
forests and (ii) Alluvia I grasslands. In the semi-evergreen forests, common 
plants are Dille'lia indica, AphallamY:"'is polystachJ'o, Bisclwjia javanica, Crataeva 
,'eiigiosa, Trewia nudijlora, Salmalia malabarica, Schumannianthus diclwtomus 
~tc. 

VIII, Laokhowa Wild Life Reserve 

I t has b('~n notified in the year 1905 as Laokho\\'a Game Sanctuary 
f()1" tilt" purpose of closing the area to hunting of animals. 

J ·,gt'lation :-rfhe vegetation can be broadly classified into (i) Eastern 

\'\'et alluvial grasslands and (ii) Eastern Dillellia Swamp forest. The 
dOJIJinants are Bombax ceiba, Albt=ia prOCel"a, Lagerstroemia speciosa, 
Dalbe7gia sissoo. Grr'wia 5t 77uta/a, Saccharum spontaneum, Saccharum IJrocerum 
etc. 

IX. Utilitarian aspects of the Flora 

l'h~ vcg("tation and flora of the Sanctuaries and National Parks have 
(onsiderablc utilitarian va1ue. The wild aninlals in tile N,ational Pack 
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and Sanctuaries depend on the plants for their food. The follo\ving 
plants are eaten by \vild animals. The local names of plants eaten 
by wild animals are given against each species, such as Alpinia alughas 
(Tora), Musa ornata (Kal-Goss), Saccharum procerum (Kush-Bon or 
Ikara), Saccharum spontaneus (Kush-Bon), Eichhornia crassipes (Pani-l\1eteca), 
Albizia odoratissima (Sirish), Albiziaprocera (Koroi), Bomba>.; ceiba (Simolu), 
Dillenia indica (Ou-Tenga), Calamus jloribundus (Bet), Ficus seandens 

(Dimoru), Lippia geminata (Bon-Tulshi), Alternanthera sessilis C~Iati .. 
Kaduri), Oenanthe si%nijera (Bon-Joni), HygroT)lza aristata (DaI-Ghah) 
etc. 

The flora of the sanctuaries includes also some \vell-kno\vn medicinal 
and econonlic plants such as : Ph),llanthu1 emblica, Tetminalia belliriffl, 
Termina/ia c}zebu/a, llauvolfia serpelltina, Hodgsonia mocroca7pa, Stephania 
hernandifolia, Dillellia indica, Gmelina arbofea, Toona ciliata, Calamus floribundus, 
Dioscorea bulbifera and Dioscoren pentaphylla. 

x. Endangered Plants 

It is of common knolvledge and now matter of concern that many 
plants are becoming scarce ill nature and unless early and planned steps 
are taken for their conservation many of them may become rare in their 
original homes or may ultimately become extinct. The National Park 
and 'Sanctuaries provide good habitat for conservation of endangered 
plants as of other flora and fauna. rrhe author has coJlected many 
endangered species from the National Park and Sanctuaries of Assam, 
such as, Gnetum gnemOll, Gne/urn scan dens, Rauvolfia serpentilla, Helminthost(lchys 
zeylanica, Dischidia ra.lflesiana, A noectochilus sikk imfns;s, A call1hephippium 
sjlhetense, Eulophia mannii etc. 
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Abstract 

Socio-e(..'Ological observa tions were recorded on the langurs of Kanha National 
Park in the month of April, 1977. Fifty one groups were located and the group com
position of forty was studied. The average group sizto: was worked out to be 17.47 
aDd 8.22 for bisexual and all-male-groups respectively. Most of the bisexual groups 
had one maJe. The adult sex ratio was 1 : 6.757. Observations were made regarding 
home range, roosting places. feeding habits and social interaction within the group. 
A list of plants and part of the plants on which they were observed feeding is pro
vided. 

I. Introduction 

The present paper deals with the studies made on the socio-ecolo
gical aspects of Presby tis entellus (Dufresne) in Kanha National Park, 
1\,landIa and Balaghat district, M.P. during March-April, 1977. 

Studies of Jay (1965) and Sugiyama (1967) at Orcha village near 
Bastar and Raipur respectively, were in Madhya Pradesh and close to the 
prescnt study area. Kurup (1964) and Rahaman (1973) made available 
a good account on social life and allied aspects of the langur in Gir 
Sanctuary, Gujarat. In Ceylon, Ripley (1967) studied forest population 
of the gray Jangur, Presby tis en/eUus thersites. All the above studies were 
wholly or partly forest-based. 

II. Description of the study area 

A brief description and ecological condition in the area is provided 
here. The Park extends between latitudes 22°00' and 22'J30' N. and 
longitudes 880 25' and 81 °07' E. in the two districts, Mandla and Balaghat, 
of ?\Iadhya Pradesh. The heart of the park, Kanha forest village, is 
about 54 km. southeast of Mandla town. It was constituted as National 
Park in the year 1955 ,vith an area of 253 sq. kms. The area of the park 
gradually increased and no\\' it has an area of 1208.15 sq. km. The park 
is a stretch of ,,·ild and hilly country with a broad tableland surrounded 
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in circular manner by range of hiIIs, about 914 m high in the northern 
part of the park. 'rhe southern part of the park is mainly hilly with 
chain of hills of varying heights. 1'he top of hills are flat. The main 
portion of the park is a plat('au rising up to 893 m. above MSL. 

The geology of the area is associated ,,,"ith the formation of the 
Deccan trap. The comnlon soil of the tra p area in the lowlying portion 
is stiff clayey black soil or black cotton soil. In other parts, the soil is 
pale or yello\\' sandy kno\vn as 'Sahara' 

Rainfall i~ fGlirly h~avy with average annual rainfall about 1825 mm. 
Sinha and Singh (in prt·ss) have recorded 2606 mm and 2568 mm rain
fall in 1970 and 197 t respectively. T'he maximum rainfal1 (upto 95 
per cent) \\"as record('d during rainy season (June-October). The park 
falls under the catchlncnt ~\rea of Banjar river, a Inain tributary of river 
Narmada. There arc a fc\\' perennial strcanlS and a large number of 
seasonal strcanlS present in the park. vVater remaining in numerous 
pools in tht',\(' nalas throughout the year. There are three perennial 
tanks, narnely Shravantal, Kislital and Dcotal. In spite of these tanks, 
park authorities arc Jllainta ining at least 10 dams and anicuts in the diffe
rent parts of the park to provide sutTicient water to vvild life during the 
pinch period. 

Both moist deciduous and dry deciduous forests occur in the same 
area as the area is in the transition of the t,\'O type of forests. Major 
portion of th.e park is occupied by Inixed forest ,vith considerable portion 
under sal forest. 'rhe forest beneath the canopy in the meadow is quite 
open and conspicuolls, second storey is generally absent (see Plate 1). 
(For a fuller description of the park ecology, see Sinha and Singh, in 
lll'l'ss.) . 

The study '"as confined to the ''''estern part of the park although 
fe,,, trips \vere nladc to eastern part also. 

III. Equipments, period and methods of study 

The pr~s{'nt report is based on a study of the langurs between 
:ll.J.77 and 16.4.77 at the Kanha National Park. The lollo\ving seasonal 
J~\ct()rs helped during recording observations. 

(a) ])ul"ing- thf' period of study many trees were more or less leafless, 
pronl0till~ \·isibility. 

(h) Because of scarci t y of ,vater in the season the groups \vere concentrated 
arouud fe\" "vater holes which could easily be located. 

\ c) ] luring this period the ground is conlpletely covered ,\vith fallen dry 
leaves. .I\ny slig-ht 11lOVCIUCIlt on the leaves product:s .sutlicient noise 

to detect l he 1l10\"i ng ohjcct. l"'hc roads ,,'ere ahvays free froin leaves 
i>n'au,c park authurities cleared thenl for 1ire lines. This helps 
llui~elcss lllU\,ClllCllt of the observer. 
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(d) Association of langur ,vith deer especialJy of chital is a common 
phenolnenon and has also helped to locate langurs easily. 

Nearly all ilnportant roads and \\'ater holes ,,,'ere searched for pre
sence of Jangufs. T\\'o of the groups at Deshi Nala \\'ere follo\\red for 
whole day and observations recorded were ,vith respect to home range, 
roosting places and social interactions \\'ithin and bet ,,'Cen the individuals 
of hvo groups. f\rrangements \"ere also made to identify trees and 
shrubs on \\,hich langurs fed. 

IV. Observation 

(j\) Population-During the study period at Kanha, 51 groups of 
lang-urs were located. Of these, 48 belong to ",'estern region and 3 to 
the eastern legion. Although more groups ,"ere reported, oIlly those 
groups \\'hich ,,,ere actually seen, ,,'ere marked on the map (Text-fig. 1). 
Forest department census figure, 1975 sho\ved that there arc 2453 langurs 
in the park. During the period of study only 5 £9 ,,'ere observed. The 
distribution (\f groups appears more or less uniform in the park. A total 
of 599 langurs \\'~rc counted in 40 groups and composition of these groups 
,,'as studied (Table 1). Out of forty, thirty ,,'ere bisexual groups, nine all 
nlale groups and one solitary male. Among the bisexual groups, the 1argest 
one had 45 individua1s and the smallest five. The aycrage group size was 
17.47 at Kanha, \\,hereas the average for Hanum.an langur ,vas reported to 
he IS. I at Dhanvar, Karna taka (Sugiyama et al., 1969) and 18.6 at Orcha 
village in Bastar (Jay, 1965 : 206). The adult ~ex ratio ",'as 1: 6.757 at 
Kanha whereas the ratio was 1: 4.4 at Dhar,,,ar (Sugiyalna et aI., 1969) 
and 1: 1.5 at Orcha village, Bastar (Jay, 1965 : 207). Among the all male 
groups, the largest group had 14 individua1s and snlallest five. The average 
group size was 8.22. Frequency of occurrence of different group sizes was 
shown (Text-fig. 2). One solitary male \vas seen near l\'Iukki village of 
the park. 

Most of the groups (65% studied at Kanha) \vere one male repro
ductive groups, vvhile 10% multimale reproductive groups, 22.5% all 
male groups and 2.5j~ solitary male. I t has been noted that members 
of a group often gather in small parties, irrespective of age, sex and 
status. It was interesting to note that juvenile, infant and male were 
never seen together SOlne forest d\"el1ers had informed that there were 
som~ macaque (Alacactl mulatta) grou ps in the eastern region of the 
park but none \\' as encountered during the trips. 

(B) Home Range and Roosting Places-T\"o groups near the rest house 
at Deshi Nala anicut ,,"ere £e lccted for detailed studits such as daily movc
Inent, number of roosting placcs~ extent of hOlnc ran~e and other social 
interactions. The lnO'Tment of groups ,,'as dra""n i,Text-fig. 3). 
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T_ bit! I-Composition of the Langur grollp~ stuJicd at Kanhl. 

-------------------------------------------------------------s ~o f"am\! of the 
group 

l. ., .... 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

11. 
) 2. 
)3. 
14. 
IS. 
16. 

17. 
IS. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
19. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
3S. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 

KK/I/22/1 
KK/I1/14/1.5 
KK/I1I/I~/2.3 

KK/IV/7/2.6 
KK/V/11/2.8 
KK/VII/16/4.8 
KK/IX/14/S.2 
KK/X/~/6 

KK/XI/18/8 
KK/XII f31j X.2 
KK/XIII/45/7.5 
KA/I/26/0.5 
KA/Il/18/1.5 
KA/III/14/1.7 
KAIIV/IO/4 
KA/V/6/5 
KA/VI/21/14 
K ~/VII: 15/14.5 
KA/V 111/23/16 
SL/I/9/2 
HR/ (125/1.' 
BR/I/7/J.S 
BR/IJ/6/J.S 
BR/I1I/21/1 
R H/1/8/East 
R H jll/33 /North 
KB/I/IO/l 
KB/Il/22/3.8 
KB/III/12/4.4 
SR/I/8/2 
SR/1I/5/3 
ST/I/S/2 
ST /1 I 116/Soutb 
ST/IIl/9 JEast 
ST/IV/14/3 
ST/V /15/2.1 
EN/IllS/West 
EN/li/a S/South 
KMjIl/9/3 
KM/V /1/3.5 

AJult 
~1ale 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

I 
7 
1 

1 
6 
3 
J 

2 
9 

6 
3 
8 

1 
J 
1 
8 
5 
I 
1 
9 
14 
1 
1 
1 
9 
1 

Adult 
Female 

11 
8 

11 
2 
4 
7 
7 

5 
10 
14 
29 
14 

fi 
7 

4 

10 
9 

13 

J2 
5 

14 

16 
6 

10 

8 

4 
11 

6 
7 
1 

J uve
nile 

7 

2 
2 
2 
4 

3 
,., 

9 
6 
4 

9 
3 

3 
2 

4 

S 
1 

2 

8 

3 

3 

4 
7 
7 

I nfll nts 

3 

3 

.2 
2 
2 
3 

5 
7 
3 

7 
2 
3 

3 

5 
3 
4 

7 

14 
2 
3 

4 

Total 

22 
14 
IS 
7 

I 1 
16 
14 

8 

18 
31 
45 
26 
18 
14 
10 

6 
21 
15 
21 

l) 

25 
7 , 

21 
8 

3} 
to 
22 
12 
8 
5 

5 
16 
9 

14 
15 
IS 
JS 
9 
1 

--------------------------- ---
:16 277 116 90 599 

The first groups named "KAjlj26jO.5" compn~es 1 adult Dlalc, l~~ 

adult females, 4 juveniles and 7 infants and second nalned "1(13/1/10) 1" 
1 adult male, 6 adu1t females, 1 JLlvenile and 2 infants. 'rhe !()rtner Inovc 
in the area of approximately three-quarter square kiJol11~trc Jargely bet
ween Aurai and KisIi roads \"hilc the later on the either sid~ of Sij()r~~ 
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Text-fig. 2.-Frequency of occurences of langue group, or different size in Kanha 
National Park. 

road covering approximately the same area. An area of ahout 70 yard~ 
on the bed of Deshi Nala \\'as overlapped by both groups. 

All the roosting places \.vhich \vere recorded t'Or the t\\'O groups ,,'ere 
n10stly located on the periphery or their home ranges. 1'hey used to roost 
on morc than one tree which \vere dense. l'here "' .. ;lS a quarrel for place~ 

before retiring. As darkness fell after 1850 hrs., thery settle preferahly 
on the peripheral branches of the trees. Sometitnes, there may be \vhoop 
calls of leader and these \\rere often noted when there ,"as nuu'h quarrel 
before retiring. In the morning, they were awake before sunrise at 0545 
hrs. Usually, the leader gives the 'whoop calls before lea\ping the tree and 
up to the time of da"'n, members come down~ on the ground and rest 
for some tinlc. Before they started feeding at 0730 hrs., juvenile and 
infants spend this time in playing, females groom their infants and 
sOJUetinH.'s other females, \\'hilc the leader 'vas resting. The period of 
their lllorning activities \\'hich includes feeding also, spreads fro 111 

0730 hrs. up to 1030 h1's. In the cvening they again slarted their· 
activities "'hie-It reached their peak during dusk. Hotter hours of the da)~ 
\vcre spent ill dozing and resting. 

A distance of about seventy yards on the bed of Deshi Nala \\r'lS 

noticed as zone of overlap without any intergroup interactions. I\Jen1bers 
of the group may mingle around the d~tches of \vater on the bed of Nal~t. 
After drinking they '\cparate and rf'turen '0 their 0\\'11 home ranges. Mal~5 
avoid using overlapping areas. 
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National Park. 
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(C" J)a)1 Ra "/;,'J- (a) Movement-Whenever there is an\' 111(\V("ITICnt 

of an irloi\'idual it appears to he Inainly for food, shelter or reproduction. 
l)uripo· 0'r<H1l) Inov('mcnt it was often observed that th~ indivi-:--, :--, 

dual llloved for a short distance and sat for S0111e tilne, ob~('r\·ed the 
surroundings and \\·hell satisfied moved again. It may be pI s\iJ)le that 

allother individual Inay come and sit at the same place and this l11ay or 
ulay not he hefore }ca\'ing the place by predecessor what Rahaman (19;3: 
304) caJl('d relay race. It "'as interesting to note that ,vhen langurs passed 
through high grasses their \\ralk was interrupted by bipedal movement. 
During this postur~ thC"y stand on hind feet ,,,,ith their hands r('~ting on the 

knees, tail ('uITed or Aat on the ground and neck stretched to its ll1aximum 
length. T'his postnrr- enables thenl to scan the surroundings. During 
progression, all thc' individua1s including young ones held their tails curved 
ov("1' tIlt· h~lcks \\'ith the tip facing for\\'ard and do\vnward as reported by 
Rahall1an (1973: 305) for langurs of Gir. 'fhis physical pose ,,'as different 
from that of 1)har\\ ar langur ,,,hose tail arched back ''lith tips facing down 
and to the rcar The d~finit(" succession and leading individuality during 
procession \,'as not recorded. 

(b) Feeding: ~'lorning (Oi30 to 1030 hrs.) and cyening (1600 to 

1900 hrs.) \"ere vigorously dev()ted to fceding activities The langurs 
eat ]eav~s, f]o\vcrs and fruits of variety of trec'i Clnd shruhs (Table 2). 

There \vas no sign of cOlupetition for food as it is in ahundance in 
the park. The 111(,I11h('rs usually sit in the party of 2 to 5 individuals of 
differents ages and s('x and cat together. But the leader was not seen 
joining any party. I Ie ahvays ft d alone. 1'he iruits of Enlblirn r:/ftrillalis, 
A/lldhura indica, Fi(lIs brngall'lIsiJ, f"icus "(lr{'m(lsa~ Baultillia re/usa; leaves of 

Ficus racemosa, JJa/lo/us philip/Jill/sis; alld HO\\TrS of Butea monospctma were 
Illost prefcrr(·d. l\IanipuJation before eatinp; th(" food "vas not obsrrved. 
Langurs were often seen licking- at salt licks. Rahaman () 973; 305) re
ported t hat in Gil', langurs ft'd on the pupae foun d on leaves but it \\'as 

not observcd at Kallha. K urup (1964: 7) had also reported that he never 
observed thclTl eating insects or Inaking any effort to catch the sanle. 

(c) Social Groolning: Langurs spent considerable time in groom
ing. I t may be either se)f groolning or grooming one another. The 
groonling ,vas intense \vhen (Jther individuals ",,'ere inactively relaxing or 
dozing. A total of 169 cases of groonling \\'ere observed. Out of these, 
72 groomed on ground and 97 on trees. The leader groomed another 
in lOcases i.e., 5.9% of the total number recorded. Grooming was observed 
n10st frequently during the period of 0600 to 0830 hrs. and 1130 to 1600 
hI's. It could occur ill any combination irrespective of age, sex and 

status. The process may have a short duration as in the case of a juve
nile grooming another. But it V\'as of considf'rably longer duration ,vhen 
a mother groomed her infant or an adult fClllale groomed adult male. 
Instances of scratchinll: \vcrt' also observed and they were mostly per
fonned by leaders. 
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Table :!-List of Trees and Shrubs on which Langurs feed. 

S. No Scientific Name Local Name Part Eaten 

l. Ballhinfa rt'lilsu Thaur Fruits 
2. Bouhinia "alr'i; M.lhul Fruits 
3. BriJdia I'ctl/sa Kasai Leaves 
4. BUc/UUJallill lanzan* Achar Fruits 
5. BlIlt'a m(lno~perm(l· Palas F.owers 
6. Carri.lia spintlru",* Karonda Frujts 
7. Cleistanl hus C(ll/inlls Garari Leaves 
8. Dio'p.l'ros ml."anoxy/oll* Tendu Flowers 
9. Emhlico officina/is Aonla Fruits 

10. FiclI\ bc'ngalcnsis Bar Fruits 
11. Fiel/ ... rac(·mosa· Umar Fruits & Leaves 
12. PiscII.\· rdigiostl Fipal Fruits & Leaves 
13. GOrll.~a pinnata* Kek(l.d Le:lves 
14. Gmelina arborea· Kham:!r F rui ts & Leaves 
15. Grewia tiliac/olia Dhamcn Fruits & Leaves 
16. Lagerstroemia pan'i/iufll Lindil Leaves 
I 1. Lannea coromallde/ iell Gunja Leaves 
18. A-fadllllca indira" Mahua Fruits 
19. A(al/otln "hilippinensis Sanduri Leaves 
20 Marrni!ora indica· A~lm Fruits, 

Leaves & Flowers 
21. A(ogJl£lnia semialClta Ban-rahar Fruits & Leaves 
22 Phoenix arallt is Chhind Fruits 
23. PferocarplIs marsupium BiJ~\ Leaves 
24. Sa/mafia malab'lriclls* Semal Fruits & Leaves 
25. Schli~chera o/eo.lia Kusum Fruits 
26. Sd'rt'bpra swietulloitics* ~10nka Flowers 
27. Semecarpus Cln£lcw·dium Bhilm:l Fruits 
28. Shorea robllSta* S:ll Fruits, Leaves 

& Flowers 
2Q. Stor(,ll/ia IIfl'ns Kulu Fruits 
30. Sy::ygium cumini Jamun Fruits & Leaves 
31. T"minalia belelica Bahera Fru ts & Leaves 
32. Tcrminalia chebll/a Harra Fruits 
1~. Terminalia tomentosa Saja Leaves 
34. Zi:yphus glabarrima Ghont Lelves 
35. Z izyphlH malJritiana Ber Fruits 

, PiJlllS in in tlowering selson during study period. 

I d) Social Play: In cOJllparison to adults, juveniles and babies 
~pellt considerable tilne of th.(~ day in playing. This includes, activities 
such as attelnpts to bite, grasping or one animal by another, puIIing in 
attt'lupt to displace or turn over, rolling 0\'(,,1', jurnping, loosing its balance 
repeatedly, sliding otf tree truuks and other inlitative incomplete activi
ties. 

(D:I H;trarcl~}'-f\() inter-group interactions \\'cre observed. But it 
appears th.at there \\'as no clear cut hier archy in the social structure of 
t he colony of langurs. But it was the male \\'hos settle the intra and 
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irlte-r group disputes hy givin~ the ,,,hoop calls and displaying vigorous 
movement. At the- saIHe tinlC, he did not lead the procession of the 
gTOllP nor occllpif'd any privileged position during feeding. Kurup (1964: 
9) '\';'iting ahout Indian langurs stated that "each troup has a leader 
\vhose authority is conspicllous only ,,·hen the troup faces danger or dis

turbance" Sugiyanla el al., 1969, also stated that Hanuman langurs 
neither exhibit a strict functional rallking order nor a differentiation in 
their sqcial organisation. ~[alc \\·as least bothered on the presence of an 
intruder though ht, approached nlore closely than any other member of 

t he group. 

(E) l'taJing and Mtlernal Behaviour-Babies of nearly fifteen to sixty 
days old ,,·ere Jllosl frequently seen in the study area. This suggests that 
the~w Inay have been born during spring. If t he gestation period is 196 
days (Walker. 1 ~lt;8: 463) then it is obvious that their mating season falls 
in the JlIOIlSOOn season. 

Bellies {(Td 011 the rnother's breast for a long time. Once even a 
.luvenile \vas seen attenlpting to catch the nipple in spite of active dis
appointlnent hy tClllal~. lVhen th(~ Inoth~r \\,as on the ground the haby 
1110Stl), rested or sltckled or pIa yed \\'ith others. It is the general beh'1vi
our of infants that \\'hCIH'\"t'r they are stared at by an intruder, they 
start producing- screechin.g n()is~ continuou51y, until they have contact 
\"ith their nlothers. Sirnilar activities were also recorded for juveniles but 
they oftcll 1l10VC t()\\'~l rds hig:}H~r hranches of the tree under such CirCUll1-
'\tanct's. Once a .;u\"cnile ("aug-ht an infant bet\veen fore arms and walked 
a distance 01':3 feet 011 hind legs to approach the infant's mother. The 
lllolher slapped gently on the back of juvenile and allowed hiln to play 
\\. i th in t~lllt. 

(F) /n/trJjlrrijic /n/crarlions and Predation-On April 11, a female feed. 
ing on the ground ,,"as unde-I" observation. Suddenly, a village dog ran 
to\\'ards the i't"ln.llt' and before he reached her, she climbed the tree and 
reached to the top and sta rted producing screeching noise continously. 
Leader lllalc \\·hile resting on the tree nearby started giving whoop calls 
a nd threats a 11d the dog soon departed from under the tree. Encounters 
bet\\'een dogs and langurs are quite frequent. 

Chital ( A.~is axis axis Erxleben) were often seen running and eating 
under the trc(' .... \\'hidl \vere occupied by langur groups (Gurm el al., 
19i7: 41). I 1 \vas inlcrsti ng· to note that the all-male-groups are rarely 
set'll \\'ith "hi tal. Only 2 out of 9 all-male-groups studied at Kanha 
\\TIT seen \\'[th c:h.ilal. 
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Plate 1. Lack of under canopy increases penetrating visibility : typical in study are.l. 
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Abstract 

Out of seventeen Indian species of Primates twelve occur in North-east India. 
Occurrence of more unrecorded taxa is possible, e.g snub-nosed langur reported to be 
sighted A new species of langur w,:s recently described by the author from this area. 
The populations are truely wild and healthy. They are in great demand for 
exhJblliol~. meat and fur. However, their ecological study present special difficulties 
"uch as prolonged Lliny season with devastating floods, inadequate communication 
system \\ Ith clvision of the are.! into a large number of small states, all having inter
national ('order. tr ibal monkey eating population, shifting cultivation, etc. It has 
hccn po\sible to colll:c t ecologic11 data only on some of species particularly th e said 
ne\\ I tngur. The paper r<:views the information so far available with suggestions on 
the ~L>ltltjon of the said difficulties. 

I. Introduction 

!\"()t1-hnTnan Primates of north-east India are of special interest for a 
varirty of reasons such as C'xhibition, fur, food for tribals, etc. Out of 
~t'\"enhA~n SP~( i('~ occurring \vithin Indian Union, twelve occur in this 
srnaH 3rea and the speci(·s lound in other parts of India can be shown to 
h~ their rl('~c('n(kllts. HO"'ever, their ecological problems for proper 
lll;lnagelnent p['>'ent special difficulties, i.e. prolonged rainy season lasting 
for ,\hout six rn()nth~ \\'ith devasting floods, inadequate communication 
syst~nl, divison of the sOlall area into seven states all having international 
hordcr, tribal and mnnk~y-eating human population and shifting cultiva
tion. Except one rarc species, the recently discovered golden langur 
(Pr(s~)·tis gel'i Khajuria), on]y stray notes are available on their habits in 
the \,"ild within this area. rrhe author has been studying the problem 
~incl' 195:) and has. stayed in the area intermittently for about sixteen 
JHOllths. An attempt is here n1ade to revie\'V the ecological information 
av,lilable and to suggest sulutions of the special problems enumerated 
at ovt'. 

·The controversial tree shrews are being excluded from Primates for the time being. 
··North-East India is here considered to include states of Assam, Arunchal Pradesh, 
Nag~land. ~janipur, Tripura, Mizoram and Meghalaya. 
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II TaxoDoDlY and Distribution 

[1] List of Primates recorded from N.E. India lvith their Indian distrih"tion :-
Fam i ly Lorisidae 

1. .Njcticehlls coucang bengalensis Fischer, Slow Loris 
Family Cercopithecidae 

2. M. m. mulatta Zimmermann; Rhesus Macaque. 
Northern Peninsular India, North Kamrup [Assam J. 

3. M. a. assamensiss M' clelland, Assamese Macaque. 
Assam, Mishmi & Naga Hi11s. 

4. kfacaca nemestrina blythi Pocock, Pig-tailed Macaque. 
Nagaland. 

5. M. a. arctoides I. Geoffray, Stump-tailed Macaque. 
N.E. India (part.). 

Family Colobidae 

6. Presby tis enltllus Dufresne, sub sp.? Hanuman Langur_ 
Peninsular India, Sikkim, Kashmir. 

7. P. geei Khajuria, The Golden Langur. 
Assam (Part). . 

8. P. p. pi/ealus Blyth, Capped langur, 
Garo, Khasi, Jaintia & Naga Hills, Assam. 

9. P. p. brahama Wroughton 
SeajuIia, Dafla Hills, Northern Lakhimpur, Upper Assam .. 

10. p. p. durga Wroughton, 
Upper Assam, Lakhimpur, Naga Hills, Cachar, 

1 t . P. p. tenebricus Hinton, 
Mutunga River, Northern Kamrup, North of Brahmaputra. 

12. Presby tis phavrei atrior Pocock, Phayre's leaf monkey 
Distributian :-? 

13. Pr,sbytis barbti Blyth, Barbe's Leaf monkey (Status uncertain) 

14. Rlzinopithtcus sp., Snub-nosed Langur. 
Distribution :--? 

Family Hylobatidae 

15. J{ylobates haolock Harlan, The Hoolock gibbon. 
N.E. India (part.) 

(ii) Relationship-It is interesting to note that species in other parts 
of India can be shown to be descendents of N.E. Indian species on the 
basis of the external characters including external genitalia and skeletons, 
etc. The relationships between N .E. Indian species and those found in 
other parts of India is given in Table I. 

The occurrence of species related to N.E. Indian species in South 
India can be explained on the basis of Satpura hypothesis (Hora 1948). 
The Western Ghats species are the NiIgiri Langur, the Lion tailed I\laca
que, the Bonnet Macaque and the Slow Loris. 
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Table I-Relationship beh\'cen N.E. Indian monkeys and other speCIes 
found elsewhere in India. 

St. 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

ATlcestral N.E. Indian species 

Slow Loris 
Assamese Macaque 

Pig tailed Macaque 
Capped Langue 
Golden Langur 

Related species in other 
parts of India 

Slender Loris 
Bonnet Macaq ue and Rhesus 
Macaque 
Lion-tailed Macaque 
Nilgiri Langur 
Common Langur 

III. Special problems 

1. Pro!o,zged rainy season :-The rainy season generally lasts from 
~Ia\' to October and cause devasting flood probably because of large scale 
deforestation which also destroys the habitat of Primates. The difficulty 
can he overcome by having a number of survey parties working in diffe
Tt'llt parts of the area in \vinter and selection of easily accessible areas for 
lllon~ detailed study throughout the year. The deforestatIon also needs 
proper planning. 

2. lnadtquate communication system :-This difficulty can be solved to 
'\OIlH' extent by sending a detailed questionare to forest and village authori
ties and by covering certain tracts \vhere there is a concentration of 
Prin1ates by such conveyances as elephant and ponies. 

3. Di'{'ision of orta into sevtn stales :--This difficulty does not appear 
to be unsurm0untable if the authorities concerned are given proper in
structions by Central Governnlent. As far as the study near the interna
tional horder is concerned, the help of army is necessary. 

4. Tribal monk.ey eating population :- A suitable number of represen
tatives of population should be included in the survey parties. Their 
monkey eating habits can be dealt wi th by impressing upon them that 
they can get more money for monkeys than for their livestock and should 
harvest theJn yearly under management guidelines. 

5. Shifting cultivation :-The governments concerned are dealing 
\\'ith the problems by proper publicity and education. 

IV. Brief review of ecological information 

The rhesus macaque and the common langur which also occur in 
~ome parts of N.E. India are \vell studied species. Though their ecology 
does not appear to be explored in this part of India, voluminous litera
ture on their ecology has been abl y reviewed by Roonwal and Monhot 
(1977). 

Except the golden langur, no planned effort appear to have been 
made to study the ecology of other Primates in this area in the wild. Even 
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stray notes on habits of the taxa are available on very few spc cies : 
Njcticebus coucang bengalensis, lv/acaca assamenSlS and !vI. arctoides, 
M. memeslrina, Presh),tis pilealus pi/eallls, and Hy/obott's hoo/(I(k. The 
available ecological information on the goldf'n langur has been revic\\"cd 
by the author (Khajuria, 1977). The other important information m:1inly 
collected in the area is summarized below. 

1. Nycticebus coucang bengalensis 

Food: insects, small birds ?, bird eggs, fruit, leaves, shoots. 

Reproduction: No well-defined breeding season; estrous cycle about 
42 days; usually single young at birth, gestation period about 193 days, 
young weaned after about 9 months. 

Miscellaneous notes: Nocturnal, savage if disturbed, growls like a 

cat with other vocalizations, hangs by branches by hind legs particulary 
for catching food; also pounces on prey by standing on hind legs; groonl'" 
ing and urine marking observed (observations made mostly in captivity); 
male may be found with female and infant. 

2. A/acaca a. assamensis 

Food: Vegetable matter including crops, insects. 
Reproductioll: Young seen in fall near Sikkim, usually single young 

born at birth; sex skin present. 

Miscellaneous notes: Groups of varying size usually of 10-25 indivi .. 
duals; sound, pio-pio, eaten by sorne local people but apparen tly kept 
secret (Khajuria, 1962 a). 

3. Mocoea o. arctoides 

Food: All parts of plants; seeds of a palm which are about 2.5 cm 
in diameter are also ttlken, preference for Ficus plants; insects, birds; extra 
food may be held by feat. 

Reproduction: Estrus and menstruation difficult to detect, no dis .. 
mounting by male immediately after ejaculation, parturition usually on 
alternate years. 

Aliscellaneous noies: T'he group may contain about 2 dozen indi
viduals of all sex and age groups; usually an overlord; solitary males 
noticed, vocalization is a harsh bark, squeels or chatters. Various facial 
expressions, Roonwal and Monhot (1977) has given a detailed account 
of habits of the species in captivity some of which may apply to this sub
specIes. 

4. Macoea na,nestrina blythi 

Food: Possibly olnnivorous. 

Reproduction: Probably breeds in late spnng. 

Miscellaneous notes: Gives out a short note like 'kang', more arbo
real than stulllp-tailed Inacaque \vith \\rhic:h it occurs, very rare; some of 
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th~ detailed account of Root1\\'al and Monhot (1977) probably applies to 
this subspecies. 

5. PrtJI~) tis pi/talus 

Food; Buds, leaves and fruit, seldom coming down to drink. 

Rtproductioll : Polygamous, usually single young at birth in cold 
season . 

.\lis(:dlaluolls 1101t's: Shy, but bold when attacked (Khajurla 1962b) 
sound, squ~ds ur bark, usully !)cen in sluall parties of about 6-12 indivi
du~1s. 

b. PrtSI~l'l is gt'ei 

Fuod: Leaves, buds, flowers of Terminalia spp., Bombax celia, Acacia 
Beuhina FintS sp., Cedrela t()(ma, LOIl11ea grandis, Albiz<.ia lebbek, Bischofia 
jllvallica, (,'",eltua arbort'a, Oroxylum indicum, Salmafia malabarica, Dilleria 

pflltagJma, Care..l'a arborea~ Bouhina vahli, some Leguminosae, Castanopris trib, 
uioidr:,,', Dalbfrgia siss()o, Derrir sp., Anoora waUichi, Truwia nudijlora, 

Ri'produclion. The breeding season appears peculiar in being exces
s iv(·ly prolonged from autumn through \vinter to spring. A single young 
a birth, unisexual troups present, according to Mukherjee & Saha (1974) 
about 60% of females found \vith infants in 1vfay and June. 

Population: Gee (1961) estimated the total population as 450 
Jangurs. In 162.3 hectares surveyed by A1ukherjee & Saha 1974 about 
half of the area was found to be cultivated or occupied by human dwell
ings. The total area inhabited by the golden langur about 600 sq. km. 
in India. 

Management : Prevention of poaching for meat, introduction into 
adjoining ar~as because or limited distrihution \vithin Indian Jinlits; pro
vision of \Vater during dry season, planting of \regetation taken as food 
preference. 

Aliscellaneolls notes: Rare in India, sho\\'s several adaptation to 
its habitat; luixed deciduous or semideciduous, selni-lnoist sal forest; 
seldoln vocalises although capable of pi oducing number of sounds; fed 
upon by man and probahly by tiger, common leopard and clouded; 
leoperd, can make excellent pet because of docility and esquisite beauty. 
Other malnmals recorded from the area are, Tupia sp., Macaca mulatta, 
Rail/fa hieolor, gigantea, Collosciurus pJlgerythrus, Cannom)'s hadius, H)'strix 
hodgsoni, Caprolagus hi.~pidus, Axis axis, Axis porcinus, and Rusa unuolor. 

7. Hylobates hoolock 

Food: Tender vegetation, leaves, fruits, insects, spiders, birds (?) 
and their eggs. 

Reproduction: .Age of maturity about seven year:;; es\ruus cycle 
20-23 days, nlating before rainy season; a single young usually born during 
winter or spring. 
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Aliseellancous notes: Usually found in small family parties consisting 
of a male and a female and an immature with a territory but a number 
of such parties may come together for feeding. The voice is characte
ristic loud 'whoka' with slight modifications. 
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KHAJURIA 

) . The Golden langur,presbYlis geel Kbajur;a. 
2. The capped langur~ Preshylis pile,alus Blyth. 
3. The Assanlese Macaque, Macaca a. ossamens;s Madelland" 
4. The stumped tailed macaque, Macaca spf!ciosaLinn. 
,. The pj, tailed macaque, Macaca nemeslrina LiDO. 

PLATE I 
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Abstract 

The prevalence of epizootic diseases among the wildlife has been one of the 
factors associated with the decline in numbers of some species of wildlife populations. 
In recent years, these diseases have assumed significance, because of 0) their direct 
t!ffect on the wildlire popubtions themselves, (U) possible impact of these diseases on 
the health of domestic animals and (iii) hazard to human health. 

The avaibble information on the reported occurrence of epizootic diseases, such 
as rinderpest. foot and mouth disease. rabies, anthrax, etc., is briefly reviewed. 

The diseases of non-human primates are of particular concern not only from the 
standpoint of their effect on the health of non·human populations and the export trade 
of these animals, but also because! of a wide variety of diseases transmissible between 
these animals and man. 

The available information points to the urgent need of undertaking surveys to 
determine the prevalence of wildlife diseases and formulation of measures to minimise 
losses frool these diseases. 

The prevalence of epizootic diseases among the wildlife has been 
one of factors-in some instances a major factor-associated with the 

decline in numbers of SOlnc species of \\"iJdlife populations. 1\lthough the 
available information on the occurrence of diseases anif)\lg wildlife in the 

country is meagre and fragment.ary, yet there is alnplr evidence to suggest 
that thes~ diseases have been frequently responsible for heavy loss of wild
life in different parts of the country. 

In recent years \vildlife diseases have assumed considerable signifi
cance and, therefore, enlerged as impof tant field of epidetniological 
research. 'fhere is an increasing need to understand the nature and extent 

of these diseas~s from the stand point of \,"ildlife conservation, particularly 
in a country like India where the great diversity of \vildJife fauna is one of 
its magnificient natural assets. Since the \vildlife constitutes one of the 
ilnportant reservoirs of numerous infectious diseases affecting domestic 
livestock, it is necessary to detect and control these diseases in the infected 

foci. Some of the diseases encountered in the 'wildlife such as rabies, 
tuberculosis, leptospirosis, etc., are also a public health hazard and deserve 

serious attention while evolving an effective programlne for their control 
and eradication. 
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1 n the fo]]o\\'ing presentation, the reported information on some of 
the important diseases encountered among the different sp('cics of wildlife 
is briefly rcvie\vcd :-

Rinderpest 

Hallen et al. (1871) citf>d several observations on rinderpest in deer, 
wild buffalo and wild boars. The devastating effect of this pestilence on 
the Gaur (Bos gaurus) popula tion in \vildlife reserves and sanctuaries in the 
country, has heen reported on a number of occasions during the past fifty 
years (Burton, 1953; Schaller, 1967). 1\1ore recently this disease had almost 
\\7iped out Gaur populations (If Mudunlalai Sanctuary in 1968 and Periyar 
Sanctuary in 1974. According to Mehta (citcd- by Schaner, 1967) many 
barasingha (Cervus d,wanceli) died during an out brrak of rindf>rpest that 
occurred in Kanha Park area in 1925 and 1926. Both Srivastava (1957) 
and Singh (1958) have contended that rinderpest has greatly reduced deer 
populations in th(' Uttar Pradesh. 

The disease is belif>ved to spread fron1 the infected domestic cattle 
and buffaloes to the \vild anilnals through pastures grazed by both groups 
of animals. I n addition to the bO\'incs, more than fifty species of other 
artiodactyles may contract natural disea~e (Scot, 1970). Arnong the ,vild
life in this country, these include nilgai, sarnbar, spotted deer, hog deer, 
four horned antelope, etc. (Gll pta and Verma, 1949). 1'he epidemiologic 
characteristics of the disease encountered in these speci("s are not kno\\'n. 
It is also not kno\\'n \vhether epizootics may occur \vhich may reInain 
confined only to the Gaur population and other species of susceptible 
wildlife ,,-hen the disease has not been noticed in the don1estic bovine 
population in the area O\'('r a period of time preceding the observed 
outbreak in \\-iJdJifc. T'he possibility of any nthf'r ~p{'cies of wildlife 
becoming carriers of rinderpest virus infection during the inter-epizootic 
periods has not been investiga ted. 

Fool a1ld "'IOlllh Disease 

Outbreaks of Foot and Mouth Diseas~ (FMD) in the Gaur popula
tions associated \\lith high nlortality, have been reported to occur frequently 
during the past s('veral decades. F~1D is a highly contagious disease with 
a \\'ide host range among artiodactylcs (including waterbuck, yak, gaur, 
oryx, nilg ai, etc.) and has a high morbidity rate among several species of 
domestic aninlals. This diseas(" has been reported to responsible for 

mortality in gaur populations (Ali, 1935). The disease may occur in 
animals other than artiodactylrs such as hedgehogs and even the rats have 
been considered as potential carriers. There is some evidence to suggest 

that elcphan ts Jnay also contract infection. It has been contended that the 
prescnce and the persistence of FMD virus infection in certain species of 
\vild aninlaJs luay play a vital role in the general epidellliology of this 
disease' (I\'Ic Diannid, 1975). 
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Rabit5 

In India, apart from dog which is generally acknowledged as the 
lnost common transmitter of urban and rural human ra bies, a number of 
\\'ildlife hosts such as wild dog, jackal, \4;olf, fox, wild cat and mongoose 
are some of the known species found to contract and transmit the disease 
to oth~r susceptible animals and man. However, there is little reported 
information on the sylvatic rabies cycle in the country. It is known that 
rabies tends to cycle within host species and only rarelv spills over to other 
species so that it m~y be present in jackals or foxes without being observed 
for many y~ars. The extent of wildlife rabies hazard to the human and 
the domestic livestock populations, is illustrated by a recent observation 
r~ported by Shah and Jaswal (1976). In February, 1973, a rabid wolf 
travf'lIed over 23 km in 12 hours in Aurangabad district and attacked 
12 persons and 6 animals in 15 different places. Three persons and 3 
animals died of rabies. One animal had died of injuries immediately 
after the attack. One pig that was bitten, became aggressive and was 
kil1~d and burried. This \\'as dug up and eaten by 4 dogs. One of these 
dogs had onset of rabies 12 days latter. All the 4 dogs were destroyed. 
Burton (1950) reported two cases of rabies in tiger. Rabies cases have 
also been reported in mongoose «(;reval, 1933) and ground squirrels 
Ir,r~val and Nickolas, 1940). D'Souza et al. (1968) suspected bandicoots 
(Band;cota malahorica) as an inapparent reservoir of rabies. 

Anthrax 

This highly fatal disease has a wide host range. The disease is 
.. ndernic in the country and almost aU species of domestic herbivores are 
susceptible. There is, however, little information on the incidence of this 
disease in the \vildJife. Peacock (1933) has recorded this disease as one of 
the causes of mortality in gaur. According to Lahan and Sonewa! (1973) 
this disease and another unidentified disease were responsible for heavy 
casualties among rhinoceros population in Kaziranga wildlife sanctuary 
in 1944 and 1947. 

African Horse sickness 

A Jarge number of wild ass were reported to have died of African 
Horse sickness in November and December 1961 and again in 1969 in the 
Little Rann of Kutch (Spillett, 1968). The disease was contracted from 
domestic equines. This disease has since been eradicated from the 
country. 

SUmJ 

In 1958 and 1960, this disease accounted for some deaths in the wild 
ass in the Little Rann of Kutch. The domestic equines and bovines 
(possibly a number of other species) may harbour the infection which is 
transmitted from the infected to susceptible animals through inse€t vectors 
mainly the Tabanid and Stomoxys tlie~ 
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Leptospirosis 
I t is \vell known that the wildlife plays an important role in the 

epidemiology of leptospirosis. Continuing search for sources of inrection 
for domestic aninlaJs and man has revealed an expanding host range in 
the "vildlife belonging to five orders of animal Kingdom namely, Rodentia, 
Lagomorpha, Insectivora, Chiroptera and Artiodactyle (Twigg et al., 
1969). B~sides domestic and laboratory animals, already pathogenic 
leptospircs have been isolated from 118 species of \vild mammals and 2 
species of birds (Communicable Disease Centre, 1966). Snlall mammals 
belonging to families Afuridae, Erinacidae and Soricidae are the primary hosts 
and the main sonrce of infection for most of the leptospiral types infecting 
man and domestic animals. 

Leptospirosis is prevalent in the domestic livestock and human 
populations in the country. Ho\\rever, so far little work has been done to 
survey leptospira I infection in the wildlife and, therefore, there is no 
published information on its prevalence among the wildlife species. 

Injiuenza 
Influenza has been considered to be a serious disease problem among 

human beings for centuries. There has been much speculation about the 
role of animals and birds as reservoirs of influenza viruses. Current studies 
are confirming expectations that influenza viruses are endemic in many 
wild bird populations (Beveridge, 1975). Limited studies in this country 
have yielded isolation of influenza A virus from wild birds (MulIick, B.B., 
1977-personal communication). 

Parasitic infections 
There is little information on the prevalence of parasitic infections in 

the wildlife and their impact on population dynamics of different species 
in this country. The available literature from abroad seems to indicate 
that parasites are significant pathogens of wildlife (Davis and Anderson, 
1911 ). According to Bennett et al., ( 1975), protozoan parasites, parti
cularly haemosporidians, flageIJates and coccidiosis act as limiting factors 
on avian populations. Kutzer (1975) has stated that certain groups of 
arthropods can essentially influence wild animal populations in their 
numerical composition. Though the loss of the population caused by 
~ctoparasites can be serious, it can never be endangered in its further 
existence. 

Diseases among nOTl-humn" primates 

Several species of non-human primates \vhich inhabit different parts 
of this country, arc prone to suffer from a variety of epidemic and other 
diseases, most of \vhich are comnlunicable betvveen these animals and man. 
Because of their hi gh susceptibility to some of the diseases transmissible to 
human being, these simians may even serve as sentinals of human diseases 
as was observed in the case of Kayasamur forest disease. This disease 
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caused by an arbovirus of the Russian Spring Summer Encephalitis 
(RSSE) Group had not been knovvn to occur in India until 1955. Late in 
1955, a Jarge number of bonnet macaques (Macaca radiola) and langurs 
(Presby/is entellus) \vere found dead in Kayasamur forest area in Karnataka. 
About the same time, cases of severe fabrile illness ca]]ed the "monkey 
di~~ase" by the ncltives occurred among the humans in this area. A second 
outbreak began early in 1957 over a much wider area. Investigations by 
the \rirus Research Centre, Poona showed that the disease in both monkeys 
and man was caused by an arbovirus closely related to the virus of RSSE, 
which is endemic in Western Siberia (Webb, 1969). 

Deaths from tuberculosis have been recorded among Rhesus monkeys 
(Afaraca mulalla) (Krishnan, 1936; Singh et ale 1951; Nair and Ray, 1955). 
A fairly high proportion of monkeys exported from India have been 
found to suffer fi'om Salnl0nellosis (Rowe, 1969), ShigeUosis (Cook, 1969; 
Hartley. 1975) and several other bacterial and viral infections. A recent 
inv('stigation by Mohan et ale (1975) sho\\;ed that out of 1502 apparently 
healthy rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) examined by them, 238 (15.8 
per ('~rH) \v~r~ found to shed enteropathogenic bacteria in their faeces; 
Shigella species in 175 cases, Salmonella species in 15 and enteropathogenic 
Escherichia coli in 48 cases. ~10nkeys in this country have also been 
sho\\'n to suRer from malaria caused Plasmodium cynomolgi (Prakash and 
Chakrabarti, 1962) and P. fragile (Choudhary et ale 1963). 

Mis(cllantous disease conditions 

During the past fe\v decades, materials received from different 
wildlife species located in the zoological gardens in the country and 
examined at the Indian Veterinary Research Institute have revealed the 
existence of a variety of disease conditions in these animals. While most 
of these diseases may be responsible for sporadic cases and tissue damage 
in vital organs such as lungs, kidneys, Ii ver, etc. (characterised by 
pneunl0nia, hepatitis, nephritis etc.), some of the diseases such as canine 
distemper and feline viral enteritis can prove extremely dangerous for 
wildlife members of dog and cat families, \vhich are susceptible to these 
diseases ar.d may suffer from heavy mortality rates. 

SUtllt:~ oj wildlife diseases 

1'he available information on the reported occurrence of a number 
of epizootics which were responsible for heavy mortality among different 
species of already decJining wildlife populations during the past several 
decades clearly points to the urgent need for effective measures to n1ini
nllse losses from these diseases. This in turn \vould necessitate surveys 
of wildlife to determine the prevalence of disease in <.1ifferent species of 
\vildlife and to investigations to elucidate the nature 01 relation~hips bet

"'een the domestic livestock and the \\'ildlife, which facilitate the spread 
of disease bet\\'een them. Some insight into the disea~es of free living 

wildlife can be gauged also by extending these studies on captive animals 
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in the zoological gardens and limited colonies maintained for biomedical 
research. 

Similar studies abroad have shown that because of high cost in
volved in such work, it is economical to combine wildlife disease surveys 
\vith the ecological and biological research in wildlife. 
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Abstract 

Some of the app3rent and not so apparent ecological and behavioural 
parameter .. pLlying a crucial role in the conserv.ltion of tiger in its Ind:an habitats are 
discu,scd here on th~ basis of available data. Factors of population dynamics, 
particularly the reproductive rJte and recruitment are worked out to arrive at a sample 
annual net increment or turnover of a tiger population in a prote:ted reserve. It is 
~ho\\ n that a tiger population of 10 animals, the average number in many tiger reserves 
111 Indi 1. would increase by 1.75 young annually or about 17 young per hundred of 
total popul.Hion subject to adult mortality. If adult mortality is taken as 5 per cent, 
the net annual increment of tiger population is obtained as about 12 per cent. 

As regards the food demand and supply in relation to tiger requirements, it is 
shown that a st )nding ungulate crop in a mininlum area of 2 sq. miles (5.18 Km!) is 
needed to sustain one tiger for one year in a sample habitat Available data on the 
population d~ namics of three ungulate prey species are worked out, and the annual 
rate of net increment in population in numbers as well as in biomass for these species 
i\ shown. Annu:!} bionlass increment of prey species per sq mites (2.59 Km2) of habitat 
is shown to be about 740 Ibs (336 Kg ) in this example. Based on this it is estimated 
th 1 t tiger po pulation would require about 9 to 10 sq miles (24 Km2) of habitat per 
adult tiger to be stable and viJble, using only the food increment and not the food 
capit:.11 stock. Although these figures are applicable only to the sample area, it is 
relieved that similar figures would hold good for comp.lrabk- reserves 

Other limiting factors such as changes in fertility and recruitment 
rate\, and social behaviour, in population regulation of tiger are also dis
cu'sed. F.tctors already dealt with indicate that population homeostasis in tiger 
rre-;ently operates through reduced breeding as well as pre and post natal mortality. 
E\ iJcnces pointing to the operation of social behaviour as an important limiting fdetor 
.. lre dis(u ... ~ed and shown to be functioning through the splcing mechanism decided 
through dominance particularly in the male. The cover factor, the role of early social 
and str~ss i.I modifying the sp.lcing behavionr and such not so apparent aspects deserve 
beh lviour proper study. 

I. Introduction 

Though the tiger·s distribution in the past ranged through the grea
ter part of Palaearctic and Oriental regions, from approximately longi
tude 145cE to 40:'E and latitude 55°N to IOoS, most of the tiger popula
tion except for remnant portions in '\'idely scattered parts of the range 

·Present address: Western Ghat Reiional Station, Zoological Survey of India, 
Calicut-6. 
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are now confined to the Oriental region south of 300 N latitude. I t seems 
therefore that the nominate race, Panthera tigris tigris widely ranging in 
India, BangIa Desh, and Burnla, and its eastern populations in China, 
Malaysia and Indonesia sonletimes seggregated as Pantheratigris corbetti 
(Mazak, 1968) are the only populations left of this magnificent species in 
a wide enough scale to ensure its survival in a large part of its former 
range. 

Thus deforestation and hunting have almost exterminated the 
temperate races of the tiger, Inaking it almost a tropical species contrary 
to its evolutionary origin. It seelns therefore, that the only hope of en
suring its survival lies in the tropical forests of south and south east Asia. 

The first phase of any conservation effort will have to be naturally 
protective in measure, by constituting reserves, etc., and already consi
derable progress has 'been achieved in this respect. But the protective 
phase, while retarding the forces of decimation does not necessarily 
reverse them. Determination of ecological factors responsible for the 
decline of the species \\'ill lead to very different means of conservation. 

Here the problem of tiger conservation is viewed from a fewecolo
gically conventional as well as not so conventional angles to obtain a 
perspective which I hope is relevant in evohring a sound management 
code for our tiger reserves. The most significant study yet done in India 
on tiger ecology is that of SchaJJer (1967) and the data contained therein 
is of definite assistance in formulating sonle of the vie\\'s presented here. 
'The basic precept from whie-h I have viewed this problem is that the 
population stability at an optinlum level and survival of a specie s depend 
on the genetically determined reproductive rate, ecologically influenced 
turn over cum recruitment rate and food supply, and the behavioural 
thresh-hold ,vide enough to compensate for the imbalances in the repro
ductive and ecological factors. It is therefore, these aspects that are 
nlainly considered here. 
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I. Theoretical edifice of population stability. The imbalances operating in the gene
tical and ecological factors of a species could be adjusted throuab wide thresholds 
of Dlitigating behavioural compensations. 
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II. Reproductive Rate and Turnover 

Schaller (op. cit.) calculates that the average number of young 
raised per adult tigress per year is about one, on the assunlption that each 
has a litter ev~ry two years and an average of two cubs from each littre 
survives to independence. Thus if a tigress has her first litter at four 
years of age and a life span of 18 years the potential turnover rate of a 
single tigress ,,'ould be 14 animals under ideal conditions, but it is pointed 
out that this rate is never achieved. 

The major reason for this nonrealization of potential turnover rate 
in tiger appears to be natal mortality. In Schaller's small sample of 8 
cubs, 3 cuhs (38°~) died as yearlin~s. Of this 4 cubs of one tigress sur
vived because of easy availability of domestic cattle and of buffalo kills 
offered partly during the study. 

Average iittre size in captivity is shown to be 2.8 or say 3 but the 
available information indicates that at best not more than two 1arge cubs 
survivt" into second year ,,,,hich is not always the case. Even accepting 
this 33~,u nlo rtality and assuming another 10% mortality in the second 
~ear, Illortalify in tiger till maturity at three years may be taken as 40%. 
This conlpares favourably ""ith the 50% mortality of lion cubs ti1l the age 
of t\\'O years rf'ported by Stevenson-Hamilton (1954). Parturition con
ception interyal of tiger is said to be about two years as the tigress does 
not ("olne into estrollS during the period of dependency of her cubs and 
the cubs are dependent on the 1110ther for about t\'vo years (Brander, 1923; 
Schaller, op. cit.). Thus the average production rate of a tiger is three 
young in abollt 28 months or say, in two and half year or thirty months, 
\\'orking out to be 1.2 young per year. This would be limited by a com
bined natal and juvanal mortality of 40% \vhich would mean a potential 
recruitnlent ra te of .7 young or 70 young to the breeding population per 
hundred adult tigrt'ss. But even this potential is further limited conside
rably by the fact that only a few of the tigresses reproduce and bear cubs. 
or the eight tigrt>sses identified and one whose tracks were noted by 
Schaller only three or one third had cubs. He also cites the combined 
records of Gordon (1872) and Rice (1887) which are also similar. 

Data a\'ailable for sex ratio of tiger are meagre. Scha11er (op. cit,) 
records 4: 1 in favour of ft'lnaJes. Data from shooting records suggesting 
2: 1 Inay be biased as the nlales are more daring, conspicuous and first to 
approach. kills. For tht' present we may assume a middle ratio of 3: I in 
favour of females and based on this a tiger popUlation of 10 individuals 
\\'ould have 7.5 tigresses (75~~) of which one third will breed at the rate 
of .7 young per year giving a recruitment rate of 1.75 or 17% young. 

As for the next aspect, i.e., for the amount of adult mortality again, 
there is no reliable data. Of course till recently hunting, poaching and 
poisoning by man ,,'ere the main constituents of adult mortality of tiger 
'which must have bee n many times over the combined total of all other 
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causes, like fights \vith other species, through porcupine quills, predation 
by wild dogs and by disease. For the present purpose however, tiger 
population decimation by man is not taken into consideratio=-t although 
this is by no means fully abated, as considerations discussed here are 
\vith reference to natural processes within protected reserves. Judging 
from the relative infrequency of natural tiger deaths reported in the P3.st 

and also bearing in mind that a dominant predator like tiger is fairly at 
the end of the food web in nature, natural mortality in adult tiger may 
be taken as not exceeding 5~~. Thus the over alI net increment of tiger 
populations is obtained as about 12% annually under adequate food 
supply. 

III. Food Demand and Supply 

Schaller (op. cit.) estimates the daily food requirements of tiger as 
12 to 15 pounds (5.44 to 6.80 kg,) or 4,380 to 5,475 pound (1987 to 2483 
kg.) per year. But since only 70% of a kin animal is edible and con
sumed by the tiger, this means that an average tiger has to make kills of 
6,257 (2,838 kg.) to 7,821 (3,548 kg.) pounds per year. Taking an average 
of 7,000 pounds (3,174 kg.), the amount of biomass and number of four 
major ungulate species of prey required annuaJly for one tiger is shown in 
Table I. (Based on SchalJer, Ope cit.). 

Table 'I. : Average annual food requirement of adult tiger 

Speces 

Chital 
Barasingha 
Sambar 
Gaur 

Total 

Percentage 
in diet 

47 
19 
27 
7 

100 

Biomass 
in pounds 

Average 
adult weight 

3290 (1492 kg.) 130 ( 59 kg.) 
1330 ( 603 kg.) 350 (159 kg.) 
1890 ( 857 kg.) 400 (181 kg.) 
490 ( 222 kg.) 1000 (454 kg .. ) 

7000 (3174 kg.) 

Equivalent 
no. of heads 

25 
4 
5 

0.5 

34.5 

Thus a tiger would require about 34.5 units of ungulate prey species 
in a year of which chital when present in adequate numbers would be the 
main constituent. According to Wright (1960), the average demand of 
a lion is estimated to be 36 kills annually. 

Data on ungulate biomass is available from few wildlife reserv~s .. 
Following is derived from Schaller (op. cit.). 
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C S B G 
TIGER CONSUMPTION CONSTITUENT 

:.. c ~ Chital; S : Samba.r; B : Barasinga; G·: Gaur. 
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Connecting lines represellt the ratio of average adult weight of the prey species 
to the percentage of its constituent in the total food consumption by the predator 
spe~ies. The ratio woyld show the influence of size in prey selectivity and preda
(ion success Here the smallest prey species, chital. forms the highest food consti
tuent wh~r~ l~ th~ biggest prey animll, Gaur, forms the lowest constituent. 

'fable 2_ Biomass data for three ungulate species per sq. 
nlJ. (2.59 km2) in Kanha Park 

---
~p~cies lliolnass (I bs.) Density Percentage of 

total ungulates 

( :hital 900 (408 kg.) 7.7 28 
Safllhar 800 (363 kg.) 2.0 25 
( ~allr 1500 (680 kg.) 1.5 47 
'1\ Ital 3200 (1-1-51 kg) 11.2 100 

A hove data sho\\'s that standing crop of above ungulate -species in a 
minimum area of over 2 sq. miles (5.18 km2) is required to sustain one 
tjg~r for one year in this habitat. The size of such area would of course 
differ according to the richness or otherwise of the standing crop it con
tains, but nlore or less hold good for comparable habitats. An idea of 
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the variations of this Iuinimum food stock area according to predominance 
of only one of these ~pecies due to temporary or long term absence or 
decline of others can also be obtained from the above tabI~. But data on 
the amount of standing crop and the d~gree of its utilization is particu .. 
larI}' relevant only duri:ng the initial year or two of the management of 
a reserve or \vhere the introduction of a new species takes place. 'fhe 
population stability and survival of a species depend more on the turn 
over rate and increment of the standing crop in a year. In this connec .. 
tion the population of the nlost common ungulate species, viz., the chital, 
the sambar and the gaur are given in Table 3 estjmated from the data. 
for Kanha Park. 

Table 3. : Population structure and dynamics of three prey species. 

Chital Sambar Gaur 
Per cent Per cent Per cent 

Population structure 
Adult male 19 14.9 32 
Yearling male 10 3.5 4 

Adult female 28 51.4 39 
Yea rling female 14 9.8 6 
Fawns 29 20.0 19 

Populat ion Dynamics 
Production potential 38 50 39 

Fa\vn mortality out of 48 50 50 
total fa\\'n population 

Fa\,'n mortality out of 18 25 19 
total population 

Adult nl0rtality 14 13 5 
---- - ----

Incrcn1ent 6 12 15 

IIcre the net increment has been calculated on the basis of potential 
turn o\'cr rate of production of young and not on the actual rate, as COIn .. 

p]eta date for latter is not available for any of our reserves. Thus for a 
total population of 100 deer in the case of chital the potential production 
is estinlatcd to be about 38 young out of which 18 die before becoming 
yearlings. At the sanle time another 14 of the adult age class is also 
clilninaled due to adult mortality and therefore the net increment in the 
year would be six individuals per hundred. It is evident that any ex
ploitation of the chital population at this place either by predator species 
like tiger or man \\'ould have to be at a level below six per cent of the 
total chital population or other\vise the predators \\'ould be eating into 
the capital food stock leading to the depletion of the prey species or their 
popuJation crash. 
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fM-. TOTAL MORTALITY 

60 

20 

FAP FAP FAP 

c s G 

3. F: Fawn n10rL1lity: A ~ Adult mortllity; P : ProductiC'n potentill of papulation. 
Sambar with mlximum production potenthl inspite of maximunl mortality rate 
appears to be a key prey species in the sJnctury. 

The 10tal bionlass in('rcm~nt as \vell as the biomass increment per 
\1p't of ha bitat ~ 1 ml2 or 2.59 km2) for the three ungulate prey species 
\,Ofllbi ned could be cstinlated froln Table 4-. 

Based on aven{e body \\"cght already used) biomass increase for three 
ungulat~ species contained pl r hundred of total popub.ltion ,,,"ould be 
6,B60 lbs. (31!2 kg.). So using the total density figure of 10.8 animals 
pe: sq. nll., it is seen that hundred ungulate animals \\·ould require about 
~.25 sq. rniJrs :24 km~} of habit~t; and on abo\,e bionlc;.'s increment of 
h llJldr~d Un~tlLltes, the incrcrncnt ppr sq. n1ilc ,vould oe 740 Its. (336 kg. 
<:If 130 kg. per km2). 
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Table 4. : Annual biomass increment of three prey species 

Species Tot:!1 Increment in Average adult Biomass 
population animals weight (lbs.) increment 

Chital 100 6 130 ( 59 kg.) 710 (lbs) (354 kg) 
Sambar 100 12 400 (181 kg.) 4800 (lbs) (2177 kg) 
Gaur 100 15 1000 (454 kg.) 15000 (lbs) (6804 kg) 

Total 300 33 1530 (694 kg.) 20580 lbs) (9335 kg) 
Per 100 tlngulatf's : 11 510 (231 kg.) 6860 (1bs) (3112 kg) 

So if vvc accept the annual food requirement of one tiger as about 
7,000Ihs. (3,: 75 kg.) of kills, then it is obtained that the ungulate prey 
population dynarnic'\ being as sho\vn earlier in a sanctuary like Kanha, a 
viable tiger population \vith assured food supply cropped from the annual 
food increment \vithout depleting the capi tal food stock, would require 
about 9.5 sq. miles (25 km2) of habitat per adult tiger. Of course it is 
apparent that this figurt' i~ not absolute and that the required range will 
vary according to the variables in population dynamics of the prey species, 
oth~r predators. and local condi tions. 

IV Population Limiting Factors 

The term limiting factor is used here to designate such. causative 
factors \"hich help to limit the breeding population of a species in con· 
trast to t hose factors \\' hich a fl~ct the total population. That the popula
tion increase of a species is lilnited by a critical level of food supply is 
evident and needs no labouring. But this does not luean that in nature 
food supply is ah"ays a lilniting factor in regulating a population. Food 
as a linliting factor operates only when a critical stage is reach~d and 
there arc Inany an instance in nature where a stable population is horneo
~tatically regulated at much lower level than is determined by a critical 
food ceiling (see Myers, 1966 on rabbits, and Calhown, 1949, 1950, 
1963 on bro\vn rats). Significance of factors other than food supply in 
linlit ing a population such as social behaviour is no\v widely recognised 
although there is still no uniformity of views in regard to the relative 
ill1portance of these factors in regulating a population. Lack (19iO), for 
instance maintains that the density dependent nlortality is the mechanism 
\vhich sets the upp~r limit to the numbers of animals whereas the food 
supply through natural selection .deternlines the reproductive rate of all 
high~r aninlals but that this upper limit is rarely reached in species 
limited by predation. Watson and Moss (1970) on the other hand 
stresses th~ ilnportance of behavioural factors especially dominance and 
spacing such as are involved in territorial behaviour in linliting the popu
lation. Waynne Ed\vards (1970) holds the view that population regulation 
gt'llcr.dly depends upon density dependent changes in fertility and recruit
lllcnt 011 ontO hand and in self imposed mortality on the other and that DO 
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external intervention is necessary in the form of predation, diseases, 
extreme climate, etc. 

Changts in jeri il il)' and recruitment: Population density is primarily 
geared to productivity of the habitat in terms of usable food. And the 
mechanism for Inaintaining the equilibri.um between population density 
and the food productivity of the habitat seems to be operating through 
changes in fertility and recruitment rate. There is a strong case in favour 
of the vie\\' that the reproductive rate has been evolved in relation to the 
a,"ailability of food for the breeding adult (Lock, op. cit.). The fact that 
the littre size in tiger may occasionally reach up to seven, while three or 
four cubs are quite common, might indicate that the reproductive rate in 
tiger has been evolved in conditions of abundant populations of ungulate 
prey. Decline of the 1atter is a relatively recent occurnance. A review of 
the reproductive processes, recruitment rate and final turn over of tiger 
populations already dealt \vith would sho\v that popu1ation homeostasis 
in tiger persentJy operates through reduced breeding and pre- and post
natal mortality. 

v. Social Behaviour as Limiting Factor 

Watson and Moss (op. cit.) give the main criteria to determine 
whcth~'r or not social behaviour operates as a limiting factor in a breeding 

population in anyone breeding cycle. These are: 

(J) A substantial part of the population does not breed even though, 

(2) Such non-breeders are physiologically capable of breeding if the 
more dominant or territorial (i.e. breeding) animals are re
moved. 

(3) Breeding animals ar~ not completely using up some resources 
like food, space, nest sites etc.; only they prevent others from 
using it. 

Available evidenc.es some of which arc alr~ady dis('u~sed show that 
th~ first and third criteria certainly and 5econd also most probably are 
tllrt \\'ith as far a~ the tiger population is concerned. I t hag already been 
discussed that a substantial portion, i.e., one third of the population of 
adult tigresses do not breed. As to the question whether the breeding 
population of the tiger is completely using up the resources there is evi .. 
dence to show that at least in regard to food resources it is not so. Table 
5 shf)\\'s the net annual ungulate biomass production and its annual con
sunlption by tiger population in Kanha park. 

The figures sho\\' that the food consumption by tiger in this instance 
is more or less in equilibrium \vith annual f00d production increase. Th.e 
tiger population in this case utilizes just the annual increment only and 
Inost of the standing food crop is available for any short term fluctuation 
of food need. Thus at least in this instance food supply is evidently not 

fully exhausted during a breeding cycle. As regards the se~ond point 
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Table 5. : Estimated annual biomass production and its consumption 
by tiger population in Kanha P~rk 

(A) 

Species Population Annual J\nnual Annual 
increment increment increment 

in nos. percentage in biomass (lbs) 

Chital 900-1000 54-60 6 i020-7800 
(3184-3538 kg.) 

Sambar 2CO-300 24·36 12 9600-14400 
(4354-6531 kg.) 

Gaur 165·210 25-32 15 25000-32000 
(t I 340- t 451 5 kg.) 

Total 1265-1510 103-128 1 1 (n1ean) 4 1620-54200 
(18879-24585 kg.) 

(B) Annual consumption by tiger 

Residents Migrants Equivalf'nt Annu:1I per Total 
residents capita conSUlll ption Balance 

consun1ptioll (Ibs. ) 

4 6-11 *6-7.6 iOaO lbs. 42000-53200 - 380-·f- 1 000 
(3)75 kg.)(1905-241~! kg.) (-1-2- .. 454 kg.) 

*Note : Schaller estimates 10-15 tigers in Kanha Park of which only 4 are 
residents (1:3 average). Here 3 nligrants are treated as equi valen t 
to one resident in range use. 

namely, \vhether or not the non-breeders are ph\'siologically capable of 
breeeing, once the dominant breeders are eliminated, \'·e have no direct 
evidence at present, but indirect evidenccs point to the possibility that 
the non-breeders are capable of doing so. Although evidences show that 
one-third of the fClnaJes do not brecd in the wild, this feature is not 
reflected in captivit y \vhere most of the felnaJes reproduce. This sho\\'s 
that it is mostly lack of enough nlale contact that leaves a sizeable pro
portion of females unfertile. We have aJready seen that the sex ratio in 
tigers is heavily \veighted in favour of females. Coupled \"ith this there 
arc also the f:lctors tha t the fenlale is in receptive oestrus only for about 

five to seven days and that ovulation is perhaps not spontaneous, but 
rather induced by copulation. There is also the factor that many of the 
tigers are territory holders with fixed home range, where there might be 
a number of tigresses cJailning his attention. It is probabJy due to this 
that estrus tigress \\'anders \videly in quest of more males and mating 
opportunities. But due to the contribution of all these circumstances, 
particularly that or adverse' sex ratio, the end result is that a sizeable 
portion of tigresses do not ureed, although most of them are physiologi
cally capable of breeding. 
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4_ The equilibrium between tiger con'iumption and population increment of prey 
specie, is nlainly maintained in Kanha Park by the increment in Gaur where the 
preuJtion is least Predation by tiger is shown to be closely re'ated to the volume 
of i ncre ent:n the other two species" 

rrhus, it appears that social behaviour is an important limitin g 
l~l('tor in tiger population. This seems to be operating through the spacing 
nl"chanism detennined through dominance, particularly in the male. 
:\lthough a nUlnber of tigresses could live in the territory of a resident 
nl.de, allother rnale is tolerated there only as a transient. This perforce, 
lc~l\TS ,~ SIllall or large part of the male population, depending upon the 
tot:ll h:1bitat area and conditious, as transients or floating. Territory 
holder" arc clearly donlinant over the non-territory holders and the former 
there·hy conlCS to h"ive access to a number of tigresses, much more than he 
('vcr IH·cds. Given this territorial behaviour of male in a population 
,,-hert' there is already a great disparity in sex ratio, this further lumping 
and batching of females drastically reduce the reproductive potential to 
sllch an extent that it is not relieved by the behavioural antidote of wan
dering by the estru~ female and roaming transient males. 

There is considerable evidence to show that the physical structure 
of the environnlcnt greately affects spacing behaviour and population 
d l~persion (\ Vatson and ~foss, Ope cit.). Availability and the volume of 
sl!ilable CO\'CT is an instance relevant in the case of tiger. Given equal 
fuod and resources conditions, the tiger's territory selection and its size 
Inay considerably be influenced by the cover availability factor. The role 
played by the physical structure of the environment independently of the 
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food sources in spacing and dispersal of tiger remains to be studied; so 
also the role of early social behaviour, stress etc. in modifying the spacing 
behaviour and their effects on population limitation. 
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3. INTERGROUP RELATIONS IN THE 
ASARORI FOREST 

By 

S.C. MAKWA NA * 
D,parlme1l1 of Zoology, Unil'ersi~)J of Jodhpur, Jodhpur 

Abstract 

These observJtions were made 0'1 8 groaps over a 9-month period. Even though 
home r~nge overlaps wide Jy intergroup encounters are not common. Four types of 
encounters ~. re recorded : Overt-(lggressive. aggressive. aggressive-tole rance- and 
approach-withdrawal 

Groups are intolerant to the proximity of other group, and intergroup spacing 
or avoidance found. During encounters. disphy is common and fighting very rare. 
Su~ordinate males usually leads chasing or fighting. Intergroup dominance is positi
vely correlated with group size. During stress situations alpha male may mount a 
fen1ale of his own group. 

I. Introduction 

Recent field and lahoratory studies of higher primates, indicate that 
the rhesus macaqur, Macaca mulatta (Zimmermann 1780), is more aggres
sive both \,'ithin the group and between the groups than other primates. It 
shows an exten~ive repertoire of aggressive behaviours which ranges from 
\~isua) threats a nd displays to severe fi~hting. 

Relation" \vithin the group have emphasized in various studies, but 
relations and behaviours between the groups, especially in the natural 
state have been only meagerly, and the available information has been 
sumn1arized in Roon,val (1976) and Roonwal and Mohnot (1977). 

Part 1 and 2 of this series (Mak\vana~ 1978, 1979) dealt with ecology 
.1nd SOnle beha\-iourcll aspects of the rhesus macaque of the Asarori Forest, 
ne.ir Dehra Dun, at the foot hills of the Himalayas. The present account 
dcah with the inter~roup interactions and behaviours of wild population 
of the rhesus macaque of the .-\sarori Forest. 

II. Results 

I n spite of the' ex tensive overlapping of the home ranges in neigh
lJouring ~roups (the overlapping varies from 32.8-100% of the total area 
of a home range; lvlak\\'~ na, 1978) interactions behveen groups are 

·Present address: Zoological Sur\,l.!y of India" Paota B ROld, Jodhpur-342006. 
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infrequent. During a 9-month long period, totalling about 1,IGO hours 
of observations only 19 interacdons were observed in the 8 groups*. Th~ 
encounters observed is probably a small percentage of the total number 
that occurred during the study period. Group size varied from 5-c.90, 
and home ranges from 0.6-7.8 kln2 (Table 1). Group sizes of groups 
A, B, S, and X could be assessed approximately, while those entimations 
for the remaining ones are more precise. 

Table I. Macaca mll/Qtta. Group size, home range, and intergroup encounters in 
seven groups of Asarori Forest. 1976. (See Text for abbreviations). 

Items Groups 

B A S H H.c\ R C 

Group size c.90 c.6S c.60 31 19 13 5 
Home range 7.8 Over Over 4.5 3.8 1.4 0.6 
(km 2) 4.0 4.5 
Total number 4 3 3 4 3 10 <} 

of interactions. 
lolo. of times 4 2 ] 3 0 ~ 0 
the group WJS (100) (66.6) (33.3) (75.0) (0) (80.0) (0) 
dominant (and 
its percentage). 
No. of times 0 1 2 I 3 2 9 
the group was (0) (33.3) (66.6) (25.0) (lODe) (20.0) (1000) 
subordinate (and 
its percentage). 

The interactions are summarised in Table 2. The period of con
frontation ranged from two minutes to as long as one hour. The bound
aries of home ranges, with the locations of interactions, are sh:)\vn in 
Fig. 1. the arro,,, nlarks indicates the directes of \vithdra\\'al of a group. 
It is interesting to note that all the interactions occurred \vithin the over
lapped areas of home ranges. 

For convenience, the interactions are grouped into four categories. 

1. Overt-aggressive. Includes fight between the groups. Occurred 
very rarely (5.3% of the cases). 

2. Aggressive. Includes visual threats, dominance displays and chase 
by both the interacting groups. Occurred in 36.8% of the cases. 

3. Aggressive-tolfrance. Includes visual threats by one group and 
tolerance by the other. In the hvo encounters observed (10.50/ 0 of the 
cases) the subordinate group sho,ved aggression while the dominant group 
showed tolerance or a voidance. 

·Out of these 8 groups,S were study groups (See Makwana, 1978), 2 groups 
(A and S) Clnle across occasionally. while one (X) was observed only twice. These 
groups were,' Amsult (A). Bada (8). Choki (C), Harbhajwala (H), Harbhajwala 'A't 
(HA), Rest House (R), Sukhroa (8) and a strange group (X). 
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4. Approach-withdrawal. Includes approach by the dominant group 
and \\'ithdra\\'aJ or avoidance by the subordinate group (\\rith frequent 
visual scanning, Fig. 2, at the approaching group), Occurred in 47.40/0 
of the cases and was the most common type. 

It ,",'as noted that in 89.5% of the interactions, gfOUp size \vas signifi .. 
cant for determining intergroup dominance (Table 2). In the remaining 
10.5~~ cases, sonle other factors apparently played a part, e.g., possibly 
rank, the number of participants, the location of the interaction site etc. 
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One group (B) 'vas completely dominat, while two groups (HA and C) 
,,,,ere completely ~ubordinate III all the interactions. The remaining 
four groups \\'ere don1inant in sOlne and subordinate In other encounters 
(T'able 1). 

Table 2. Summary of intergroup interactions of Macaca mulatla in the Asarori Forest, 
1976 (For abbreviations, see Text; foot note). 

SI. Interaction Date of Time and duration General reaction Resu1t= Dominant! 
No. between interJc- of interaction of group Subordinate 

groups tion 
I II Of I Of II 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
._---- - - ------

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

]4 

IS 

1(1. 

17 

18 

19 

B C 4.ii 76 

" " 24.ii.76 

6.iv 76 

B S 27 viii.76 

A H 7.v.76 

A 

A 

S 

S 

H 

H 

R 

" 

" 

., 

R 

R 

H 15.vi.76 

HA 3.vi.76 

R 22.ix.76 

R 22.ix.76 

HA 26.ii.76 

HA 22.ii.76 

C 4 ii.76 

», 14.ii.76 

17.ii.76 

, . 19,ii.77 

22 ii.76 

S.X 76 

X 5.v.75 

Ad d ~.".v.76 
,Solitary) 

15.20-1 5.2 S h rs. 
(5 min.) 

]4.20-14.25 hrs. 
(5 min.) 

11 40 .. ! 1.50 hrs. 
(10 min.) 

09.15-10.15 brs. 
(60 min) 

13.40-14.30 hrs. 
(50 min.) 

09.15-1000 hrs. 
(45 min.) 

05.40-05.55 hrs. 
(15 min.) 

07.30-08.10 hrs. 
(40 min.) 

09.40-09.50 brs. 

13.30-13.45 hrs. 
(15 nlin.) 

16.15-16.25 hrs. 
(10 nlin ) 

17.30-17.33 hrs. 
(3 min.) 

14.25-14.27 hrs. 
(2 min.) 

09.10·09.12 hrs. 
(2 min.) 

09.20-09.25 hrs. 
('min) 

1305-13.15 hrs. 
(10 nlin.) 

17.20-17.25 hrs. 
(5 min.) 

) 6. 5 «:;-17.05 hrs. 
(10 nlin.) 

08 15·08 45 Ius. 
CO min.) 

Approach 

" 

" 
Fight 

Chase 

Chase; 
Withdrawal 
Chase 

Display, 
Ch3se. 
Withdrawal 
No 

" 

reaction 
(avoidance) 
Chase 

Approach 

•• 

" 
., 

" 

Visual 
threats, 
Retreat 

Ch.lse 

Withdrawal 

), 

" 
Fight 

Retreat, 
Chase. 
Withdrawal 

BjC 

" 

B/S 

A/H 

Chase H/A 

Chase AlBA 
Withdrawal 
Display, RIS 
Chase, 
Display 
Visual SIR 
threats, 
Withdrawal 
Chase, H/HA 
Withdrawal 
u ., 

Withdrawal RIC 

" 

" 
., 

.t " 

" 

" " 
A voidance X/R 

Withdrawal R/Ad ~ 
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Although home ranges overlap widely, yet an intolerance of the 
proxiluity of other group ,\'as ooser\'ed. On encounter, dominance was 
expressed by the ':a]pha" (most donlinant) rnale by raising up the tail, 
piloerection, bra nch ~h.aking visual threats and occasionally (in stress situa
tions) by mounting female of his own group. 

Ill. Dis cussion 

Though the rhesus nlacaque lacks any broadcast signal for the 
neighbouring groups, a tendency toward intergroup spacing and avoi ... 
dance is evident, and such avoidance \vas observed in 57.90/0 of the total 
cases. Again, even though the rhesus is very aggressive in nature, fight
ing during encounters is rare; I observed only one case of fighting in a 
period of 9 months. In the saIne locality, Lindburg (1971) recorded no 
fighting. From a study of temple group in Aligarh, Southwick et al. 
(1965) had also concluded that subordinate groups usually try to avoid 
dominant groups, though some times fighting resulted, in case of sudden, 
unexpected encounters and inability of the subordinate group to retreat 
in time. 

Mounting during stress situations by a male to female of his own 
group, as recorded above, had not been observed earlier. 

Overt aggressive contacts are comparatively more common in free 
ranging colonies and in urban and semi-urban situations, as recorded by 
Vanderbergh (1967), in the La Parguera Island, 22%; Vessey (1968), in 
the La Cueva Island, 48% and Lindburg (1971) near Dehra Dun, 36.6% 
cases. 

At Asarori, intergroup dominance is directly correlated \vith group 
size, as also recorded by Southwick et aI. (1965), Vanderburgh (1967) 
\t esscy (1968), Lindburg (1971 ) and Roonwal (1976). Monkeys \vere 

intolerant of the proxirrlity of otlt('r graup. Grooming, mounting, inspect
ing and playing bet\veen the member of t\\'o groups. as observed by 
Lindburg (1971), Hausfater (19i2), Boelkins and Wilson (1972) and some 
olher \\'orkers, \"'ere not observed by me. 

In aggressive encounters, young subordinate males of the dominant 
group first made contact ,vith the opposite (sul-)ordinate) group; som~
times adult females and juveniles also accompanied thf'm. J n mo~t cases, 
the subordinate group withdrew on, or before, the closer a ppro;-}ch of the 
alpha male of the dominant group. Dominant malfs of the interacting 
groups usually engaged in dispJay, rarely they \\"ere involved in chasing 
or fighting. 
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PROBLEMS OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT IN INDIA 

By 

T.R. ~IITRA 
Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta 

Abstract 

\Vildlife is a renewable resource which can be utilised by the human society at 
the time of needs, and its manag~ment means intelligent exploitation of nature with 
all its biological and physica I components in its original form as far as practicable. 

The management of Indhn wildlife is beset with several problems including the 
developmental programml!s like the establishment of new townships, industries, hydro
electric projects, etc. The article contains some suggestions for the planners of India, 
in addition to the steps taken by the Government of India and some private bodies 
for the management of Indian wildlife. 

The word '\vildlife' though old in usage, yet there is no agreed 
definition of it, and it varies from authority to authority. For instance, 
Gee (1964 :154) in his book "Wild life of India" said "the term 'wild 
life enlbraces all living creatures and implies their conservation" Stracey 
(1963 : 6) considers "the term wildlife is appropriate when dealing with 
the management, control and conservation of the ,.viId animal population 
as a whole as distinct fronl the purely game animals" According to the 
\Vildlife Society, Washington, 'wildlife includes all wild vertebrates and 
larger invertebrates important from aesthetic, sporting, utilitarian and 
nuisance standpoint' According to the Wild Life (Protection) Act 
(1972) of the Government of India, "wildlife' includes any animal, 
bees, butterflies, crustacea, fish and moths; and aquatic or land ve geta
tion \vhich fonns part of any habitat" The present writer thinks that 
by the term '\vildlife' one should consider all animals and plants in their 
wild state. Generally speaking the wildlife management should be 
equated \\'ith the management of nature with all its biological and physi
cal components in its original form as far as practicable. The scientific 
management and c onserva tion of nature gained importance practically 
after the second ,,"odd \\'ar, when human population explosion took place 
in different parts of the \vorld, which demanded more room for human 
habitation and great er exploitation of natural resources for raising the 
standard of living. 

Everyone of us agrees that man is comparatively a newcomer into 
this earth, but \\'ith his intelligence he is ruling over other creatures, 
killing them accordi ng to his needs and whims. No one actually knows 
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ho\\' many species becan1e extinct at the dawn of civilization. Re(;elltly, 
the International Union for the Conservation of Nature listed 275 
~pecies of mammals and 300 species of birds as rare and endangered 
(Southwick et ale 1970). Bates (1958 : 100) considered that in modern 
times, an average of one species of bird and one species of mammal has 
become extinct somewhere in the world every year. Cloudsley-Thomp
~on (1971 : 38) reported the historical evidence in the changes of the 
faunal composition of the Sahara. Mukherjee (1974) cited some 
examples of faunal impoverishment and faunal regression in India. The 
rate of wildlife extinction is likely to be increased with the steady 
increase of human pGpulation and exploita tion of the remaining \\:ilder 

regions. 

The management and conservation of wildlife in practice demand 
intelligen t exploitation of na ture. J t helps the plants and anin~als to 
retain their existence. This in turn keep the soil and water in original 
condition in spite of the changing landscape. Human society ca n also 
utilise this rene\vable resource at the time of needs. 

What difference does it make, one may ask, if panther, tiger, lion 
or python go tomorro\\!, or the cheetah and the whit e-winged \\'ood -duck 
disappear? Like all other aspects of human ecology it also has both credit 
a nd debit sides; and the follovving recent publications, l'iz. Street (1961), 
South\\'ick et ale (1970) and Misra (1971) enumerate the inlportance 
of \vildlife management. Our Prime 1vIinister Shrirr!ati Indira 
Gandhi, in her message on the occasion of the inaugura tion of the 
'Project Tiger' at the Corbet National Park on I st April, 1973, ansv.ered 
the question very intelligently by saying "The narro\\' outlook of the 
accountant must give v;ay to a ",ider vision of the recreational, edllca
tiona] a lld ecological value of totally undisturbed art:as of wilderness. Is 
it beyond our political ,vill and adnlinistrative ingenuity to set aside about 
one or t\VO per cent of our forests in their pristine glory for this purpose?" 

In order to preserve the \\'ild regions in their natural state we have 
framed a complex systcnl of national, state and local game laws since the 
dawn of history. Many of the laws \vere framed before we gained 
sufficient ecological kno\dedgc related to the problem. In India, for 
instance, in Kautilya's Artlzasastra we find mention of Abhaya Aran)'a 
(protected forest) and a list of aninlals prohibited from killing. Simil~r 

lists arc also available in the Enlperor l\soka's edict on the fifth pill~r. 
Gradually \,'C are realizing' the importance of scientific management of 
\,'ild nature. The \vildlife lllana p'enlpnt is now considered as a lllulti-

" 
disciplinary scicIlce and is an inlportant profession in India and abroad. 
J t has separa tr d('paliIllcnts, proft'ssional societies and technical journals. 
In India. there is a course nalned \Vild Life Management Course, in
troduccd in tht' Indian Forest College, Dehra Dun, in 1970. The 
(-;ovt.'rnnlcnt or India has declared that the first week of the October of 
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every year should be observed as the wildlife \veek throughout the country. 
In addition to these effort\), the Government has also declared nature con
servation as one of the basic duties of all Indian citizens in the 42nd 
amendment of the Constitution of India. 

The practical experiences gained by the pre3ent writer in different 
forests of India led him to believe that the wildlife management in India 
is beset \\"ith several problems. The most important of \vhich is that the 
people living near the forests do not know the value of conservation of 
nature. They poach or help in poaching being brih ?d. T he Govern
ment of India is also hard pressed with the steady increase of human 
popula tion, superstition and illiteracy among the general mass. Under these 
circumstances) the Government has been bound to take up some projects 
to accomnlodate the growing population and to boost industries, hydro
electric projects, construction of reservoirs, etc. by cutting down forests. 
Among these projects, the erection of Tungabhadra dam in South India, 
Bhakra-Nan gal dam in Punjab, dams of the Damodar valley corpora tion 
and the reclalnation of the Salt Lake in eastern I ndia are \vorthy to 
mention. Some of these projects have raised some serious problelns too, 
such as sitling problem in the Bhakra-Nangal dam which needs imme
diate attention. In addition to these projects, the cultivation of cash 
crops, vi~. tea, coffee, rubber, Eucalyptus, etc. has also disturbed the 
nOTJna I ecological set up of the \\'ild animals Although these projects 
are no doubt beneficial to the present generation or to the next few 
generations also, they are actually harmful to the future generations of 
Homo sapiens. For this reason, our Prime Minister Shrimati Indira 
Gandhi, during the inauguration of the first meeting of the National 
Committee on Environmental Planning and Coordination in April, 1972, 
cautioned the planners by saying, "We must be able not only to choose 
our direction, but to know where to stop and when to turn. We must 
be mature enough to resist temptation of non-essentials which glitter for 
a while" In these circumstances, the National Committee on Science 
a nd Technology has a Ilotted more than hundred lakhs of rupees for the 
~sta blishment of a separate institute fo r the wildlife science. In the 
present context, the writer considers that the authorities of the future 
\vildlife institute should work in collaboration with the forest depart
ments, institutes dealing with zoology:- bo tany, agriculture, geology and 
allied subjects, for the proper ideas and objectives of the institute. The 
follo\ving points should be taken into consideration. 

(1) Attractive monetary incentives to be offered to the person! 
persons (\vho mayor may not be in the forest services) helping in appre
hending the poachers, and in saving the weak and disabled wild animals. 

(2) Arrangements should be made for audio-visual education of 
viJlagers, living near the forests, to explain to them the value of con
servation of \vildlife and other components of nature. They should also 
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be educated about the relationship of family planning and nature con, 
servation and their impact on future generations. 

(3) Certain portion of t he revenue earned from certain forests 
should be set apart for the benefit of the local people. 

(4) Larger n urn bers 0 f people should be trained for thorough 
ecological knowledge of the threatened 'wild animals. 

(5) Before installation of industries and hydro-electric projects to 
be located in or near a forest, studies on the probable impact of such 
projects on wildlife should be made, so that an intelJigent plan could be 
made before destroying the wild nature. 

(6) Programme should be set to remove, reduce, minimize and 
prevent environnlentaJ deterioration of all kinds. 

(7) Enf.:ouragement should be given in the planning of man's 
activities, the utilization of a11 available knowledge of earth, its biological 
community, man's society and techho)ogy, so that man's environment 
may be not only biological1y sufficient but rich in conceptual, social, 
biologica I and physical diversity and beauty. 

(8) Full and sympathetic consideration should be given to the 
population of both game and non-game wildlife before any chemical pest 
control programme is undertaken. 

(9) Support for research on non-target insects and other inverte
brates should be increased because these creatures constitute a vital and 
interesting portion of our native fauna and it is necessary to kno\v as to 
how severely these animals are affected by chemical pest control pro
grammes and to take appropriate action to protect them. 

(10) Animal contro] programme should be carefully planned, justi
fied, carried out and evaluated on the basis of total social benefits, so 
that the damage/loss due to wildlife can be minimized. 

(11) Forestry practices designed to squeeze the last rupee out of 
our wild regions must be radically reoriented at least \vithin the sanctua
ries and national par ks. 
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THE STATUS OF INDIAN NON-HUMAN PRIMATES 

By 

S.M. MOHNOT 

Dl'parlmenl nf Zoology"~ University of Jodhpur, Jodhpur, India 

Abstract 

India is known for its faunal diversity. This diversity is best represented by the 
non-human primates four,d in the country. The Indian primate species vary not only 
in their ha bitat disposition. but also in their shape, size. population status and their 
utility in biomedical research. As many as R generl having 19 species and 38 sub
species (two- third of the total of 130 subspecies found in the world) are known from 
India alone. Of these, 7 species. Anathona ellioti, Tilpaia Ilicobarica. Macaca assa
mensis. M radiata, M. silenlls. Presby tis geei and P. johnii are exclusively Indian in 
their distribution. Except fo r M silenus, P. geei and P. johnii, subspecies of others 
have been reported. In some cases 'forms' and 'races' also exist. Some authors have 
considered the Golden hngur, P. gee; as a subspecies of P. pileatlls, and the long
tailed Macaque. M fascicu/aris that of the Rhesus monkey. M. mulatta. But in both 
the above cases there is a uncertainty about their conspecificity. 

The presence of subspecies in the case of stump -tailed Macaque 1 M. arctoides 
and the Golden Monkey, Rh inopitheclls roxellanae is disputed. The genus RhinopithecllS 
has been considered as a subgenus of genus Pvgathrix by some taxonomists. 

Few nomencl.lture changes have also been incorporated in the recent past. For 
example, M. sp~ciosa is now known as M. arc/aides, and M irlls as M. fascicularis. 
These changes are necessary as per the n0menclature rules. In both cases no generic 
names were given by the authors while describing them. The oft-used common name 
"Crab-eating Macaque" for M. fascicllJaris is misleading. Crabs though eaten when 
available. do not constitute main natural food of M. jascicu/aris. The alternative 
name "Long-tailed Macaque" is thus more appropriate. 

In the absence of large scale surveys for population status and subspeciation, 
it is difficult to ascertain naturdl population and range of distribution of most of our 
primate species. Except for the intensive survey of M mulatta in parts of northern 
India, over a long period of time, only pocket surveys have so far been conducted on 
some other species like, P. enteUus, P.johnii., M. radiata and M silenus. These, as a 
m3tter of fact do not provide a clear picture either of the population trend or of the 
extent of geographical distribution. It is likely, that, in many areas from where diffe
rent subspecies have been reported in the past, we may not even succeed in relocating 
them due to llrge scale destruction of primate habitats (mainly forests) for human 
usage. Local extinction of several species have come to our notice in the last 2 
decade, Because of this ecological vulnerability. several primate species have not 
only shown signs of depletion, but have even reached the level of extinction. 

Keeping in view the importance of our primates in the country's economy (we 
have been exporting thousands of rhe~us and bonnet monkeys every year to different 
parts of the world) and in biomedical research, a country wide plan for the main
tenJll1ce of our species and wise use is the urgent need Studies about distribution, 
population status, and taxonomy of LoriJ tardigradus. Myclicebus coucang, M. 
arctoides, M. aJsomensis, M. silenus, P. geei, P. johnii. R. roxellana(! and Hylobates 
hoolock. are urgently required. 
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I. Introduction 

India is known for its faunal diversity. This diversity is \ve11 re
presented by the non-human primates occurring in the country. The 
Indian primate species vary not only in their habitat disposition, but also 
in their shape, size, population status and their utility in biomedical 
research. As many as 8 genera having 19 species and 38 subspecies 
(about two-third of the total of 130 subspecies found in the world) are 
known from India alone (Table 1). In some cases forms and races have 
also been reported. Of these 19 species, Ana/kana ellioti, Tl,paia llicobarica, 
Macaca radiata, M. silenus, and Pres~)Jtis }ohnii, five in all are exclusively 
Indian in their distribution. 

As many as 11 species including a common tree shrew, a Slow loris, 
four Inacaques, four langurs and a gibbon are confined to tropical wet 
evergreen, semi-evergreen, and moist deciduous forests of eastern Indi3.. 
Four species, a Slender loris, two macaques and a langur are restricted 
in tropical dry deciduous, moist deciduous, and moist evergreen forests 
of the peninsular India. The remaining four species, which includes a 
tree shre\v, a langur and t\\"o nlacaques predominantly inhabit in tropical 
thorn, dry decid uous and moist deciduous sal forests. Amongst these, 
Macaca mulatto and Presb)·tis elltellus, are t\\'o most adaptable species found 
in varied ecologic al niches and are not representative of a particular forest 
type, like other ~pecies. Both are fairly abundant. 

II. Subspecies 

Except for Macaca silenus, Presby tis geei and P. johnii, the relnaining 
15 species have 1-13 recognised subspecies. Ho\\'ever, problem \\'ith 
regard to subspecies, forms and races continues to exist. The conlmon 
tree shre\v) 'Tupaia glis belangeri, collected by Roonwal ( 1949) from 
Manipur needs further investigation for subspecies. Similarly, subspecies 
problem needs further study in the case of M. arctoides, 1\[. fascicularis, .. ~[. 
mulatta, and the Golden langur, P. geei. Opinion of primatologists differ 
with regard to these macaques. Bertrand ( 1969) refers to the number 
of synonyms in M. arctoides. Fooden (1964) regards M. fascicularis as a 
subspecies of ,\/. mulaI/o, while Hill (1972) consider fascicularis as a inde
pendent species nn the basis of its morphology, blood groups, etc. Weiss 
and Goodnlan (1972) though recognise the close relationship of these 
Illacaques but do not consider thenl conspecific. 

I n the vVynaad district, Talnil Nadu, Krishnan (1972, p. 537) 
noticed "a 11liniaturc bonnet nl0nkey, hardly half the size of the common 
specilllens ..... An adult felnale \vas seen carrying an infant only the size 
of a loris." No clear subspecies of M. silenu.)' ilre recognised. IIutton 
(1949) rCltTS to t\\'O Cornls, a large forn1 (weight 11.3-15.9 kg) on the 
\Vynaad plateau and the High Wavy Mountains, and a smaller form 



Table I.-Distribution of 19 species of non-human prinlates found in India. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Indian non .. humln primate species 

(A) Tupaiidae 
I. AflClt/t,ma elliotj (Waterhouse, (850) 

2. Tupaia glis (Diard, 1820) 

3. Tupaia Ilicobarica (Zelebor, 1869) 

(B) Lorisidae 

1. Loris tardigradus (Linnaeus, 1758) 

2. Nycticeblls coucang (Boddaert, 1785) 

(C) Cercopithecidae 

1. Macaca arctoides (I Geoffroy, 1831 ) 

2. Macaca assamensis (McClelland, 1840) 

3. Macaca /asciculariG «Raffles, 1821) 

Total Subspecies 
number found 

of in 
subspecies India 

2 3 

3 3 

49 2 

2 2 

6 2 

4 

4 1 

2 2 

21 

Di~tribution In Jndi..! 

4 

Indi~ south of Satpura Range on the west and 
south of the river Gangl on the east. 

West Bengal, Sikkim, Assam, Meghalaya, 
Nagalad, Manipur and Tripura. 

Nicobar Islands (Bay of Bengal). 

Southern India. 

Eastern India (Assam, Meghllaya, Nagaland 
and Tripura). 

Assam, MeghalayaJ Nagaland and Tripura. 

The Himalayas from northern Uttar Pradesh east 
to Arunachal and south to Sunderban (1) 

Nicobar Islands (Bay of Bengal). 

Remarks 

5 

Exclusi vely J lldian 

Ellerman and Morrison
Scott (1951) recognises 
three subspecies; A/,r dwal 
( 197 ~) recognises two 

Exclusively Indian. 



4. Macaca mulatta (Zimmermann, 1780) 

S. Macaca nemestrina (Linnaeus~ (766) 

6. Macaca radiata (E. Geoffroy, 1812) 

7. Macaca silenlls (Linnaeus: 1758) 

8. Presb ytis entell14s (Dufresne, 1797) 

9. Presby tis gee; (Khajuria, 1955) 

10. Presby tis jo!mii (Fischer, 1829) 

11. Presbylis phayrd (Blyth. 1£47) 

12. Presby tis pi/eatus (Blyth, 1843) 

13. Rhinopithecus roxellanea (Milne-Edwards, 
1870) 

(D) Hylobatidae 

1. Hy/ohates haolock (Harlan, 1834) 

2 

4 

4 

2 

15 

3 

s 

2 

3 

2 

1 

2 

13 

1 

4 

1 

4 

Northern India from along the Himalayas south 
to the river Tapti in the west and river Godavari 
in the east. Some troops are also known from 
south of this range. 

Only authentic record is from Nag~tand. 

Peninsular Indil, north to Satara a nd the 
Godavari River. 

5 

Fooden (I <)75) recognises 
3 subspecies. 

Exclusively Indian 

Peninsular India In all prob1bility, it is at Exclusively Indnn. 
present confined to Kerala and western Talnil Monotypic. No clear sub-
Nadu. species are recognised. 

Occurs in most parts of India not encountered Represent highest prj
in extreme western desert tracts of the Indian mate habitat in the 
Desert w(lrld, going upto (' 3660 

m 

North-western Assam and south-central Bhutan 

Western Ghats. Exclusively 1 ndian. 

Tripura. Agrawal (1974) 

North-eastern India. 

Its occurrence in lndb is based on doubtful sight Suhspecies, and distri· 
records bution disputed 

South and elst of Brahmaputra and Lohit rivers. 
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(\, eight (j.B-9.1 kg) in the AnaiInalai Hills. Field studies in Wynaad district 
Illig-ilt h("'lp provide mor~ infc.)nnation about these forms. 

Ohoussier and Maydell (1960, p. 154) regards p. geei as subspecies 
of P. pi/ealus. The Snub-nosed monkey, Rhinopithecus roxellanae, about 
",hich very little is kno\\'n as it has not been seen in the wild for the last 
t,,·o decades resulting into some dispute pertaining to its subspecies, dis
tribution ap.d existence in India. Groves (1970, p. 568) refers it to the 
subsequently discovered P. geei. 

III. Nomenclature 

A fe,,, nomenclature changes have been incorporated recently by 
Roonwal and Mohnot (1977). For example, the Stump-tailed macaque, M. 
speciosa, is now kno\vn as M. arctoides, and the Long-tailed macaque, M. 
irus as lvl.fascicularis. These changes are necessary as per the nomencla
ture rules. In both the above cases no generic names were given by the 
authors ""hen described. The oft-used common name "Crab-eating 
macaque" for M. fascicularis is misleading. Crabs, though eaten when 
available, do not constitute the main food of M. fascicularis in nature. 
The alternative name "Long-tailed macaque" is thus more appropriate. 

IV Population Status 

I n the absence of large scale surveys for popula tion status, it is 
difficult to ascertain population status and range of distribution of most 
of our primate species. Except for the intensive surveys of M. nlulatta in 
parts of northern India oyer a long period of time, only pocket surveys 
have so far been conducted for other species like, P. entellus, P. johnii, and 
M. radiata, \\Ohich provide only limited information of a particular habitat. 
In the case of M sifenus, clear population status is no\-\, known because of 
its small numbers and restricted distribution range in Sholas of Nilgiri Hills. 
Southwick and Siddiqi (1977) have given a clear picture of population 
trend of rhe~us of north India. Their data since 1959 indicates decline in 
popuh~tion in unprotected cohort and increase in semi-protected cohort. 
l"'hcy an~ of the opinion that if monkeys do not receive protection from 
Joe-a] people they \\Till be eliminated from most agricultural areas of India 
\\'ithin 25 year.,. Further, it is likely that in many areas wherefrom 
d iff.·rent subspecies have been reported in the past, we may not even 
succeed in relocating them due to large scale destruction of primate 
habitats (mainly forests) for human usage. Local extinction of some 
species have also come to our notice in the last two decades. Because of 
their ecological vulnerability, sonle species have not only sho\\'n signs of 
depletion, but have even reached the level of extinction. One note\\'orthy 
ex,.mple is the Lion-tailed monkey, M. silenus, which has become the 
rarest of all Inclian primate species in the recent past. It faces the danger 
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of imminent extinction due mainly to habitat destruction and hunting. 
Green and Minkowski (1977) have given a workable plan for preserving 
Sholas where the Lion-tailed monkey inhabits. 

The results of 10-year study around Jodhpur on a model population 
of P. entellus will provide us overall information of langur social life and 
population trend of a open scrub habitat. Vogel (1977) writing on this 
population has correctly assessed the potentiality of this habitat for a long-, 
range study. 
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THE BENGAL FLORICAN, EUPO DOTIS BENGALENSIS 
B£NGALENSIS (GMELIN) IN EASTERN INDIA 

By 

A.K. MUKHERJEE 

Zoological Surv~y of India, Calcutta 

Abstract 

The Bengal Florican. once common in tbe Tarai and Duars grassland that 
extended from the River Jamuna in the west to the Brahamaputra Valley in the east, in 
the 19th and earlier part of the rrese, t century, has fast disappeared frorn much of its 
range. It is now rarely found in non-protected grassland. Few birds still exist in 
some sanctuaries along the north-eaqern rivers of Bengal and Assam 1n a recent 
survey conducted by the author in 1976 in Ma nas Sanctuary (Kamrup district) and 
the Kazirang'1 National Park (Nowgong and Sibsagar districts), which have extensive 
grassilnd comprising Andropogon sp., Chrysopogon sp., Saccharum sp., it was found 
that they shelter some 50 birds in appr oximately 400 km2. Shrinkage of grassland, 
I ate grass burning coinciding with the breeding period, exposure of adult s and chicks 
to predation owing to burning of the grass and unprecedented floods are the major 
reasons for its decimation. 

Among the resident bustards (family Otididae) that inhabit the 
grasslands of the Ganga-Brahamaputra plains and valleys, is the Bengal 
Florican [Eupodotis b. bengalensis (Gmelin)]. It is a long· legged, peafowl
sized bird excluding the trail and stands about a metre high. The male 
is glossy black, moppy crested, white winged, whereas the female is over
all rufous buff and bro\\rn with no crest at all. 

The grassland, in which the Florican inhabits, comprises grasses of 
Andropogon sp., Chrysopogon sp., Imperata cylindrica, Saecllarum spp., etc. 
'These grasses 'vh~r. a metre high are ideal ground for its foraging, shelter
ing and nesting. It generally shares the terrain of domestic cattle, Wild 
Buffalo, Rhinoceros, and the Hog and Swamp Deer. Groups of four or 
five, sometimes eight are seen in breeding time and in non-breeding time 
single or pairs are generally not iced. Males and females are in equal 
ratio. Its food is mixed insects, frogs, slugs, berries, grass-seeds, etc. It 
has been observed to have a liking for roasted seeds and insects driven 
out when grass is put on fire. It avoids watered tracts and prefers dry 
or high grasslands. Its skulking habit makes it difficult to flush When 
driven it Hies for 100-300 metres and drops in grass to disappear. Nests are 
ccncealed and flight to nest is never direct. Egg~ are generaJ1y t\vo. Preda
tion is COInmon by carnivores, cro\v-pheasants, raptores, and other animals. 

The bird once common in the grasslands throughout the eastern 
districts of Uttar Pradesh, North Bihar and the Duars of West Bengal 
and Assam, has becoDle uncommon today. From the Tarai grassland 
of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar there is hardly any recent record.* C.M. 

·The author was able to sight a pair in Dudhwa National rark, Uttar Pradesh in 
June 1980. 
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Inglis collected 4-5 birds from north-eastern Bihar some 50 years ago 
which is the last racoru of its occurrence in that area. In northern 
Bengal, Jalpaiguri district, the author had once sighted the bird in 
1955 and since Jht"n there is no record of it. In the late part of 
the 19th century it 'vas recorded from MaIda and Nadia districts. 
Stuart Baker in lSe4 (olleted the last specimen from Nadia district 
south of the Ganga river I t existed in Sylhet, Rangpur and Chittagong 
in Bangladesh, mention and records of which have been made by T.O. 
J erdon, A. O. Hume and ot hers in classical ornithological books, now 
almost a century old. Since no report of the occurrence of this bird in 
their previous locales has been made, it is presumed, the bird has been 
exterminated flom such areas \\·hi(h lie ~outh of 26° latitude, roughiy south 
of Ganga in West Bengal and the Garo, Khasi and Jaintia Hill ranges. 

A thorough illvestigation of the status of this bird \vas conducted in 

~astern India, in the years 1975, '76 and '77 and revealed the following:-

The bird is sparsely present in the grassland in the northern 
districts (Darjecling, JalpCliguri and Cooch Behar) of West Bengal. It IS 

absent in Maida and West Dinajpur districts. 

2. It exists in the protected grasslands of northern bank of 
Brabamaputra, viz., Goalpara, Kamrup, Darrang, and \",estern part of 
north Lakhimpur district. In Orang and Sonai Rupa sanctuaries there 
were a bout two dozen birds (1977,. In Manas sanctuary 30 birds \\Tere 
found in four blocks (1977). 

3. In some islets of the Brahamaputra in Sibsagar and Jorhat 
district~ which bear thatched grass, the bird is said to exist but its num
ber is insignificant. 

In the south bank of Brahanlaputra except for Kaziranga National 
Park which harboured about 40 birds in 8 blocks (1977} it has not been 
seen elscwhere. Approxinlately 50 birds \vere found in 400 km sq. in the 
National Park. 

A fair estimate of (he total number of birds in Assam should be 
about 250. 

After studying the present status it is felt that there is every chanc{. 
of losing this lnagnificant bird as it is flushed easily by elephant" and dogs 
and shot froln elephants's back. Shrinkage of grassland due to pressure 
of exten~ive cultivation, inadequate cover due to grass burning, cropping 
of thatch grass (Ulu) froln unprotected areas, unprecedented floods in its 
breeding areas \\'hich are generally on both banks of the Brahamaputra, 
arc the Inajor causes for its decilnation. 

It is therefore, suggested that: 

1. The bird should be protected under Schedule 1 of Wild Life 
(Protection) Act of 1972 instead of Schedule IV where it finds its place 
at present. 

2. Breeding the bird in captivity to enlarge iti popula tion. 
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STATUS OF THE ANDAMAN TEAL, ANAS 
GIBBERlFRONS ALBOGULARIS (HUME) 

By 

A.K. MUKHERJEF. 

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta 

Abstract 

The Andaman Teal, an endemic bird, was quite common Gooel-sized flocks 
frequented fresh water jheels and creeks in south Andaman and adjacent island~. about 
a 100 years ago. Gradual opening up of new settlement areas. agricultural extension, 
etc t have disturbed the bird as a result of which it no more conforms to the previous 
status as recorded by earlier naturalists. Since 1960 the bird is no more common in 
south, middle and north Andaman, About h31f a dozen faunistic surveys have been 
able to record Dot more then a dozen birds. A survey conducted by the auth or in 
1972 in south and middle: Andaman could estimate the existence of about 200 birds 
in accessible areas Its populations in hostile tribal areas and undisturbed islands is 
not known. In general it may be said that the bird is fast depleting. 

About a century back when the Andaman Islands were sparsely 
populated, the Andaman or Oceanic Teal [Anas gibberifrons albogularis 
(Hume)] an endemic bird was common in most of the islands. Hume and 
Marshall (1881) stated "In the South Andaman it is a premanent resident 
but \vhatever it may have been in past times, is at present far from 
common" Butler (1899) reported that in Port Blair the birds were 
many, on creeks they associated with the Common Whistling Teal. 
Osmaston (1906) stated that the Oceanic Teal arrives in Port Blair in 
large numbers in summer. In the winter months they frequent freshwater 
jheels in nearby islands. Jean Delacour ( 1936) mentions "they are 
confident but retiring and they soon leave localities where they have been 
disturbed ... They are common but not numerous" Williams (1957) 
refers to tens of thousands on a freshwater lake in North Reef Island and 
Abdulali (1965), while conducting the avifauna! survey of the Andaman 
and Nicobars, observed only one party of five birds in the Middle 
Andaman. The statements on the status of the bird are rather con
fusing. 

In 1972 (January-March) when a party of Z.S.I. under my leader
ship visited the nlain Andaman Island, a check up of freshwater pools, 
swamps and tidal creeks in and around Port Blair, Port Maut, Chiriatapu
Wrightmyo, Wimberleyganj did not reveal any Andaman Teal from such 
areas which were very much expected to harbour it in wint ers when it is 
supposed to congregate in large flocks. In the Middle Andaman \\'hich 
is stiU less congested and some areas that are practically out of bounds 
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of the civilized man because of hostile tribal, the bird seelns to have still 
son1e strongholds. A survey of the PitchernuUah for about eight kilo
metres from Betapur tidal creek to the undulating plains in the further 
north revealed about two dozen birds and my rough guess is that in the 
11irldle Andaman t here should not have been more than 200 birds a t the 
time ",'e searched for it in the open area. In the North Andaman parties 
of the Zoological Survey of India visiting the areas between 1960-70, 
have not been able to report this bird except one example collected from 
a flock of 5-6 from Neill island, \vhich lies bet\\'cen the Middle and South 
Andamans. R. \Vhitaker in his article on 'two reptile nests' published 
in "Hornbill" (ApriJ-June 1977) states 'The naturalist visitor to the 
Andamans (who does not nlerely do a "launch and rest house" tour) is 
shocked at thc rapid denudation of the original island vegetation and wild 
creatures. 

The bird generally lays eggs in large natura] ho11o\\'s of dead trees 
but it may also nest on ground among grass by the sides of ,vater pools 
and creek s, like the Lesser Whistling Teal. The normal habit is to dive 
for fishes, crustaceans, rrJolluscs, brine shrimps and duck weed. It takes 
\\'ild grass seed and has also developed to a ne\\' taste of cultivated crop. 
Since it forages in the cultivated crop areas specially \\'hen ~hoots bear 
seeds, it becomes an easy prey of local hunters and snarers, and its 
ground nests are also destroyed. 

Dclacour (1956, p. 78) remarked: 'It is however, the kind of island 
form \vhose status should be careful1y watched, and it would be most 
desirable to establish again a breeding stock as a safety measure against 
its possible extinction in Andamans' 

The bird has been observed to freely forage mixed \vith domestic 
ducks. It has also been reported to associate wit h the Whistling Teal, 
as such one should be sure enoui{h to identify the Andaman Teal before 
concluding that its popUlation is large enough. Fro m the literature and 
my personal experience I may say that although the bird is not common 
it is very likely that it may be thriving wei'] in isolated poc.kets ,vhich are 
not easily accessible. 
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WILD LIFE IN Tf-IE SUNDARBAN, WEST BENGAL 

By 

A. K MUKHERJEE 

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta 

Abstract 

The n11ngrove rore~t of the Sundarban is spread over 2403 km 2 (land-muss) on 
the delt" isllnd facing the Bay of Bengn I. The major plant community comprises 
10 4ipecies of trees, 2 species of p Ims and a siilgle species of sand binding grass. 
'Baen' (Avicennia sp ). is the nlost common tree and, Sundri (Heritiera sp.), after which 
the forest is named. is very poorly represented. 

The vertebr:lte fauna comprises 35 species of mammals, large number of birds 
and fi~hest several repti!es. amphibi lns, etc Big and small colonies of breeding birds, 
'if')ecially of water-birds are common dur~ng the monsoons. The most important 
carnivore. the tiger, much depends on herbivort:s, i.e. the Spotted Deer. WJld Boar and 
the Rhesus Monkey. which are all present in fair punlbers. The tiger, like the fishing 
cat, also preys upon crustace lns ar.d fishes. l''', II these animal'i lead an amphibious life 
and do not depend on sweet water. The Estuarine Crocodile, which was common 30 
years ago, is rare and the population of the Welter Monitor is also dwindling rapidly. 
Some animals which ha\e disappeared from this swamp within the Jast 100 years are 
the Javan Rhinoceros, SWJmp Deer, Wild Buffalo, and the Barking Deer. Factors 
responsible for gradu:ll upset in the balance of nature are mainly, increase in the 
salinity and the pollution of river water. Illegal hunting, fire wood and timber coUec
tion have created addition~J pressure on the biota. 

I. Intl·oduction 

The mangrove forest of the Sundarban is spread over 2400 sq km 
(approx. land mass) on the delta islands and faces the Bay of Bengal. Till 
the end of the 18th century this forest had flourished within a few 
kilonletres south of Calcutta. It "\-\'as felt necessary to clear the forest to 
improve the arroundings of the then Capital of the British Ir!dia, which 
also provided opportunities for extension of cultivati0n and human 
settlement and also to clear the hideouts of sea pirates and criminals. In 
1773, Collector General Mr. Claude Russel executed reclamation and 
within 50 years almost half the Sundal ban Forested Area \vas lost and 
gradually the original forest area 0 f 8200 sq km was reduced to 2400 sq 
km. The deforested reclainled area known as 'Abad' serves as a typical 
example of environmental changes and its effect on the biota. From the 
reclainled area, almost all the natural resources such as firewood, timber, 
tha tching palm leaves and grass, food-fishes and other sporting animals 
,,'ere lost. As a result the remaining forested area has been subjected to 
human pressure for his living. Fire\vood, timber, fish, venison, pork, 
honey and \vax are regular traffic \vith or \vithout official permit. More-
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over due to inadequate supply of freshwater from rivers of Ganga and 
Brahamaputra systems, there is a gradual increase in salinity in estuarine 
rivers and added to it is the draining of mills and factory effluents into the 
rivers which have rendered conditions unsuitable to the thriving of certain 
species of plants and animals. The major part of the Sundarban within 
the Indian territory has almost lost the valuable timber tree, like the 
'Sundari' after vvhich the forest is named and the 'Go]pata' a palm, leaves 
of which are very much in use for thatching, has been greatly reduced in 
number. Most of the trees have become stunted and leaves have turned 
leathery. The Sundari is now confined only along the border of India
Bangladesh, and Go/pala in the lower reaches of the estuaries. 

II. Wild Life in Sundarban 

Within the course of about 100 years, some animals known from 
this area have disappeared and some are losing ground. Such animals 
are: 

1. Javan Rhinoceros (Rhinoceros sOlldiacus) 

The species was well known throughout the Sundarban and is also 
said to have occurred as far south as the Mahanadi delta in Orissa. The 
last record of this rhinoceros is based on a specimen collected in 1870 and 
displayed in the Zoological Galleries of the Indian Museum. 

2. Wild Buffalo (Bubalus bubalis) 

The Wild Buffalo roamed about in the Sundar ban till 1885 and by 
the end of the 19th century the 'whole population was wiped out. 

3. Swamp Deer (Cervus davaucelli) 

The S\vamp Deer existed in fair number till the early part of the 
present century. It is no more in the Sundarban within the Indian 
limits. 

4. Barking Deer (Muntiacus muntjak) 

The Barking Deer represented about four per cent of the total deer 
population in the early part of the present century. It doubtfully exists 
in Halliday and Bullcherry and some other seaface islands. 

5. Fishing Cat (Felis vivcnina) 

It was kno\vn to exist some 50 years ago but recent surveys do not 
reveal its presence in negotiable islands. A fe\v may be present in some 
sea-face islands. 

6. Estuarine Crocodile (Crocodylus porosus) 

The C, :>codile was quite common half a century back and was 
frequently nll~t \':ith in ?vIatla, RaimangaJ, Jhilla and Gosaba rivers in the 
northern parts of the Sundarhan. It prayed on donlestic animals and also 
sOlnetimes devoured Blan, fishing in inhabitated areas. In the recent 
years dUl' to iucrease in the river traffic, excessive hunting pressure for its 
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skin, flesh and oil and also pollution of water, its numbur has been 
seriously reduced. Only in undisturbed regions in southern parts of the 
Sundar ban it may be seen. Attempts are being made to increase its 
number by collection of eggs to hatch them in captivity. In Bhagwatpur, 
south-west Sunua roan, a crocodile farm has been started and it is a happy 
ne\,·s that sonle 80 crocodile hatchlings have been obtained from two egg 
clutches in 1977 and the young cl0codiles are doing well. 

7. Water monitor (Varallus salvator) 

The Water Monitor Vt'as quite common throughout the Sundarban 
but in recent years craze for monitor skin for shoes, bags and belts etc., 
have reduced their number from greater part of the Sundarban specially 
in areas contiguous to habitation. Its number in protected sanctuaries is 
satisfactory. 

8. Indian Python (Python molurus) 

Dealers of live-stock and skins have not spared the Sundarban 
Python \\'hich attains a considerable length and girth and has lusturous 

skin. Its population has greatly decreased. 

The successful animals, that have been able to withstand the 
changing environment in the forested areas, have undergone some 
physiological changes and modified their habits. They drink salt water 
or to]era te certain degrees of salinity and live on specialised plants or 
animals that are peculiar to salt-water. Almost all mammals lead 
amphibious life. The fo]Jowing important animals and their peculiarities 
and status are \\'orth mentioning:-

l. Tiger (Panthera tigris) 

The Tiger is quite common. It leads an amphibious life, quite 
capable of crossing wide rivers and moves about from one island to 
another. During tidal bores it clings to lo}\'" mangrove branches or is 
driven to elevated parts of some island9~ Besides hunting wild animals 
such as the Spotted Deer, Wild Boar, large marsh birds, it often attacks 
man who comes to ""ork in the forest. It is the only man-eating tiger 
population known in the world. During 1881-1884, some 329 men were 
carried away. It also enters villages bordering forest for cattle lifting. It 
has been seen to fish in shallow waters in creeks. 

During in last five years its number has increased. The present 
population is comprised of 187 individuals (1977) in the Tiger Prqject 
area. 

2. Spotted Deer (Axis axis) 

It occurs in quite good number. Like other deer it does not depend 
much on grass but generally feeds on 'Keora' (Sonneratia apetala) leaves, fruits 
and buds. Since 'KeoTa' is more common near the sea, the population 
of the Spotted Deer is n10re on sea-face islands I t has been seen to drink 
saline ,vater. Besides' Keora' it also browses on the leaves and shoots of 
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young trees like Sonneratia, Excoecaria, Rhizophora, but strangely it does not 
take the common grass 'Bani Dhan' (Oryza coarctata) which grows plenti
fully everywhere. 

3. Wild Boar (Sus scrofa) 

The Wild Boar is perhaps the most adapted of all the mammals in 
this saline marsh. It fecds practically on all underground tubers but 
prefers dead fishes, crustaceans, molluscs, and scavanges on everything in 
forest including offal. I t has been seen to dig in sand bank to drillk 
percolated saline \vater. It is common in all parts of the forest. 

4. Rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta) 

Under condit ions unfavourable to any primate to live in the saline 
marsh \vhere sweet ,"'ater does not normally occur except during the 
monsoon, the Rht'sus has adapted itself by modifying its habits. It 
behaves as a leaf-eating monkey as well as a crab-eating monkey. The 
tender leaves of heora are its favourite food but succulent leathery leaves 
of other mangro\'e trees are also taken. It licks dew drops to compensate 
sweet \vater when s\veet \vater, accumulated in small ditches during 
monsoon, dries up. It has been observed to eat crabs, mushro nlS and 
honey combs. It is very shy. On man's approach it descends do\vn the 
tree and runs to climb trees in the interior. Troups consisting of 20-30 
individuals have been seen along the Indo-Bangladesh border and the 
sea-face islands. Its distribution and movement is almost that of the 
Spotted Deer. 

III. Protection and Conservation 

The Sundarban has three official sanctuaries name1y (i) Lothian 
Island, (ii) Halliday Island, (iii) Sajnakhali (Pakirala). The sanctuary 
area covers 402 sq knl. While the first t\VO are chiefly for the 
Chital and Wild Boar, the last one is mainly a vast breeding area of ",rater 
birds, having an area of 358 sq km. The nlore important resident birds 
that breed in the sanctuary are the Little Cornlorant (Phalacrocorax niger), 
The Openbill Stork (Allastomus osci/ans), Large Egret (Egrc/tll alba), SnlaI1er 
Egret (Egretta inICfmedia) , Little Egret (Egrettu garzetta), Cattle Egret 
(Bubulcus ibis), Purple l-Icron (Ardea purpurea) , Night Heron (JV)cticorax 
''J'l;ticofax). Besides these there are two pheasants namely the Red Jungle 
Fo\vl (GalLus gallus) \vhich is in fair numbt.~r and the Svvamp Partridge 
(Frallcolinus guiaris) \vhich are very fe\\,. T'he \vater monitor is quite 
C0111mOn that prcda tcs on chicks and eggs of birds. Besides, there are 
tigers, chcetals and boars. The rriger Project area ""hich is 1330 kn12 
includes the Sajnakhali sanctuary. 

IV. Suggestions for Conservation of Wild Life 

1. Since the Sundarban is a very vast area, vigilcnce of the whole 
~tretch is nut practicable "'ith the present staff, 1l10re lllen and petrol boats 
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are necessary. In the sanctuary ne\\T plants should not be introduced. 
Even digging of tanks for fresh\vater should be avoided. 

2. The tigers that visit the reclaimed area for cattle lifting should 
be captured by t 1'(1 nq uiJization or by traps and sent to Zoological parks. 
Public opinion of killing them for damage to cattle life should be curbed. 

3. Frequ~nt petrolling of speed boats, motorized launches should be 
avoided in the sanctuary areas. 

4. ~fass education by audio-visual method ~hould be imparted to 
the villagers to let the forest and its product gro\\' for their future benefit. 
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DISTRIBUTION AND PRESENT STATUS OF THE 
GOLDEN LANGUR, P RESBYTIS GEE! I(HAJURIA, 

IN SOME FORESTS OF ASSAM, INDIA 
By 

R. P. MUKHBRJEE 

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta 

Abstract 

Survey of the golden langur were conducted in the forests of Goalpara and 
Kanlrup districts of Assam to study the distribution and present status of this little 
kno\\n colohid monkey in India. They were encountered in m:lximum numbers in 
Jamduar forests. where it was further revealed that the concentration of these Ian gurs 
incr\!.!~es in winters. Reason for their concentration during this part of the year at 
JamduJr has been studied An average of one group in every 8.0 km distance was 
ub"eneJ during ~ummer months. whereas during winter months an average of one 
group in every 4.6 km distance was recorded. 

Group sjz.~ and composition, sex ratio of adult males and females, ratio of 
adult to immature femJles, number of all male and bisexual groups, etc., have been 
studied 

I. Introduction 
rrhe golden langur, Presby tis geei Khajuria, which was discovered 

a ')out two decades back, is mainly distributed in a restricted area along 
tllt~ Indo-Bhutan border. There are reports of its existence in the south 
uf Brahamaputra river in Khasi and Garo hills but no systematic survey 
has be'en conducted in these parts to confirm these reports. I~ number 
is more un the Bhutan side of the border than on the Indian side but 
not much is kno\vn about their distribution and status in Bhutan. 

l\lukherjee and Saha conducted a survey of Jamduar, Raimona 
and Kachu~aon in the months of ~Iay and June, 1973 and their findings 
\vcre published in the year 1974. Since then two more surveys ,vere 
conductt'd, one in the same localities in the month of December, 1973 
and another in ~Ianas Sanctuary in the month of January, 1976, to 
study the present status and ecology of this langur. Jamduar, Raimona 
and Kachugaon fall under Goalpara district whereas Manas falls under 
Kalnrup district of the Assam state. In the earlier publication (Mukherjee 
and Saha, 1974 : 15), the ecology of the three localities, i.e., Janlduar, 
Ra inlona and Kachu~aon has been given whereas the ecology of Manas 
has been given in another paper which is under publication. All these 
localities have the essential environmental factors such as tall trees, 
plenty of food and water to supP')rt the population of this langur. This 
paper deals with the distribution and abundance of golden langur in these 
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forests of Assam. The study methods adopted were the same as given in 
the earlier paper (Mukherjec & Saha, 1974 : 15). All the surveys were 
conducted on foot. 

In the sub-adults population, the infants are classified as langurs of 
less than one y~ar old, dependent upon their mothers, pre-weaned and 
carried by the mothers during group movenlen t5. The juveniles are 
identified as langurs of more than one year old, independent of their 
mothers and post weaned. 

II. Results 

Earlier reports indicate that this langur is found from east of 
Sankosh to \vest of 1\1anas river along the Indo-Bhutan border (Fig. 1 J. 
In the survey conducted it \vas found In those forests \vhich were adjacen t 
to Bhutan and were observed more in numbers in the forests of Jamduar 
and Raimona than in Manas Sanctuary. Even in the forest of J amduar 
and Raimona, it \vas found more in numbers at Jalnduar than at Raimona 
(Table 1). During the survey no group was observed in the forest of 
Kachugaon but their presence in this forest close to Bhutan territory had 
been reported by the local people. In Manas Sanctuary it is restricted 
in its distribution to west of Manas river, in Bhutan Manas, and on the 
east of this river it is replaced by capped langur. During the survey 
conducted in the months of May and June, 1973, 7 and 3 groups of 
golden langur were seen at Jamduar and Raimona, respecti vely. Out of 
3 groups counted at Raimona, one \vas an all male group. In the same 
areas when surveyed again in the winter month of December, 1973, 15 
and 2 groups were observed (Table 1). Out of the 15 groups that were 
observed at Jamduar, 3 were all male groups. A total of 3 groups were 
observed on the west of Manas river in Manas Sanctuary but it vvas 
possible to make study on 2 groups only as the other group disappeared in 
the thick forest before any observation was made. Table 1 indicates the 
distribution and pe rcentagc composition of population of golden langur 
in three different habitats. The percentage of n1ale population observed 
was less in Manas Sanctuary than in the other two habitats. It is also 
apparent that the concentration of this Iangur, at Jamduar, increases 
during the ,vinter month of Deccnlber. Tlus seasonal concentration Dlay 
be due to the scvere cold on the neighbouring nlolmtains of Bhutan and 
availability of ,Yater and favourite food at Jamduar. 

The nUlllbcr of langurs counted during different mon ths in the three 
habitats; the percentage of adult males) adult females, juveniles and 
infants; the adult sex ratio and the percentages of infants to adult females; 
and the sub-adults to total population, are given in Table 1. The popu
lation of adult Inales varied from 7.0% to 22.2% whereas that of adult 
fenlalcs fronl 34.6% to 44.8~~ and that of juveniles and infants varied from 
20.2/~ to 31.0% and 17.2~0 to 25.80/0' respectively. The adult sex ratio 
varied froDl 13.3~~ to 39.0% and that of the infant and adult female and 



Table I-Population composition of golden langur at Jamdu 1r. Rairnona and ~f atJas Sanctuary. 

Location Months & "ear Numl1er of Number of && W J J I I 63/Ad I I/~~ Sub aouJt/ 
groups Monk(ys 0/0 01 u' n (,' 0 Total ~f~ 10 /0 /0 0 0 

JAMDUAR l\1ay-June, 1973 7 ~9 J 3. S 40 S 202 25 8 250 (.) 4 4A.1 
December, 1973 IS* 130 22 1 34.6 22.8 205 ])0 59 G 434 

RAIMONA May-June, 1973 3·· 36 22.2 362 222 194 3g.1 53.S 41.7 ~ 
~ 

December, 1973 2 15 13 3 4:>.0 26.7 20.0 250 500 33 3 c 
~ 

MANAS :I: 
SANCTUARY January. 1976 2 29 7.0 448 31.0 17.2 13 3 3~.5 ~8.3 m 

" -- ..... 
TOLAL 29 305 17.7 377 23.0 21.6 3!.9 57.4 446 r.: 

m 
..---. ...--------.....---

·Out of 15, 3 were all male groups but the calculation is based on all the I ~ groups 
CJ 

·~Out of 3, 1 was all male group but tbe calculation is based on all the 3 groups. c -~ 
~ 
;::s 

~ 
~ 

Table 2-Illcidence, abundance and group structures of golden langur at Jamduar, Raimona and Manas Sanctuary. ~ s::: 
~ 

Location Groups Distance Km per Adults Sub-adults Average -. ~ 

counted covered (km) group ~J W J J I I group size ~ 
JAMDUAR 

~ 
c" -(May-June, 1973) 7 55 7.8 1.7±0 4 5.1±0 6 2.6±O.5 3.3±O.3 12.7±1.3 ~ 

RAIMONA ~ 
(May-June. 1973) 3 25 8.3 2.7±1.2 4.3±2.6 2.7 ±1 3 2.3 ± 1.2 12.0±3.8 ~ 

c" 

AVERAGE 10 80 8.0 2.0±0.5 4.9±O.8 2.6±O.5 3.0±O 4 J 2.5 ± 1 3 
~ 
~ -JAMDUAR ;;::$ 

(December, 1973) 
RAIMONA 

15 55 36 2.0±O.6 3.1±O.6 2 J ±O.4 1.9±0.4 9.1±l.O 

(December, 1973) 2 2S 12.5 1.0±O.O 3.0±O 0 2.0±O.O ).S±0.5 7.5±0.S 
MANAS 
(January, 1976) 2 8 '4.0 1.0±O.O 6.S±O.S 4.S±0.5 l.5±0.S 14.5± I.S .... 

AVERAGE 19 88 4.6 1.8±O.5 3.S±O.5 2.3±O 4 t J.9±0 3 9.S±O.9 (j) .... 
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the sub-adult to total varied from 38.5% to 63.9% and 33.3% to 48.3%' 
respectively. 

In the survey Londucted during the summer months, an average of 
one group in every 8.0 km was seen, whereas during the winter months 
an average of one group in every 4.6 km was observed (Table 2). Out 
of the three loc~litie s, Janlduar showed the maximum concentration and 
during sumnler months one group was observed in every 7.8 krn, \vhereas 
during the winter months the incidence of distribution was one group in 
every 3.6 km in this area. The average group size was 12.5 individuals 
of the 10 groups that were counted during the summer months of ~1ay 
and June. It consisted of 2.0 adult males, 4.9 adult females, 2.6 juveniles 
and 3.0 infants. The average group size of 19 groups that were counted 
during the winter months of December and January was 9.5 individuals 
which composed of 1.8 adult males, 3.5 adult females, 2.3 juveniles and 
1. 9 infants. 

III. Discussion 
Surveys of jatnduar, Raimona, Kachugaon and Manas Sanctuary 

were conducted to study the ecology, distribution and present status of 
golden langur in its major habitats of Assam. It is apparent from this 
study that a snlall population of this langur inhabits in these forests. 
Golden langur is mainly distributed in Bhutan, so to get an estimate of 
the present population it is neces5ary also to stud y them on Bhutan side. 
The present study sho\vs that this animal is distributed from east Sankosh 
to \vest of Manas river and is more in abundance at Jamduar than in 
any other study areas. It also shows increase in concentration in this 
area during the winter months and this may be due to the severe cold on 
the neighbouring Bhutan hills and the availability of favourite food and 
,vater in this forest during in this part of the year. Seasonal concentra .. 
t ion of rhesus monkey in Corbett National Park was also reported by 
Southwick et al. (1961 : 42). In the groups studied the group size and 
structure sho\\'s that juveniles and infants are well represented. So until 
and unless there is shrinkage in habitat or human interference there is 
no immediate danger for this species. 
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METHODS OF ASSESSMENT OF THE FOOD INTAKE 
OF BIRDS \VITH SPECIAL REFER'ENCE TO TWO 

SPECIES OF INDIAN MYNAS 

By 

1\LL. NARANG and B.S. L\MBA 

~\~(I,tllt rll Hn;ioJlal Station, Zoological Survey of India, Dehra DUll (U.P.) 

Abstrast 

A considerabJe amount of work has been done on the food an31ysis 0 f birds but 
it is very diflicult to correlate the results of various workers because of the diffetent 
methodology used by different workers to determinr;! the food intake of birds. 

Hart1ey (l9-1R) reviewed the various methods being then used. He came to the 
~oncilision that there is no ideal method for the study of food of birds because every 
method involves the making of assumptions which are hard to justify about either the 
nature of food or the implications of the data presented. His findings hold good even 
today. 

There are four important methods to collect the samples of food taken by birds 
for laboratory analysis These are :-

1. Crop and gut contents method, 2. Direct observations of feeding birds, 
3. Pellet study method. 4. Artificial nestling method. 

The advantages and disadvantages of these methods are discussed individually. 

\Vhile working on the food habits of Indian Pied Myna, Stllrnur contra contra 
Linnaeus. we obtained the study material from the crops and gizzards of freshly shot 
birds in the morning when they had finished or almost finished their morning feed. 

Todate three nlethods have been used by various workers to determine the food 
of birds quantitatively'-

1 Numerical method, 2. Gravimetric method. and 3 Volumetric method. 

Nunlerical method has been recommen~ed by Mason (1912). He stated that it is 
number of insects or number of grains which is more important and not their volume. 
Numerical nlcthod is applied in three ways :- 1. Enumeration of occurrences, i e. the 
number of birds t3king a particular food, 2. Enumeration of foods. i e the number of 
each food found in the diet, 3. Enumeration of occurrences and foods which is a 
combination of first two methods. 

Gravlnletric methods h.1ve been used by Rorig (.903) and Mukherjee (1969-76), 
who lays more stre.:lS on weight rather than on number or volume. 

The volumetric system has been advocated by MacAtee (19/2) and Collinge 
0924-27), who maintains that volumetric assessment conveys better impressions. Each 
of these systems has its advantages and disadvant-lges which have been dis~ussed in the 
p.\per. 

We h:lve in our studies on the food of Indian Mynas, profitted by the experience 
and loSic (·f these workers and have followed a combination of numerical and volumet
ric methods foc anaJysing the anima) diet, for vegetable diet we hav~ used the combina
tion of nUlllerical and gravilnetric methods. 
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While presenting the dGlta in case of vegetable diet we state the number of birds 
in which each i tern of food is found (enulneration of occurrences), the maximun weight 
of item of diet in any single bird and maximum perc.!ntage (by weight) of the food in 
the total diet. In case of animal diet we state the enumeration of o:currences. the 
maximum volume of the item of food found in any siflgle bird and the maximum 
percentage (by volUlne) of the food in the total diet. 

Thus we have evolved a hybrid system of assessment of food intake in birds by 
taking good points of all the methods We b.1icve that this method reduces the margin 
of error to minimum 

I. Introduction 

A lot of work has br.en done on the food analysis of birds by various 
\\Torkers. But it is very difficult to con elate the results of various workers 
because different \vorkers have adopted different methods to determine 
the food intake of birds. Each \\'orker selected a form of presentation of 
data which seemed bf'st to him and tried to explain its advantages. Since 
the beginning of f00d habits studies, a constant need has been felt to devise 
a uniform method of assessment of food intake of birds. But in spite of 
nearly hundred years of work such a method stil I eludes us. 

As early as 1948, Hartley had reviewed the various methods being 
employed for the study of food of birds. He (Hartley, 1948) came to the 
conclusion that there is no ideal Inethod for the study of food of birds. 
According to him "it is very difficult to find any method which does not 
involve the making of assun1ptions hard to justify about either the na ture 
of food or the implications of the data presented" He (Hartley, 1948) 
even ventured to explain the diversity in the methods used by saying 
"many investigations of the food of birds have been undertaken not so much 
to increase knowl{dge as to discover the ecolnomic status of this or that 
species." One finds it very hard to disagree \vith his staten1ents even 
today. 

Because of the fact that no universal method has been used for the 
estinlation of the food of birds, inost of the \vork in this field has been 
done qualitatively and very little data is available quantitatively. 

II. Material for study 

Ivlaterial for study or the s::l1l1pJes of food part taken b) birds can be 
collected by a nU111bcr of methods. The most important nlethods are: 

1. Crop and stomach analysis nlethod; 

2. Direct obser\'ation of feeding birds; 

3. Pellet stud" method; 

4. ,\rtificial nestling Inethod. 

Ever since the beginning of studies in econonlic Ornithology, the food 
of birds has been studied alnlost entirely by the e:xc:~ nlin~tjon of crep and 
stomach contents. Forbes (1880) t ,,,hom Kalmbach (1934) called as the 
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founder of nlodern food habits studies, also used stomach ana1ysis as the 
foundation of much of his ~tudy. Other workers like Beal (1698), New ... 
stead (1908). and Collinge (1 924-27) ""ere also of the opinion that the 
exanlination of the ston1aeh furnishes the most reliable data on which to 
base assumptions, BUl stomach examinations C1.n not be carried out in 
all the cases because in many cases of birds, the population is so small 
th;-lt it is not possible to kill or collect the desired number of examples. 
For lhi~ reason one has to rely upon other sources of information. 

Before discussing the other sources of information it will be desira
ble if \\'e make a reference to the examination of gut contents. Collinge 
( 1924) has suggested the examination of \vhole digestive tract, but this 
method seems to give more impcrtance to foods which are hard enough 
to resist di~estion. We (Lamba ar~d Narang) while \\'orking on 
th~ food habits of J ndian Pied Myna, Slurnus contra contra Linnaeus, have 
examined the contents of crops and gizzards only as we observed that the 
food particles retained recognisable shape upto gizzard only. In our 
present studies on the food habits of Common Myna, Acridotheres tristis 
we arc following this very system. 

Another method which can be used to determine the nature of food in 
birds is to observe the birds in the field while they are feeding. The advant
age of this tnethod is that it does not involve the killing of birds and popu
lation of a species remains uneffected. But it is very difficult to ascertain 
all the item of a food or the relative quantities of the various items by 
field observation alone. Yet one has to rely upon field observations for 
a number of food items which can not be identified in stomach analysis 
even if they are found undigested. For example, weed seeds and seeds 
of wild J grasses can not be identified all by themselves. For their proper 
identification one must have full plants of the weed seeds or wild grasses in 
question. We have) in our studies, very successfully supplemented our 
data upon the analysis of the gut contents by this method of direct field 
observation of birds \"hile feeding. 

Observational methods other than the field observations have been 
used to study the food of birds. Errington (1932) nlade a assessment of 
diet of youngs by keeping the nests under constant observation. But the 
dra\\'back of this method, as he himself points out, is that it is time 
consuming and very fe\\' nests can be \\'atched in a season. Short spells 
of nest observation or even occasional nest visits at rC2,ular intervals 
('ould hO'\'cver, provide a good clue to the nature of focd of young nest
lillgs. 

Another method \\'hich has been tried by ,yorkers in th~ past is the 
pellet study nlethod. Errington (1930) studies the food of predatory birds 
by the examination of their pellets. By using this method it is possible 
to kno\\' the occurrence of vertebrates and hard beetles but soft: bodied 
preys can not be studied by this method. 
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An extrelnely accurate and dependable method of food determina
tion in nestlings was used by Betts (1954). He used artificial nestlings to 
collect samples of food brought by the adults to a brood of Pied Fly
catcher~. But the greatest handicap of this method is that it can neither 
b~ employed on a Jarge scale nor for adult birds. 

Besides the above listed methods of collection of material for study, 
there are a number of other techniques which have been used to obtain 
food samples of birds. Errington ( 1932) collected samples of food Ly 
squeezing the gullets of young hawks but young owls resisted such treat
ment. Kirkpatrick (1940) co1leeted food samples by alarming birds \vith 
stone throwings. The birds threw out the freshly taken food when 

alarmed. 

While \vorking on the food habits of Indian Mynas, we obtained 
the material largely by collecting specimens from the field. Birds ",-ere 
shot 3-4 hours after sunrise, after they had finished or almost finished their 
lnorning feed. The crops and gizzards were then opened and contents 
\vere put in screen sieves washed with water and then placed on a blot

ting paper and dried for five minutes. The animal and the vegetable 
matter \vas broadly separated into Phyla and Classes and weight 
and volunle \vere recorded on individual data sheets. The data 
thus collected \vas further supplemented by field observations, i.e. the 
observation of the material on which the birds were feeding in the field. 
\Ve have not used any other method to collect the food material. 

III. Methods of Study 

GenerJ]}y three 111ethods are used for the quantitative assessment of 
food of birds. These are 1. Numerical method, 2. Gravimetric method 
and 3. Volur.H~tric lnethod. 

Out of these \vhich method is most suitable and ho\v the data should 
be presented is, perhaps, still a nlatter of individual preference ,vith 
various \\'orkers in the field. Hartley (1948) has said that there is no 
ideal tnethod of food analysis of bird. This statement seems to hold good 
as there is no nl~thod which does not involve the nlaking of assumptions. 
If \VC go through the findings of 1vlacAtee (1912), Collinge (1927) and 
IIartlt'y (194-8), it \vill be clear that every method has SOlne drawbacks. 

Nurnerical Jllcthod has been strongly recolnn1ended by Ivlason 
( 1912). He says that "Cornparative bulks of food, if expressed merely 
as percentages, an~ of absolutely no value \"hatever, and cannot give any 
idea as to the true ccononlic ratio of the food of the bird in question" 
We do agree \vlth this point that percentages do not express the econo
Dlic valut"s. But nUlnerical systeln \vhich is not applicable in many cases 
of food \"ill also supply infonnation \vhich is likely to introduce error. 
Supposing \\'(' find a scale of a fish in the food of a bird. Are we to con-
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sider it as one number of complete fish? Moreover it is not possible to 
count the nunlber of individuals when the animal matter is crushed. In 
our study on the food of Indian l\fynas, we could not count the number 
of cardl\\'ornls and beetles because the food was crused and broken into 
pieces. Not it \vas possible to count the flower, parts of silve oak, 
Grtv;I lea ,-obllsta Cam. and fruits of Ficus although we did enumerate the 
occurrences. 

!\lason further says ",,,hat ,ve want to know is the exact number 
of grains of corn, the number of insects etc." But we fail to understand 
\\·hat useful purpose it is going to serve if we count the number of grains 
of insects. Firstly it is just impossible to count the number of insects 
beca'lse they are usually crushed and broken into parts. Supposing tIre 
in ~('ct food is intact even then how ,ve can establish the economic status 
of the bird unless we know the size of insects. To make it more clear let 
us suppnse that a bird eats 7 beneficial insects and 50 lnJurious insects. 
Does it nlean that the bird does good and harm in the ratio of 50 to 7 ? 
Certainly not unless the insects are of equal size. 

NUlnerical system is usually applied in three ways:- Enumeration 
of occurernccs. ,\·hich means the nunlber of birds taking a particular food, 
2. Enumeration of foods, \vhich means the number of each food found in 
the diet; 3. Enumeration of occurrences and foods which is a combination 
of first t\VO methods. This method has largely been used by Steven 

(1933), Hartley and Fisher (1936), Ford, Chitty & Middleton (1938) and 
Lumsdon & Haddon (1946). Gross (1946) also advocated the numerical 
system. He (Gro~s, 1946), in his study of food of Snowy owJa }(yetea scan

diaca, says that in a predatory bird the use of either weight or volume 
alone for the estimation of diet would give misleading results. 

One great advantage of the numerical system as stated by Hartley 
(1948) is that it takes no account of the state of digestion of the food. 
\Ve, in our studie~ in the food of Indian Pied Myna, could identify the 
beetle Coccinella by their elytra alone. Lumsden and Haddon (1946) 
identified many fishes eaten by Shags by the Otoliths alone. If we use 
volumetric or gravilnetric methods for the estimation of partially digested 
food material then the ratio of such foods to the bulk of stomach contents 
"'ouid be highly misleading. 

Gravimetric method has been used by Rorig (1903) in Germany 
and Mukerjee (1969-76) in India. The main disadvantage of this 
method is that the higroscopic qualities of different food material will 
effect the estimation of samples from crops. Moreover, some foods are 
easily digested than the others. For example beetles, which are hard to 
digest \\'ill remain much longer in the stomach after the soft bodied in
sects have been digested. 

!\lacAtcr. (1912) and Collinge (1924-27) seems to have spent all 
their energies in criticising the numerical system and advocating the 
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volumetric system. It is generally done by water displacement method. 
This method has been used as such and in combination with other 
methods by Ford, Chitty and Middleton (1938), Lay (1940) and Camp ... 
bell (1946). Forbes (1880) who is considered as the founder of modern 
food habits study in birds also adopted the percentage by bulk system. 
He says that "in stomach examination opportunity is afforded for careful 
and trustwort hy estimates of the ratios each element bears to the others, 
so that the average significance of the food can be discovered" 

The great advantage of the volumetric method is that there is no 
form of food \vhich can not be measured by it. Finely crushed food 
or vegetable food like leaves and grasses, pulpy food can not be 
counted in numbers. Graphic representation of the food is possible only 
by volumetric method and we can compare the food of one species \\lith 
another. 

There are a number of items of food which are taken by the birds 
in very small quantity. Numerical method gives unnecessary importance 
to such foods whereas by volumetric method their ratios would be almost 
negligible. For example in our study, a few birds had eaten gramineae 
seeds. No\v under the enumeration of occurrence method \ve have 
mentioned that 3% of birds had taken the gramineae seeds although by 
volulnetric method the ratio of the gramineae seeds was not even 1 % of 
the total diet. 

The volunletric method too has some dra,vbacks. In C(1se of nectar 
feeding birds or birds \vhich sipp juices of fruits, this method can not be 
used. 

As the objective of our study is to establish the status of the Indian 
Mynas as 'friend' or 'foe' of the farmer, 've have opted for a combination 
of the known methods. For analysing the animal diet we use a conlbi
nation of numerical and volumetric methods. The advantage of this 
method is that if ,ve are to determine the economic sta tus of any item 
of animal diet, especially insects, \ve must kno\v its nunlbers and size 
to determine t~le extent of its involvelnent. Numerical information 
along \vith the volumetric data is necessary if the published data are to 
have any ecological significance. For exanlple when \ve merely say that 
a bird had taken 50 1111. of fish Labeo, it is not fully illustrative. Because 
this may have been a portion of a big fish, one fish or 10 small fish. 

For vegetable' diet \\'C usc a cOll1bination of numerical and aravl'-
M 

Inetric nlcthods. It seems Inore appropriate to express the vegetable 
nlattcr hv ,,·eight rather than by VOltUllC. For exalnple the statement 
tIt.lt 'a bird crop contained 20 n11. of \vheat' does not convey the 1l1eanin<T 
as i()lTcfully as the statcnlcnt that 'the bird consu111ed 20 grms of ,vhe t~ 
during a single feed in a day' as it givcs a clear idea of the damage done 
by the bird. 
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After the assessnlent of all the items of food has been completed, 
on c faces the question of presentation of the collected data. The 
b~'st "'3Y to do this is, to publish the full details of every bird 
t~x~l1nined, \vith summaries upon as many bases as possible, and the ex
pression 0 l' these summarized results as percentages. But it is wondered 
if any journal can afford to publish these details in these hard times of 
paper shortage and inflation of publication costs and only the summaries 
can be publi~hcd. While presenting the massed data in ease of vegetable 
diet, \\'C state the number of birds in which each item of food is found 
(enumeration of occurrences), the maximum ",-veight of the item of food 
foulld in any single bird and maximum percentage (by weight) of the 
food in the total diet. In case of animal diet we state the enumeration 
of occurrences, the nlaximum volume of the item of food (all the example 
of anyone species) found in single bird and the maximum percentage 
(by volunlc) of the food in the total diet. 

Thus \\'e have evolved a hydrid system of asseSSlnent of food intake 
in birds by taking good points of all the kno\vn methods. We believe 
that this systenl \vill reduce the margin of error to minimum. 
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Abstract 

The concrete contributions made by wildlife resources to Gross National Pro
duct (G NP) are not fully identified at p resent. In recent years emphasis has markedly 
shifted from insensate destruction to planned conservation and development of the 
fast dwindling wildlife assets. S~ch a chan~e in the policy has overtly been inspired 
by the intrinsic value of wildlife as a renewable resource and the recurring benefits 
accruing through it to the country's economy. The benefits are tangible and 
intangible. The p3per endeavours \0 evaluate these benefits in terms of rnO:ley and to 
enlist their direct and indirect impact on Forestry Sector's contribution to GNP. It 
is, DO doubt, a difficult field but the object is to assess as rationally as feasible the 
in~mitable potential benefits frem this source. Statutorily, public ownership of wi1d
life resources is a clear indication of an implicit willingness of society to pay for its 
adequate maintenance. And so, the benefits fronl wildlife can be approximately 
regarded equivalent to the cost of its majntennuce. if not more. Two approaches: 
(i) cost of input, and, (ii) capital growth, have been suggested for measuring yearly 
benefit of wildlife resources. However, the monetary benefit alone, as brought out 
in this paper, is a poor indicator of the overall advantages conferred upon the society 
by the wildlife. 

I. Introduction 

Public opinion is [1st shifting from the extravagence of mere hunting 
to the more enduring ecological b~'nefits of \vildlife. An objective evaluation 
of the role of this dynamic resource to the national economy is, therefore, 
imminently expedient. "fhis p:lp~r discusses on the basis of studies pursued at 
the Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun, India, the subtleties of the subject 
involved. Presently, the current concepts r~garding the contribution of the 
\\,ildlife resources to the Gross N"ational Product (GNP)1 are vague, cursory 
and unscientific. A country's GNP serves as an index to its economic growth. 
It reflects on its overall economy and portrays the cumulative output of its 
goods and services conventionally expressed in terms of annual monetary 
flo\\'. rrhe many resources of the Forestry Sector including wildlife are an 
integra] constituent of the GNP. In computing GNP, the present system 

IGNPis defined as the total mlrket value of all final goods and servkes projuced in 
the economy in ooe ye:lf. All goods produced in a year may not be sold. som emay 
be added to inventories. The increase in inventories should be included in the GNP 
regardless of whether or not it is sold. 
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largely evaluates dead forest resources; the biological aspects of forestry 
and its tangible and in tangible services remain unrecorded. In 1974-i 5, 
India's GNP of the Forestry and Logging Sector was Rs. 6,740 million 
(Rs. 8,60= 1 U,S. dollar) or 1.09% of her GNF2. This does not include 
the value of cogent services rendered by forest organisms and their temper
ing elemental and environmental influences. A comprehensive appraisement 
of the overall contribution of Forestry Sector is strongly advocated to 
obviate the illusion of a grossly mu tilated, unrealistic and lopsided system 
of evaluation currently in vogue. 

II. Present Method of Computing the GNP (Adopted by the CSO) 

The GNP is computed by the value-added method, The economic 
activities are divided into a number of non-overlapping but exhaustiye set 
of sectors. For each sector the value-added is calculated and the total of 

all the sectors represents the GNP. 

The statistical data for the national accounting system are collected 
by the csa through the various state forestry agencies in the country. 

The cumulative monetary values put together constitute the "Gross 
National Product" 

The Forestry Sector: 

Non-foresters3 are likely to misconstrue India's Forestry Sector as 
different packages of goods and services. To avoid any misconception, an 
attempt to elucidat~ the economic meaning of this term would be helpful. 
Forestry is the art and science of nlanaging and a ppraising the forest 
resources of a place,'regionjstate/country \vith th~ ohject of producing- goods 
and services on a sustained basis for the ,,'eJfare of mankind. In \"ery 
broad tenns-considering the role of the trees in generating oxygen, synthesis 
of food, \-va ter and soil conservation, etc. usir g the bionlass concept 
"Forest is a society \vhose biggest member is the tree" (Baker, 1977). 
SCltlltorily, "Forest" means any area or land proclaimed as such under 
Jawor tradition. Forest land in the economic sense includes all animate 
and in.lniInatc objects (exclusive of man) all elements-apptTtinent to it and 
('ov('r~ all lnaterial and forces, \vhich are nature's bounty to man including 
rivt:rs, lllincs, wind, light, heat, gravitation, etc. (Alfred 1vlarshall's defini
tion or land Jnod ilied). (Pant, 1977). 

2National ACCOU:lt Statistics, 1960-61 to 1974-75, Central Statistical Orglnization 
(C S.O.), Cabinet Sccretariate, Go~ernment of India, Ministry of Planning. New Delhi, 
October, 1976, pages 14-15. 

:J Forester is a PCI son cng:lgeJ in the profession of forestry. He is required "to have 
the CJrthy and intitnute forest uOl.krst,lnding of the silviculturist, the long-range view 
point of (he planner. the skill of th~ adnlinistrator, and the alertness, flexibility, and 
all rounJ resourcefulness of the successful business nlan" (Kenneth Davis, 1966). 
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Goods and Strvices of the Forestry Sector: 

Goods: The goods produced by the Forestry Sector include: \vood, 
food crops raised through agri-silvicuItural practices, wild animals (both 
live and dead), diverse animate living organisms, grasses, herbs, stones, 
minerals and group of resources called minor forest products. 

SenJices: 1\10st services provided by the Forestry Sector generate 
externalities and are of the nature of public goods. The main services are: 
(1) grazing (serving both domestic cattle and wild animals) and lopping; 
(2) hunting and fishing; (3) forestry as handmaid of agriculture; 
(4) environmental influence (ecosystem on air, water, soil, c1imate, noise, 
\vind, etc.); (5) recreation and amenity, and tourism (service concerned 
\\'ith outdoor recreation in forest environment); (6) landscape (concerned 
\vith the \vorth and value of forest ecosystem in landscape formation and 
pJanning); (7) scientific and educational value; (8) protection and conse~va
tion; and (9) military defence. 

JJ1ildlife Resources based Goods and Services presently unaccounted for in the 
GNP: 

Forestry, besides it's material benefit, also provide uninterrupted 
social ser\'ices4 to a region, \\,hich reflect favoura bly on the popUlace. More 
monetary benefits gauged from the GNP are, therefore, a poor indicatorS 
of the overall productive influences of forestry mainly because several goods 
including the \vildIife nurtured by the forest resources and most services 

provided by the forestry sector (97% public ownership of forests in India) 
are not being presently valued and credited to the Forestry Sector's 
GNP. 

In the present system of evaluating mainly the "dead" forest 
resources, some services such as hunting and trapping, recreation as ,veIl 
as income from zoological parks, zoos, game sanctuaries, etc., are on~v partly 
accounted for ill Ihe GNP but stra1lgely enough not as the contribution nf the Forestry 
Sector. For example in U .P. alone, the amount received from hunting fee, 
etc., during 1971-72 exceeded Rs. 101,860 and it found a place, perhaps 
inadverlan 1/)' , in the GJVP of the Agricultural Sector instead oj Forestry. 

cPurification of ~ir hy c0nverting carbon dioxide into oxygen. pollution control. flora's 
role in th~ wolter cycle in nature, photosynthesis-the mechanism for converting solar 
ener!',y into food (for plants, animals, and human beings)~ arc: examples to cite. 

!)Mea"uring the contribution of the Forestry Sector to the GNP in mOiey terms is, 
therefore a diffi.:ult job-something like measuring the value of the services of the 
Election Commission for holding genera) electioJ;s in a democratic country in terms 
of the money ~pentt the booths opened, the votes counted or the ffilnpower d~ployed 
but ignori Ig the value and quality of peaceful and fair electioos in terms of the coun
try"s prestig~ in the world and in terms of law and order problems that may arise as a 
result of rigged elections. 
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III. Suggested Evaluation Methods-A Discussion 

The main question examined in this paper is ho\v to measure the 
value of goods and services produced by the Forestry Sector's wildlife 

resources6-wild animals in particular. 

The value of wildlife based recreation and amenity service which is an 
experience resulting from a very complex interaction between the indivi .. 
dual, his objective, his usual environment, his cultural background, the 
forest ecosystem and a host of other factors (Clo\vson, 1966) is difficult to 
gauge in terms of the revenue derivt::d from licence fee or the gate money. 
Their moral, aesthetic, sensuous "nd spiritual values hold by far the greater 
fascination to human health aDd inlagination. These services are partly 

tangible and partly intangible. Recreational hunting and fishing fa]] under 
the former category, and outdoor abstract recreational possibilities come 

under the latter. 

The products of hunting and fishing, may have a market value but 
their recreational value is immeasurable. The sensuous pleasures imbibed 
by sportsmen grea tly out\veigh the material advantages associated with 
the pursuit. The thrill and diversion provided are, indeed, ecstatic and 

ethereal. 
The market value of hunting and trapping could be regarded as the total 

of \\'hat the hunters pay: shooting and trapping fee, royalty for the 
animals shot, etc., provided this fee \'v'as market deterrnined. Th1s fee is 
usually fixed on an ad-floc basis without precise consideration for the 
associated costs and benefits and ,vithout any scientific study of the system
atic harvesting ( supply) of the species equivalent to the allo\vable sustained 
annual yield of 'rildJife and the demand. The shooting fee for all the 
shooting bJocks \vilhin a state is the same irrespective of their location, 
convenience of travel (although the cost incurred by the hun ter in reaching 
the block is different for different blocks) and incidence of game. Also, 
the permissible species that can be shot in one block may b~ different in 
another block (therefore, the probable benefit could be different), HO\\'ever, 
as it is, the value of this service could be regarded as the sum tOlal of the 
license and game fees realised during a year. 

\VildJifc is an integral part of the Forestry Sector and is presently 
thriving mainly on the service-grazing. The annual value of this service 
is nlcasurable in terms of (1) the opportunity cost of resources necessary 
(forage, n1cat : the carnivorus animals indirectly depend on the grazing 
:lnilnals they prey upon, 11o,\'crs and fruits, ,\'ater, salr, licks, habitat, etc.) 
l()r the upkeep and Jnaintenance of the d0I11cstic cattle and \vild animals 
grazing in the l()l'ests, and (2) annual in(TlTllcnts in the inventory of the 
\\'ild (lflilnals. 

UThe other goods nnd services have been discussed by the author in a separate paper 
.. forestl y Scctor- I ts contribution to Gross National Product" Indian Forester, Vol. 
103, No. 11 , Novo, 1977. 
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We can possibly conceive two ways of making an estimate of the contribu
tion of wildliJt· resources of the Forestr.:; Sector to the GNP: (1) the cost of inputs 
approach~ and (2) the capital growth approach. In the cost of inputs 
approach it could pertinently be assumed that if the society wants to enjoy 
a certain statu" and level of wildlife, it should be willing to pay annually at 
least as much for the goods and services as would be necessary to maintain 
the ", .. ild animals, up to that status and level, if not more. This means that 
the value of the benefits flowing to the society annually should be at least 
equal to the cost of maintaining the said level and status of wildlife. In 
reality, the benefit may be much higher than the cost, but for the purposes 
of GNP it might be assumed with equanimity that the benefit cost ratio is 
equal to unity, if not more. 

In the capital growth approach, it may be assumed that the annual 
gro\\·th in the number, size and density of the entire wild animal popula
tion is the net output of the Forestry Sector. Both these approaches need 
a census of the country's fauna, the former requiring the absolute number 
during a year and the latter, the annual or periodical rate of growth, as 
rna y be seen fronl the following discussions : 

Tlu Input Approach : 

The economic arguments for the approach are obvious: the society 
desires conservatiun and protection of the wild animal resources and hence 
their public o\\rnership in the country under la\\1. In the absence of forests, 
the suitable habitat and the needed ecological conditions, in the form of 
zoological gardens, etc, could only be created artificially at a cost to the 
society. Ho\v much would the Society be willing to pay for the Nation's 
Wildlife Capital? Theoretically, it should be equal to the initial cost 
necessary for wild animal stocking and establishing its habitat, etc., and 
thereafter, its annual feed and maintenance cost. The inputs for the wild 
animals production process, if vie\ved as a commercial unit, would be : 
suitab1e habitat, ecological conditions and food (forage, salt, water, meat, 
fio,vers, fruits, seeds, etc.), which in the natural state are all provided by 
the forests. Out of these inputs, the cost of the food alone is appreciable. 
The per year fec:ad costs fur th~ different kinds of wild animals (mammals, 
birds, rt'ptiles, anlphibians, fishes) foupd in the country? would be the sum 
total of the "alue of the various kinds of food consumed by these. 
l\llathenlatically it can be represented by the expression: 

PI XqI XNI +P2 xql xN2+ ......... +PnxqnxNn 
n 

or Rs 2: P.q.N 

1 

(1) 

71n the India many species of wild animals are recognized: 500 mammals (Prater, 1965); 
1200 birds (Ripley. 1961); 375 reptiles and 130 amphibians (Smith, 1931, 1935 and 1943) 
and 19000 fishes (Dey, 1876). 
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Where N1 , N 2, •••••.••• Nn-1' Nn etc., represent the population of the 
different species of wild animals; Ql' Q2, •• ' •.•••. qn"u qo, etc., the average 
quantities of food items consumed by these wild spenies; and PI' P9." " .... 
PO-I' Pn, etc., the average prices of the food items, respectively. This method 
can be illustrated by computing the value of one term say PI X ql X N 1, of 
the above equation No.1. An average adult tiger needs about 10 kg of 
meat every day, and roughly 3.65 tons per year, to remain in prime 
condition. As only 60-700/ 0 of each prey animal is edible (the rest being 
hyde, bones, entrails, etc.) each tiger is estimated to prey, assuming no 
wastage, 5.3 tons every year. For maintaining a tiger population of say 4,000 
(Gee, 1964), in India, 20,856 tons of prey animals, or 14,600 tons of meat 
valued at over H.s. 73 million \A/ould be needed yearly. Needless to 
emphasize that the value of 20,856 tons of prey animals would greatly 
outweigh the value of ordinary marketable meat. 

An estimate of the annual feed costs of other species of \vild animals 
can also be made from the actual feed cost of individual members of wild 
animals at a Zoological garden. In Kanpur and Delhi Zoological Parks 
the annual cost.s among others are: Black bear-Rs. 2,263; Black swan, 
Mute swan-Rs. 186 each; Black buck, Chinkara .. Rs. 879; Blue bull 
Rs. 4,505; Clouded leopard-Rs. 1,825; Cockatoo (Kind of parrot)-R. 211; 
Common fox, Jackal, \Vild cat-Rs. 913 each; Crocodilc-Rs. 1,600; 
Elephant-Rs. 10,950 to 17,580; Grey horn biH-Rs. 263; Himalayan bear
Rs. 1,163; Hippopotamus-Rs. 12,580; Hunting cheeta-Rs. 6, i20; Hyaena
Rs. 2,738; Leopard-Rs. 2,738; Lion- Rs. 9,125; Mangoose-Rs. 146; Mynah, 
Bulbul and Thrush-Rs. 204 each; Monkey and langoor-Rs. 548 each; 
Panthar-Rs. 4,563; Parakeets-Rs. 104; Pea fowls-Rs. 150; Porcupine-Rs. 280; 
Rabbit-Rs. 50; Rhinoceros-Rs. 8,213 to Rs. 16,985; Sambhar and Swamp 
deer .. Rs. 1,533; Spotted de6r-Rs. 1,100; Tree pie and Mag pie .. Rs. 109; 
Pheasants, Partridges, Pigeons, Doves-Rs. ) 83; Tortoise-Rs. 296; \Vater 
ducks, goose, grebes and other s\vimming birds-Rs. 46 each; Wild ass
Rs. 1,770; Wild bear-Rs, 825; Wolf-Rs. 1,325. The population of each of 

1 

these "i" species if known, the value could be computed as 2P.Q•N. 

I 

Similar data for sundry species of the country's fauna can be built up 
on the basis of theil' population and the estimated cost of their respective 

n 

feed. The I P.q.N will amount to several million rupees every year. 

1 

Considering that several inputs other than food are needed for the 
upk€ep and Inaintenance of the desired status and level of wildlife" 
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n 2: P.q.N. deri\'ed on the above basis is likely to be an underestimation of 

1 

tht" annual value of wildlife to the society. However, in the absence of any 

n 

other methods of measuring the dynamic aspeots of wildlife, 2: P,q.N. 

1 

\vilJ giyt· an idea of the mute contribution that the \vildlife resources make 
to tl1"~ GNP. 

The main criticism of this approach may perhaps be based upon the 
plau,ibility or other\vise of the assumption that the benefit from wildlife, is 
at least as much as the cost of it's maintenance. It may also be argued 
that the declaration of wildlife as a public property, constituted a purely 
political and su bjective decision, unsupported by facts and economic 
~\nalysis) \\'hatevcr. Ho\vevcr, the fact remains that wildlife is Nation's 
cultural heritage; the decision makers' conclusion that the best way to 
protect the \\'ildJife, \vas, therefore, to declare it a public property, and 
entrust it's mallagelnent to the Wildlife Preservation Organisation, a wing 
of the Forest Ser,-ice. The propriety of the decision might be assailed by 
some, but the fact that the decision was taken at a time when many a \vild 
animal had become extinct (for example, hunting cheeta) and many others 
\vene reaching the point of "no return", lends tremendous credibility to 
the \visdom and farsightedness of this epoch making decision. The in ter
national unanimity of opinion in this context bears ample evidence to the 
sanity and appropriateness of the nleasure adopted. 

The Capital Growth Approach: 

\ViId animal~ represent capital stock which can be sold for scientific, 
recreational and educative values and for their meat, skin, antlers, fat, 
bones, etc. Wildlife also provides valuable sources of physical, emotional 
and psychological benefits to society. The value varies with each species. 
For instance, a shot jungle fowl may be worth Rs. 20 and a killed spotted 
dear Rs. 300·500 but their intrinsic value would be much greater when 
alivt:. The annual reproduction and gro\vth of the forest fauna render 
this economy viable in perpetuity. The assets are prone to progressive 
development under scientific management. For example, the tiger popula
tion in the "Project Tiger" areas in India has reportedly increased from 
258 in 1973 to 470 in 1975 giving an an nual grovvth rat e of about 22%. 
The monetary value of this recurring increment represented by the 
commercial value of the animals adds further to the GNP. 

Assuming a market value of Rs. 20,000 per tiger, the growth in the 
capital value of the tiger in the "Project Tiger" areas alone is more than 
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Rs. 1.14 million per year. This groy/th for the tiger population in the 
country and similarly for all wIld animal species in the country can be 
computed at least theoretically. Expressing mathematically, this value 
would be : 

PI X Ql +P2 X Q'! + ......... Pn-1 X Qn-I +Pn X Qn 

n 

or Rs 2: P.Q. (2) 

Where PI' P2'" ... Pn-I' Pn, etc., represent the prices of the various 
"n" wild animal species in the economy; and Ql' Q2"" ...... Q.n-l' Qn, etc. 
the increase in their respective inventories in the economy during the 
year. 

The contribution of the wild animal resources to the GNP can be 
represen ted by : 

n 

Rs 2: P.Q. 

I 

The assets in respect of certain protected prized animals, such as 
tiger, lion, rhinoceros, leopard (snow and clouded), cat (golden, fishing, 
rusty, spotted, marbled, pallas's), wild buffalo\v, bharal, markhor, thar, 
black buck, swamp deer, musk deer, pygmy hog, great white crane, pheas
ant (chir, monal, peacock), pink headed duck, crocodile, etc., can be 
judged from the value any wildlife trader/zoological park/circus, etc., 
would be wil1ing to pay for these animals in the \vorld market. For 
example, the value of the rhinoceros at present varies from Rs. 0.2 to 0.5 
million, and this price would be the value-added to the economy in 
case the rhino population increased by one. This price, undoubtedly, in 
the absence of free market, will always be highly subjective. But for 
purposes of making estimates of GNP, some accepted norms, in consulta
tion with the world traders in \vildlifc and wildlife experts, can always be 
worked out periodically. P"ese1lt/y, the capital growth of wildlife is not being 
recorded and reported 10 the CSU. There is thus a pressing need for carrying 
out the wild animal's census periodically, say, once in three years, to 
evaluate the rate of increase in the capital stock. 

IV. Contribution of the Dynamic Aspects of Wildlife 

n n 

For computing 2: P.q.N. and 2 P.Q., the number of animals in the 

1 1 
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country is an inlportant variable. And, accurate census of wildlife is a 
difiicult job. Estimates for the saIne could, however, be made through 
sample surveys conducted periodically. 'rhe census work is a specialized 
job and is beyond the scope of this paper. Ho\vever, the need and aptness 
of periodic censuses of the various species, especialJy of the important ones 
(to start with) need pronlpt identification. 

n 

The \vildlife capital growth and the value of the expression ~ P. Q. 
1 

which are not being reckoned at present, \-vi)] give a realis~ic picture of the 
contribution of \viJdJife to the Gross National Product. In this method, 
besides the gro\\'th rate of each species of wild animals, another important 
variable difficult to determine is the price of different species. In the 
absence of a ready Inarket, it is bound to be highly subjective. 

n 

The cost of input approach leading to ~ P.q.N. gives the second best 

1 

estimate of the contribution of wildlife resources to the GNP. For com put
n 

ing 2: P.q.N., the cost of food items may be easy to find, and in any case, 

1 
"shado\v prices" for these can be worked out. If the census figures of wild 
animals are kno\vn, the value of this expression can be cGtlculated. 
Adoption of either of the above two methods, will obviously give measures 
for the evaluation of the presently intangible services produced by wildlife 
resources. 
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Abstract 

Rhesus monkey. a laboratory subject of biologists, psychologists, anthropo~o .. 
gists and medical scientists, since the last century, is fast vanishin g from it's natural 
habitat in North India owing to several reasons. This decline has greatly pressed 
th~ need to protect the natural reserves of this species, plrticularly in the forest area. 
In this preliminary study an attempt was made to estimate the population of rhesus 
monkeys in Dehra Dun forests Approximately 1147 monkeys were counted in 74 
km2 of different forest parts, (a) Siwalik Range, northern slopes-573 monkeys in 32 
km:!. (b) Siwalik Range, southern slopes-272 monkeys in 27 km2 and (c) Himalayan foot 
hill side-302 monkeys in 15 km2. About 15.5 monkey lived per km2 and group of 
38.S individuals occupied about 2.5 km2 of a forest area. The social composition of 
groups is discussed. Some factors which influence the survival of this species are 
discussed, which are directly or indirectly under human control. 

I. Introduction 

The "Se\valik hills" near Dehra Dun were abounded \vith "wild 
elephants, .. tigers (shere dharidar), sloth bears (jhabur), leopards (shere 
guldar), hyenas (lukur bugha), the jerow (maha or sambar), spotted deer 
(cho\vsingha), the gooral, barking deer (khakur), pigs, porcupines, 
monkeys, lan~ur of Himalaya, hog deer (parha) and huge pythons" \"Tote 
\Villiams (1874: 18) more than a century back. Among these species, the 
monkeys (Afacaca mulatta) and langurs (Presby tis entellus) seem to be 
successfully competing in their struggle for existence "vithout human pro
tection. South\vick et a1. (1961a: 538) surveyed the rhesus monkey 
population in the villages of Dchra Dun and reported that approximately 
11 % villages were with resident monkey groups. Surpri'ingJy in 1974, 
\vhen ,"'e started exploring for monkeys in Doon Valley, not even a single 
group ,,'as located in villages. However, we found groups in urban areas, 
e.g., Hard\\'ar (5 groups), Rishikesh (3 groups), Mussoorie (2 groups) 
and 2 monkeys in the city of Dehra Dun. South\~/ick et al (1961 b:698) 
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had long back warned that the tolerance of viI1agers in India toward 
monkeys was decreasing and that the survival of the monkeys inhabiting 
villages in Northern India; and which constitute 46% of the total rhesus 
monkey population, was in danger. 

Southwick et al. (1961 b: 698) and Lindburg (1971; 1) also pointed 
out that the sampling of forest d",,'elling population \vas insufficient. We 
undertook the assessment about the current state of rhesus monkeys in 
the forests of Doon Va)Jey, and the results of our observations (June
Noverrlber, 1975) on the number of rhesus are reported in this paper. 

II. Study area 

Doon Valley is bordered by the Si\valik Hills in the South and the 
Himalayan foothills in the North. On its East and West flow the Ganges 
and the Yamuna rivers, respectively. Approximately 1100 km2 of the 
Valley area is covered by tropical, mixed, deciduous fc)rests. For the 
purpose of the prescrlt study three areas were selected in different parts of 
this forest region (Fig. 1), thus: 

(a) Siwalik Southern Side-27 km2 of the IvIohand Range 
(b) Shvalik Northern Side-32 km2 of the Asarori Range 
(c) Himalayan Foothill Side-15 km! of the Jhajra Range. 

All these th ree areas are characterised by typicaJ "Tarai" and 
"Bhabar" area vegetations. The physical features of the VaHey are 
described by Lindburg (197J:I, 1976: 2(1) and Pirta (1977-78: 123). 

III. Method of study 

The base camp was established at the Asarori Forest Rest House 
situated about 13 km from the city of Dehra Dun. The aim "vas to 
collect information on size and conlposition of all the rhesus monkey 
groups located in the above mentioned study ~reas. \Vhenever a group 
was encountered, it \vas followed from fe\v minutes to several hours at a 
stretch. SOlnetimcs nlaize grains were given to monkeys, so as to enable 
us to observe them from a closer range. 

After reaehing in a particular area we went around on foot, follo\\-
ing ravines, raos, forest roads, forest lanes etc. in search of monkey 
gr(IUps. In each \\'alk we travelled from 5 km to approximately 40 km, 
taking cucs of tnonkeys from sounds, foot prints, human beings, faecal 
nlattel", and in the.lalt'l' stages, by calling thenl by making the sound 
"./\1\00, ,,\1\00" 

·rh·~ results presented in this paper al'e based on the surveys con
ducted during- June to No\'enlber, 1975, i.e., just after the breeding season. 
E;a h. grl>llp \"as counted after proper identification, and each lnember of 
the gr,,)llp was placed in one of the four age--sex categories, viz., adult 
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Frgure 1. Location of study areas and rhesus monkey groups. 
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males, adult females, juveniles and infants. The criteria of classifi.catiol'l 
was based on Southwick et al (1961a:538). All counts were made visually 
by the first author (R.S.P.). 

IV. Observations 

Group Composition: 29 groups of rhesus monkeys with 1147 indivi
duals inhabited the forest area of 74 km2• The average group size of 
38.5 individuals comprised 4.1 adult males, 12 adult females, 15.1 juve
niles and 7.3 infants. The group size and composition of monkeys noted 
in the three areas of forest are given in Table 1, and are discussed below. 

Table 1: Ir.cidence and group composition of rhesus monkeys observed in forest 
areas of Doon Valley -Loc:ltion Area Groups Km2 per Group Size Group Composition 

km2 counted group Range Average MM FF jJ II 

Siwalik Southern 
Side (Mohand Range) 27 8 3.4 17 .. 45 34.0 4.7 11 2 J1.4 6.6 
Siwalik Northern 
Side (As:uori Range) 32 13 2.5 4-100 44.0 3.6 13 0 20.1 7.3 
Himalayan Foothill 
Side (Jhajra Range) 15 8 2.0 2.'-65 37.7 4. J 11.5 14.0 8.1 

On the whole 74 29 2.5 4-100 385 4.1 12.0 15. I 73 -MM :-Adult males; FF :-Adult females; JJ : -Juveniles; II ;-lnfants 
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(a) Sivva1ik Southern Side: 8 groups \vere located in 27 km2 of 
forest of this area, which yielded an average of one group per 3.4 km2• 

Of the total 272 individuals counted in this area, 14% were adult males, 
33.1 % adult fenlales, 33.4% juveniles and 19.5% infants. A composition 
of 4.7 adult n1ales, 11.2 adult females, 11.4 juveniles and 6.6 infants made 
an average group of 34 individuals. This area forms a part of Rajaji 
Sanctuary, but \ve came across two cases of illicit trapping of monkeys 
during our survey. 

(b) Siwalik Northern side: This area of 32 km2 has been ex
tensively surveyed (Pirta, 1977-78:123) since June, 1973. The 13 groups 
of monkeys located involved 573 individuals, of which 8.4% were adult 
males",,29.2% adult females, 45.7% juveniles and 16.7% infants. An 
average group of 44 individuals \vas composed of 3.6 adult males, 13 
adult females, 20 juveniles and 7.3 infants. 

Of these 13 groups, only 3 \vere found raiding the crops frequently. 
Tra pping in this area \,'as done by the Psychology Department of Meerut 
University, in which a total of 139 individuals (6 adult males, 
49 adult females, 48 juveniles and 36 infants) were removed for 
experimental studies during the years 1974 and 1975. 

(c) Himalayan Foothill Side: In this 15 km2 of forest area, 8 
groups of rhesus monkeys \vere observed yielding an average of one group 
per 2 km2 area. An average group of 37.7 individuals consisted 4.1 
adult males, 11.5 adult females, 14 juveniles and 8.1 infants. Of the total 
302 individuals counted, 10.9% were adult males, 30.5% adult females, 
37.1% juveniles and 21.5% infants. Six groups in this area were frequent 
visitors of agricultural fields. 

population Composition: Of the total 1147 individuals counted in the 
three forest areas, 1 n.4% \vere adult males, 30.5% adult females, 40.6% juve
niles and 18.5% infants. 1'he socionomic sex ratio \vas 1 (adult male) to 3 
( adult females) ~ and the adult female to juvenile ratio \\'as 1: 1.4 (Table 2). 

1'he total forest area in Doon VaHey is approximately 1100 km2• 

Table 2: Population composition of rhesus monkeys in different forest areas 

Location No. of 
monkeys 
counted MM FF JJ II MM . FF FF JJ 

0' 01 0' O! 
10 /0 /0 ,0 

Siwalik Southern Side 272 1~.O 3'1.1 33.4 19.5 1 2.4 1 }.07 
Siwalik Nurthern Side 57J 8.4 29.2 45.7 16.7 1 3.6 1 1.20 
Himalayan Foothill Side 302 ) 0.9 30.5 37.1 21.5 1 2.8 1 1.20 

On the whole 1147 10.4 30.5 40.6 18.5 29 1.40 
-----
1'hc present survey revealed that an average group of 38.5 individuals is 
located In 2.5 km2 of forest area. It estilnates the total population of 
rhesus monkeys in the forests of Doon \la1Jey to be approxin1ately 16,720. 
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It is remarkable to note that South'A'ick et al. (1961b: 698), \vho 
counted about iOOO n10nkeys in different habitats of Northern India, 
found only about 9.5/~ juveniles in the total population, \vhile percentage 
of adult males (21. 4~~), adult females (43.6) and infants (25.5%) was 
much higher. According to these investigators, such a difference was due 
to "intensive trapping pressure" directed against the juveniles. In their 
survey, they counted 5 forest groups in Corbett National Park (4 groups) 
and in a forest near Nainital (1 group). The percentage of juveniles was 
higher tha11 other classes but lo\\'er than females. However, in Lind
burg's (1971: 1) and the present surveys, the juveniles ''''ere found to out
number all other classes. Although in Ccrbett Ndtiona] Park, trapping 
of monkeys is prohibited but it is possible tbat large cats and hawl{s pref 
upon the young monkeys resulting in 10\\' juvenile population (Tripathi, 
J.C., Zoological Survey of India; personal communication). 

Pirta (1977-78: 123) compared the group size of monkeys in naturally 
protected and unprotected areas of Dehra Dun forest. The monkeys in 
unprotected areas were found to ha ve a smaller group size. Siddiqi and 
Soutll\vick (1975: 36) also reported that in comparison with unprotected 
groups, the protected groups in urban areas showed higher birth rates, 
lo\\'er infant nl0rtality and lower adult loss, resulting in higher annual 
population turn over. Probably the same factor (trapping pressure) 
aCCOlll,ts for the differences in the group size of 50, 28 and 32 individuals 
respectively of forest monkeys reported in surveys conducttd by South
\vick et al. (1961b: 698), NevilJe (1968: 110) and Jay and Lindburg 
(in Lindburg, 1971: 1). 

The 8 groups of Siwalik Northern Side were previously countea in 
1974 and the average group size "vas found to comprise 51.5 individuals. 
During 1974 and 1975, monkeys were trapped from these groups (Pirta, 
1977-78: 123). When counted again in 1975, the average group size came 
do\\'n to 47.4 individuals (Table 3), and at present it stands at 44 indivi
duals due mainly to the trapping in this region discussed in ahove para
graph. 

Table 3: Changes in group composition after Trapping in Siwalik Northern Side 

No. of No. of 
groups monkeys 

Before trapping 
(June·July, 1974) 8 412 
After trapping 
(June-July, 1975) 8 379 
Present Study 13 573 

v. 

Group size 
Range Average 

11-127 51.5 

4-100 47.4 
4·100 4~.0 

Discussion 

Group composition 
MM FF JJ n 

4.9 15.0 22.7 9.0 

4.4 J4.4 20.9 7.75 
3.6 13.0 20.1730 

Ecodevelopment implies the development of a given population, in 
harn10ny \vith the ecological, the economic, the social and the cultural 
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factors. For the growth of rhesus monkeys, all these factors need to be 
kept in mind. These macaques have become a highly economical species 
due to their use in biomedical and other life sciences researches (South
wick, 1975: 32), but their natural habitat (forest) is fast diIninishing due 
to human interference, deforestation and the economic forestry plans, 
The changes in the attitudes of the villagers and hygenic attitudes of the 
urban people are important social factors inhibiting the growth of this 
species. For centuries, this monkey has enjoyed a semisacred slatus in 
Hindu Culture, and the rapid c.hange in the religious thoughts gf younger 
generation is harmful for the development of these macaques. If these 
social and cultural attitudes are not modified, the 80% of the rhesus 
monkey population inhabiting the urban areas of Northern India may 
probably become extinct in next few years. 

The rhesus monkey population of Doon Valley represents a valuable 
resource for ecological and behavioral research. 'The studies which requiJe 
tra pping of monkeys should be restricted to certain selected groups. The 
indiscriminate trapping in the forest, and forcibly caging several monkeys 
in one cage made for housing just one animal (as had been the practice 
of Psychology Department of Meerut University), is not only unethical 
but also a misuse of this valuable animal. The words of Lorenz (1976: 64) 
should be treated as an instruction : "it is imperative to take only such 
animals as, under the conditions that can be offered, really live instead 
of just dying slowly." 

The large human colonies of 100 to 3,000 porson8 have come up in 
the interior forest areas (especially in the Rajaji Sanctuary). They culti
vate the recently cleared forest till the new plantation comes up. They 
are a big threat to the surrounding wild life especially the monkeys 
because the monkeys concentrate around the cult iva ted land and become 
habi tuated to human beings to be an easy prey for the trappers. In our 
interrogations with the people living in such colonies, it was noticed that 
they were afraid to report against trapping of the monkeys in these 
areas because of the threats by the poachers. These forestry practices, 
designed to squeeze the last rupee out of jungles, must be radically 
reoriented. The outlook of accountant must be oriented to a wider vision 
of the educational and ecological value of the totally undisturbed areas 
of \viJdcrness. Finally, we equivocalIy agree \vith Lorenz (1976: 75) \\·ho 
mentioned: "I take very seriously the task of awakening, in as many 
people as possible, a deeper understanding of 2l\\'C-inspiring ,,"onder of 
nature and I am fanatically eager to gain proselytes." 
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WILDLIFE CENSUS AND MONI~rORING IN INDIA 
A REVIEW 

By 
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Abstract 

There has been a general lack of a coordinated systematic policy for wildlife 
census in India and only a few records of census of some important species like Asiatic 
lion are available. As a result the data available on wildlife is very meagre. Studies 
on population dynamics of various animal species are practically non-existent. Only 
very recently a national attempt of censusing the tiger was made in 1972 before launch
ing the Project Tiger. 

The paper reviews some of the census operations which have been carried out 
in different parts of the country. particularly census of tiger and the lion and discusses 
the methodology adopted. the informltion obtained and need for refinement of techni
ques with a view to monitoring periodic changes, preparation of life tables and study 
of population dynamics as important tools in wildlife management. 

The paper also 5uggests standardization of techniques for population estimates 
for different species so that properly reliable estimates initially comparable can be 
obtaind and reliable forecasts of population trends can be made. 

I. Introduction 

The term "\vildlife census" is normall y used for the process of 
estimating the wildlife population including the collection of data concern
ing animal numbers and age and sex classification. In a general sense 
the terln as used in India, includes census estimates, census index, and 
other forms of sample censuses. 

Since populations of wild animals rarely are static monitoring of 
aninlal populations in a time series and their analysis are important con
sideration~ in any understanding of the ecology of a given animal species, 
and its management. The term 'Population dynamics' is used for the 
study of structural changes in a given population and the dynamics of its 
gro\\,th. It studies "the age and sex com position" of a popUlation and 
the forces controlling the past and future composition of their numbers. 
Fluctuations of numbers almost invariably are accompanied by changes in 
structure. A study of population dynamics therefore provides knowledge 
of the internal \\'orkings of a population and gives a good indication of 
any probable future changes in the animal population, its groV\"th and 
health, its ecological relationship "'ith the range and provides a numerical 
measure to the effects of any \\"ildIife management effort. 

·Currently Director, Wildlife Environmental Research & Education Forest Research , 
Institute and Colleges, P.O New Forest, Debra Dun. 
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In this paper an attempt has been made to study some of the \\ ild
life census operations which have been conducted in this country for the 
past few years. The analysis has been made of the methodology of the 
censuses adopted, the results obtained, their reliability, consistency and 
the depth of information regarding the structure of the poputa tion for 
purposes of study of population dynamics. Though scattered attempts 
at estimation of various aninlal populations have been n1ade in various 
parts of the country, systematic continuous inventories are rare. As a 
consequence only those censuses have been analysed in this paper for 
\vhich continuous census data has been collected over the past few years 
\vith some sort of a regularity. An attempt has also been made at suggest
ing modifiAltions in the census techniques as \vell as the depth and quality 
of data collection. Methodology for study of population dynamics have 
also been discussed. 

II. Census of the Asiatic Lion in Gir Forests 

The Gir forests of Gujarat State are now the only known pre
serve of the Asiatic lion in the \\'orld, being confined to nearly 'iCO km area 
in the erstwhile Junagadh State, thanks to the special protection measures 
taken by the erstwhile ruler and subsequently by the Govt. of Gujarat by 
declaring the G ir forests as a sanctuary for the lion. Regular census 
of the lion population has been done for thQ last 30 years no\v at roughly 
5-years interval. Dharamkumarsinhji (1969) h~s reported the results 
of 1950 to 1968 census as summarised in Table 1. 

Year 

1950 

1955 

1963 

1968 
(May 28-29) 

(June 2.6) 

Male Female 

179 to 187 

141 100 

82 134 

48 80 

55 ~9 
5 10 

--by visual count. 
O_by pug marks. 

Table 1 

Cubs 

40 

49 

69 

38 

51 

Total 

219-227 

290+24 reported in the 
Bombay State area of the 
Gir forests. 

285 

The 1950 census was carried out by measuring and counting the 
pug marks of the lion and as such can be more appropriately called a 
census index. The Inethod used 'was that on a specified date in sun1mer 
all t he lion pug Inarks ncar various \vater holes were cleared and then on 
the next day fresh pug nlurks on the water holes were counted and their 
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length and breadth measurements ,,'ere recorded with the help of n1arking 
sticks u~ing different colour sticks for length and breadth. With the help 
of these Ineasurenlents the estimates of the population were obtained. 
Classifica tion of nlale and female was not done and adults and sMb .. adults 
\,'ere grouped in one category and cubs were grouped in another category. 

The san) e luethod \vas repeated in the year 1955 but here classifica
tion of InaJe, fen1ale and cubs has been done separately. In 1963 the 
census \\'as conducted by the Forest Department and initially it was 
intended to do visual count by marking the aninlals but later on this plan 
,,'as abandoned and old method of counting pug marks was followed 
(Dharanl kumarsinhji 1969). In 1968, the census was again conducted 
1))" the Forest Department \vith the help of R.S. Dharamkumarsinhji,. 
'The method of visual counting on baits was followed though a preliminary 
pu g nl~ rk survey \vas also conducted (Table 1). 

Since there is only one known population of the Asiatic lion in the 
Gir forests and the entire population is supposed to be counted, it may be 
ca)Jed a complete census. Hov:ever, analysis of the population shows 
ohv ious discrepancies and a lot of subjectivity in the interpretation of the 
census index used in the first 3 censuses, i.e. the classification of the popu
lation into male, fenlale and cubs on the basis of length and breadth ratio 
of the pu~ marks \vith the help of the marking sticks. Comparing the 
1955 census ,,·ith the 1963 census it is observed that whereas the sex ratio 
in the 1955 census was 140 nl,tles to 100 females, in the 1963 census it is 
82 males to 134 females 01 a sex ratio of61:100, i.e. a drop of more than 
100% in the ratio of adult males in the population though in terms of 
absolute numbers the total population in 1955 and 1963 is almost constant. 
Side by side the number of cubs has increased from 49 to 69 giving 
the mother to cub ratio of 100:51 in ]963 against the ratio of 100:49 in 
1955. Though the cubs are not sexed, during the 8 years period froln 
1955 to 1963 it ,,'ould appear that all the maturing cubs were only females 
and mos t of the mortality was confined to adult males only as the num
ber of fenlale population has risen from 100 to 134 while the number of 
Inale population has come down from 141 to 82 only. Both these assump· 
tions appear highly unlikely and therefore it can be safely concluded that 
the interpretation of the census index of classifying pug marks into male 
and female has been a highly subjective operation (lnd as such makes any 
population analysis almost inlpossible. 

During 1968, prior to visual counting, censusing of lion \V~s done by 
enu111erating the foot prints (Dharmkumar~inhji, 1964) ,,,·hich is also 
given in TabJe 1. Though the total fiugres arrived at by the t\\'o 
Inethods are fairly close to each other the classification into males, 
feJuales and cubs is highly erratic. While the visual count places the 
Iltmlber of males as 55 the number of males as classified by pug marks 
is only 48-a difference of seven. In case of females the number as per 
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visual count is 56 while on the basis of pug marks the figure is 80-a 
difference of 24, while the number of cubs as per visual count is 51 and 
as per the pug marks evidence it is 38-a difference of 13. It is therefore 
evident that even a broad sex and age classification based on pug-mark 
evidence is highly subjective, and cannot be relied upon. 

This subjectivity in the interpretation of pug marks not only renders 
the previous figures in classification highly unreliable but would also seem 
to be placing a premium on the use of visual count method as more 
reliable than the pug mark census which was followed earlier, though 
how duplication in counting could be avoided without following any form 
of marking procedure, is not understood. 

With the above highly variable classification it was not possible to 
arrive at any conclusion regarding the correct sex ratio or a mother-cub 
ratio. In 1955 census the mother: cub ratio was 100 : 49, in 1963 census 
it is 100 : 51 \\"hile in the 1968 census it becomes 100: 91. 

To uJ:derstand the population dynamics of the lion better, it is 
suggested that in future censuses the lion population may be grouped on 
the basis of the number of prides and the composition of each pride re
corded because in the case of the lion a pride can be taken as a basic 
structural unit, for the study of population dynamics. 

III. Winter track census of Palamau National Park 

A sample census of wildlife in the 'Palamau National Park' on an 
annual ba£is, in permanently demarcated, parallel, census tracks has been 
started by Mishra and is carried out on 7th January each year. The first 
sue h sam pIe census was however done on 4-1-1970 and has been re peated 
andUally. 

The object of the ¢ensus as defined by Mishra (1970) 'is not to 
enUlncrate the exact number of animals residing in the park but to obtain 
a figure of minimum nurnber of wild animals residing thrrein. If on these 
fixed tracks every year a census is carried out during the fixed period of 
the year, it would surely reveal the increasing or diminishing trend in the 
population of wildlife. This trend is of utmost importance to the \vild
life conservationist' 

The method of laying out the number of tracks has been described 
in detail by Mishra (1970). In all, 147 track lines, nearly 400-500 yards 
apart, have been laid out in the.5 different census blocks in which the 
area of the park has been dh·ided. No census track is more than 5 miles 
in length and the tracks have been laid in a manner that the track men 
may easily move to the starting points of their track line. Enumeration 
figures of the various animals in the park for the period 1970-73 as re
ported in the various \vinter track cenSllS reports of Mishra (1970, 1971 ~ 
1972a and 1972b) are summarifed in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

Name of animJI Number of animals as per will ter track census 
1~70 1971 1973 1972 

1. Tiger 12 14 6 2 
2. Leopard 1 4 1 0 
3. Hynae 2 3 4 0 
-I. \Volf 12 1 4 0 
5. \Vild dog 0 9 0 0 
6. Elephlnt 0 6 17 24 
7. Gaur ()I 81 53 73 
8 Sambhar 139 148 125 160 
\.). Blue bull 7 14 15 20 

10. Cheet.d 597 625 541 623 
11. Backing Deer 62 95 65 94 
12. Wild Boar 263 333 251 349 
13. Bear 2 7 I 3 
14. Pe.l Cock 123 213 182 )SI 
15. forcupine 0 5 0 0 

The study of the conlparative figures for the last four censuses, as 
per Table 2, sho\\'s that in spi te of the clearly defined objective no con
crL'te conclusion can be dra\vn regarding population trends on the basis 
of the salllple census undertaken. For instance, the population of ele
phants in 1970 is found to be nil, in 1971 it is 6, in 1972 it is 17, and in 
J 973 it is 24. It could not be argued that there were no elephants in the 
area in 1970 and suddenly in 4 years the population has become 24. 
Similarly for large populations like those of Sambhar, Cheetal or Gaur 
\vith adequate and regular dispersal a definite trend could have been 
obtained, the figures do not give any indication. It is therefore clear 
that there is something evidently vvrong in the method of the sample 
census. Chaudhari (1971) has suggested among other things that the 
a verage and maximum sighting distances should be assessed for each strip 
to give the \vidth of the strip enumerated which can be projected over 
the entire park, less the areas of hills \vhich has been excluded from the 
purvie\\' of the strips. 

The "'inter track census in Palamau National Park is an exercise in 
sampling both in time as ,veil as in space. Any sampling census design 
\\"ill therefore ha\'e to account for errors caused due to variance through 
time and vaT iance through space. 

As an illustration: if on the same strip a second or a third count is 
repeated on successive days the figures for each strip and each animal 
\vill be different giving a certain measure of variance in time. Similarly 
in a spatial distribution the probability of sighting a given animal is a 
combination of (a) the distance at \vhich the animal is flushed, (b) the 
cover type, (c) the dispersal of the animal throughout the range and its 
preference for a particular micro habitat .. 
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The variability in time can be measured by repeating the census on 
2 or 3 successive days on the same strips, tabulating the variation for 
each species and statistically culcating the variance together \"lith mean 
value, or taking the coefficient of variation as a measure of temporaral 
varIatIon. Populations wi th high coefficient of variations will require 
more repetitions. 

Regarding ~patial distribution it \vilJ be desirable to measure the 
flushing/sighting distance of each animal with its vertical projection on 
the track line. The sighting distance can be used as a measure of the 
probahility 'p/ of sighting an individual animal and population P r from 

which it is dra\\'n can be taken as Pr=~ and a nleasurc of total population 
Pr 

can be given by P ~-= ~ Pr == ~ ~ (Haine's modification of King's method) 
Pr 

and Pr = 2~r where dr =Flushing distance, D=Length of the area (Dis-

tance between t\\'O successive transacts). 1'he shortcomings of the \vinter
tract census can therefore be summarised as follows: 

The objective set for the winter track census is stated as not to 
enumerate the exact number of animals but to obtain a mInImum figure. 
Ho\vever, no attempt has been made in designing this experiment to : 

(1) measure the reliability of the estimate of this minimum number 
at any given count, i.e. to allow for chance fluctuations in terms of time 
and space and measure these fluctuations so that over a span of time the 
trends can be clearly interpreted in terms of (a) fluctuations due to chance 
variati0ns, and (b) real changes in numbers, 

(2) highly territorial animals like tiger and leopard should not be 
censused by strip Inethod of sampling as their number can be ascertained 
by territory-mapping method using cooperation census techniques, 

(3) animals \vith small populations like wolf, hynae, wild-dogs and 
bear can also be censused through (a) use of census indices, (b) study of 
known population concentrations, 

(4) the method of track census can be limited only to species \vith 
large populations, and wider more homogeneous dispersion like bison, 
sambar, cheetal, barking deer, wild boar and peacock. 

Suggestiolls : 

The following modifications in the track census technique as adopted 
in Palamau National Park are therefore suggested: 

(1) The sample census count should be i'cpeated at least 3 times to 
measure the variability in time and mean variations. 

(2) The sighting distances should be estimated side by side \vith 
sighting of each individual animal noting at the same time the cover type 
\vhere the sighting is made. 
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An estitnate of the population can be n1ade from the formula 

1 
Dx E-

d 2 r 

and the density of the population can be given by the formula 

1 
Density = L 

"'here L ~~ length of the plot and Land d r are measured in same units. 

A Tllcasure of variance of the estinlate is obtained by estimating the 
density (01' total population) from each transact and then calculating the 
variance alnong these estimates. 

(3) The animals sighted should be c1assified both for their sex and 
ages as \\'as done for the first census and appf'ars to have been given up 
in the ~ ubsrquent census. No study of population dynamics is possible 
"ithout such a classification and building up a time series of observations. 

IV Black Buck Survey at Point Calemere Sanctuary in Tamil Nadu 

l'he area of 4120.7 acres at Point Calemere in Tanjore District of 
'ramil Nadu contains one of the biggest concentrations of the few pockets 
of the black-buck population \\:hich exists in the country today. T\\,o 
censuses-Daniel (1967) and Nair (1974) have been made. Daniel esti .. 
lnated the population in 1967 at nearly 750 animals vvhile Nair's census 
in 1974 has placed this number at 333, i.e. a reduction of more than 1/2 
over a period of 7 years. The details of the t\\'O censuses are reproduced 
in Table 3 and Table 4 belo\\T : 

In 1967, census was conducted on 25th May. Daniel used direct 
visual counting technique. Most of the black buck popUlation was con
centra ted in the Foreshore area which is a coastal strip about 1/2 mile 
,vide. Entire strip \vas censused by Daniel and V Subbaiah walking 
abreast along the centre of the strip and counting all the anilnals along 
the strip to\\'ards their right and left respectively. For forested areas, all 
the areas kno\vn to be holding black buck were visited and animals 
counted. 

Table 3 (Daniel 1967) 

Male Female 
No, of Sub. Sub. Un- Total Esti-

Area herds Ad. Ad. Ad. Ad Fawns sexed Cound mate 

Foreshore 41 128 24 219 30 23 125 549 600 
Forest 6 25 4 66 9 2 4 110 ISO 

Tot31 : 47 153 28 2R5 39 25 129 659 750 

Herd size ranges between 3 and 47; normal 12. 
Average Flushing distance-300 yards. 
Ad.=AduJt Sub-Ad. - Sub-adult 
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Table 4 (Nair, S.S. 1974) 

Males Females 
Adults 

Bilek Yellow YelrJings Total Adult Yearlings 

37-39 7-9 12 58 258 15 

Herd composition: 1. Hetro sexuJI groups··54 sightings. 
Rlnge of herd·size-2-129 
Average herd·size-23 

2. Unisexual groups-26 sjghtings. 
(a) Only maJes-17 groups. 

Average size-4 
(b) Only females-9 groups 

Average ~ize-15 

Total Fawns 
----

273 2 

In 1974, census was conducted by S.S. Nair from 19th to 27th 
October, 1974. The method used consists of : 

(1) direct visual counting, 

(2) suitable route determined by zig-zagging from one end to another 
end of the sanctuary dividing the maid an into 15 triangular plots, 

(3) herds \vere stalked and approached with the least disturbance to 
the animals, 

(4) counting, sexing and classification was done ,vith the help of 
"7 X 50" binaculars, 

(5) 85 animal sightings were made in 9 sorties, 

(6) on consecutive days herds were counted alternately in the fore
noon/afternoon in plots 1-9. 

Both Daniel and Nair have used visual counting method but have 
adopted a different approach in sub-dividing the area for counting. 
The zig-zag path followed hy Nair unless demarcated on the ground 
appears difficult to have been followed each time in all the 9 sorties. 
Though both Daniel and Nair have tried to make age and sex classifica
tion, the classification follo\ved is not uniform as Nair recognsied 3 age 
groups in the males \vhile Daniel has recognised only 2 age groups. The 
sex ratio in Daniel's survey is 54 males to 100 fen1ales \vhilc in Nair's 
survey it is 17.23 to 100 females which sho\vs a heavy mortality in males 
as compared to females. It fact the female population (\vhich is sexed) 
in Daniel's survey and the female population in the Nair's survey is more 
or less constant with a lnarginal decrease but the male population has 
dropped to nearly 1/3rd in 1974. The doe: fawn ratio in Daniel's survey 
is 100:8.77 \vhile in Nair's survey this ratio has dropped to 100:0.77. 
Nair has reported that 7 females appear pregnant. The difference in the 
doe-fawns ratio lnay partly be attributed to the difference in the period 
of census as peak t:nvlling is expected sometimes in Novelnber-December 
and the previous year's births have been grouped in yearlings. Taking 
into account the pregnant females the deo-fa\vn ratio becolnes 100:3.5 as 
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again~t 100:8.77 in Daniel's survey. The reproductive rate in this 
population is very lo\v as adult fema}( s are capable of producing one 
young per year (Schaller, 1967). This shows that this population is not 
breeding PlOP"!;" The reduction in this population from 750 to 333 is a 
lllatter of serious concern. However, the reduction in the number of 
males also sugciests a hunting pressure which may be entirely due to 
poaching. A study to investigate the poor reproductive rate is calJed for 
in vie,,' of the rare nature of this population which is one of the last con
centrations of this species in the country. 

I t is also suggested that a standard age and sex classification pattern 
shculd be ado pted for the population census and census should be repeated 
hiannually fur the species. The period of census should be (i) during 
peak-rutting, and (ii) immediately after peak-fa\vning. Since the area is 
t00 small u~e of drive census method can be made to estimate the popu
lation more cleaIiy. 

V. Tiger Census 

The estimate of tiger:; in the country has always been a wild guess. 
Gee (1966) estimated the existence of 40,000 tigers at the end of the 19th 
century and abollt 4,000 tigers in 1965. According to Corbett (1955) the 
number of tigers was not n:orf' then 2,COO. Sankhala (J 970) estimated 
the Humber of tigers existing in the country to be about 2,500. Singh 
(1969) has estimated tiger population in U .P. as 481. However, a coun
try\\'ide Tiger Census was done in the year 1972 to assess the status of 
the tiger, after the Survival Service Comrnission of the I.U.C.N. had 
dra\vn pointed attention to the threatened existence of the Royal B.engal 
tiger (Panthera tigris tigris) and the need for its complete protection. The 
result of the 1972 tiger census is given in Table 5. 

Table S· 

No. of No. of 
State tigers State tigers 

Andhra Pradesh 35 Maharashtra 160 
Arunachal Pradesh 62 Mizoram Not counted 
Assam 147 Mysore (Karnatake 10, 
Bihar 85 Nagaland 80 
Goa Orissa 142 
Gujarat 8 Rajasthan 74 

Haryana Tamil Nadu 33 

Kerala 60 Tripura 7 

Manipur 1 Uttar Pradesh 26:! 

Madhya Pradesh 457 West Bengal ,3' 

Meghalaya 32 (excluding 4/5 
of Sunderbans) 

Total 1827 

·Report Project Tiger, Inoia-1972 
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Census technique 

The methodology adopted for this national census has been called 
as "Cooperation census" (Chaudhari, 1970 & 1972). The method con
sists of the fol1owing basic operations : 

The States having tiger habitats were grouped into 5 zones 
each under a Zonal Coordinator : 

(i) Northern Zone Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. 

(ii) Eastern Zone 

(iii) Central Zone 

(iv) lVestern Zone 

(v) Southern Zone 

Bengal, Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, 
MeghaJaya, Mizoram, Milnipur, and 
Tripura. 

Madhya Pradesh and Orissa. 

Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Goa and Gujarat. 

Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and 
Karnataka. 

Each State \vithin the zone was placed under a Chief Coordinator. 
Each Division was a separate unit under a Chief Organizer. Each Range 
was placed under an Organizer. The smallest enumeration unit ,,'as 
either a beat or a counting sheet and the initial enumeration \vas done by 
the Beat Guard called a participant or cooperator. The \vork of 5 or 6 
participants or cooperators \vas coordinated by a Coordinator. 

The areas of Ranges/Divisions \vas divided into counting sheets. 
The division into counting sheets \vas based on terri torial habits of the 
tiger and \vas roughly a Forest Guard's beat. Firstly the presence or 
absence of the tiger was shown on the counting sheet by the coordinator 
indicating whether there ,vas a tiger in his area or anywhere in his adjoin
ing counting sheets. The evidence could be based on personal kno\v
ledge, personal sightin~, evidence of cattle lifting or man-eating or any 
other reliable infornlation. This was further confirmed by the evidence 
of pug marks on the specified date of counting. The position of pug 
marks located in the area was plotted on the map and the pug-marks 
lifted \vith the help of a tiger tracer, the training about the use of \\Ohich 
\vas given from the Zonal Coordinator down\vards to the actual coopera
tor or participant as phase I of the operation. The t\VO evidences \vere 
then combined through the counting sheets and the tracings into an in
tegrated Inap \vhich could eliminate overlaps of areas as \\Oell as pug 
Jnarks. In fact this \\Yhole method amounts to "territory mapping" of the 
tiger on a National basis. If properly done the method can provide 
fairly accurate information and it appears to be a method most suited 
for tiger census, for the reasons that: 

(1) The tiger is normally a solitary aninlal. 

(2) I t is a highly territorial animal with fairly ,veil-defined territo
ries except during the Inating season or \\Then the tigress is acconlpanied 
by cubs. 
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The census \vas carried out in 2 stages: 

(i) for the eastern region from 22nd to 28th April, 1972. 

(ii) for the rest of the country from 15th to 31st May, 1972. 

Unfortunately, full details of the census regarding age and sex distri-
bution of the tigers are not available \vith me and as such no analysis is 
possible. 

VI. Project Tiger 

Based on the above census, Project Tiger has been launched in the 
country from 1972 in 8 tiger reserves and the 9th reserve of Sunderbans 
has been added recently. The position of the tiger in the proposed tigeJ 
reserves as envisaged in 1972 is given in Table 6. 

Table 6* 
Popuhtion in Project Tiger Areas 

Nan'le of Tiger 
Reserve 

Existing Proposed Population in 
area area Project area 
(sq. km.) (sq km.) Exist- Pro-

~anas 270 
Palamau 240 
Sirnplipal 300 
Corbett National Park 560 
Ranthambore 155 
Kanha National Park 250 
~1e'ghat 352 
Bandipur (Nagar hole) 56 

2900 
1500 

ing 

12 
6 

-Not estimated-
560 30 
300 14 

1380 30 
900 
264 

posed 

30 
31 

6 

Tota! 

Total 

42 
37 

30 
14 
36 
42 
18 

219 

In January 1977 a Newsletter from Project Tiger (Vo1.1,No.l) 
has informed that there is an increase in tiger population in all the 
rcscr\·es. The comparative figures given by the Newsletter are given in 
TaGle 7. 

Table 7 

Tiger Population Population 
Reserve (1972) (1976) ------------------------------------------------------
~anas 31 41 
Palamau 22 30 
Simplipal 17 50 
Corbett National Park 44 55 
RanthaIl'bore 14 20 
Kanha National Park 43 48 
Melghat 27 32 
Bandipur 10 19 

Total 208 295 

-Report Project Tiger, India--1972 
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Analysis of Tables 6 and 7 shows that the tiger popuJation as envi
saged in the tiger reserves in the Project Tiger Report in 1972 do not 
compare to the corresponding figures as given in t~e Newsletter with 
,vhich the 1976 fiigures have been compared. This will require further 
scrutiny. 

However. latest census figures for Bandipur Nagarhole Tiger Reserve 
and Melghat Tiger Reserve are available from personal communication. 
The last tiger census in Bandipur was done from 14th to 16th October, 
1976. rrhe reported figures are : 

Bandipur Tiger Reserve· 

Area of the Population 
reserve MaJe Female Cubs Total 
689.52 sq. km. 9 14 3 26 

Melghat Tiger Reservet 

Area of the Population 
Reserve Male Female Cubs Total 

381.58 (1975) 20 16 9 4S 
sq.km. (1976) 23 21 13 57 

( 1977) 30 25 2 57 

l'he above two census figures show remarkable variation from the 
figures given by the N e\vsleUer of Project Tiger for the two tiger reserves. 

In the Melghat Tiger Reserve a time series data is available over 
the 3 years period 1975-77. The increase in the adult tigers in the 1976 
population over the 1975 population is 8 (3 males and 5 females). The 
total cub population jn 1975 is 9 which sho,vs that 8 of the cubs had 
matured over this period into adults ,vhich \vould mean that all the 9 
cubs in the 1975 census except 1 were ~ub-adults and attained adulthood 
in 1976. Mortality is estimated as nil or at the most 1 cub out of the 9 
nlight have d.isappeared. It that case the production of cubs in 1976 is 
13 or probably 121-1 of the previous year. In 1977 again the gain in the 
adult population is 11 (7 male, and 4 females) evidently the gain coming 
froll1 13 cubs in 1976 popUlation leaving 2 cubs. No\v this \vould mean 
that (1) all cubs are maturing at one year age (an absurd conclusion!), 
(2) there is no nl0rtality amongst cubs during the period 1975-77, (3) 
there has been no production of cubs during 1976-77. All the 3 conclu
sions ,vhich can be derived on the basis of the above figures do not appear 
to be correct and as such these figures also need proper verification. In 
fact the comparative analysis of the various figures in the various tiger 
reserves sho\\'s a number of discrepancies and that thro\vs sonle doubts on 
the reliabilit y of the figures. 

·Comnlunication fronl Field Director, Project Tiger, Mysore. 

tCommunication from Shri B.R. Koppikar, C,F. & Field Director, Melghat, 
Paratawada. 
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Complete census data \\'ith age and sex classification for all the 
tiger reserves \vill be needed to carry out a cOlnplete analysis of the popu
l~tion dynamics. Ho\vever, the figures "vill require thorough scrutiny 
and cross-checking. 

VII. Conclusions 

The above analysis of th~ various censuses highlights the following 
"'eaknesses in the conduct of various \vildlife census and monitoring in 
I1Jdia : 

( I ) Standard techniques for the census/estilnation of different 
\vildlife populations have not been evolved. Even in the same area .... 
the methodology followed for censusing the same population in two 
successive census has been changing depending upon the person 
carrying out census without exanlining various alternatives an~ 
studying the suitability of a particular type of method. As a con
s( quence the results \vhich are available lack initial comparability 
and statist ical reliability. 

(2) Attempts at studying the structural aspects of wildlife popula. 
t ions as a part of census estimation are not properly emphasised. In 
tIlls connection studies in ageing and sexing of the population 
ha ve to be developed further. 

(3) Studies on 'natality' and 'mortality' are lacking especially as 
a part of census study for purposes of studying the popUlation dyna
mIcs. 

(4) Survival rates and age-specific mortalities for populations under 
study should form an essential part of population estimation. 

(5) It is suggested that studies of population dynamics are imme
dia tely taken up for all the populations of animals which are rare 
or threatened and on the verge of extinction, like the black buck in 
Point Calemere where the results of the two census surveys reveal 
an almost complete ab~ence of reproductive activity and consequent 
degeneration of the population. Similar studies \-vill be needed for 
rare species like' hangul' in Kashmir (Dachigam), S,vanlp deer, the 
brow-antlered deer or the Sengai etc. 

(6) A study of the age and sex structure of the lion and the tiger 
is also essential as the different census figures available show inherent 
contradictions. 
(7) Census and monitoring operations as a regular management 
practice is on a different footing. The type of census estimation 
which is being made in the Palamau winter track census needs to 
be statistically refined as suggested in the paper so that results can 
be analysed on more scientific lines. It is suggested that simi!::tr 
continuous censuses may be made a part of regular wildlife manage
ment practice in all wildlife reserves and sa nctuaries in the country. 
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Abstract 

The freshwater ecosystems of Garhwal harbour about 50 species of hillstream 
fishes. of which about 22 are found in the river Alaknanda alone. The SchizotllOrax and 
the Tor species are the most important food and game fishes of the Garbwal waters 
and are most suitable for the est~blishmcnt of coJdwater fisheries to increase the 
production of protein food for the poor masses of this region. The declining fisheries 
of the Garhwal waters can be saved by more ecological studies on various problems in
cluding the optimum-yield, overfishing, environmental change, and seect-destruction etc. 

I. Introduction 

The Garh""al region cvrnprises five districts: Pauri, Tehri, Uttar
kashi, Chamoli and Dehra Dun and the freshwater resources of this region 
su pport a very rich and colourful fish fauna. The main rivers of this 
region are Alaknanda, Bhagirathi (both meeting at Deoprayag to form 
the river Ganga), Yamuna, Nayar, Bhilangana, Nandakini, Pin dar, 
l\1andakini, and Song, etc. Besides these rivers, a number of rivulets and 
streams also harbour a good number of fishes. However, till recently we 
had little knowledge of the ichthyofauna of the Garhwal hills. But now 
the districtwise reports on the fish fauna are available. In the first report 
Badola and Pant (1973:37) reported 18 species of fish from Uttarkashi 
district. This \vas followed by a second report by Badola (1975:57) \vho 
described 43 species of fish from Pauri district. The eastern Doon fishes 
have been surveyed by Lal and Chaterjee (1962:230). Recently Badola 
and Singh (in press) have reported 27 and 33 species of fish from the 
district of Chamoli and Tehri respectively. Thus, the freshwater eco-
3ystems of Garh\\'al support about 50 species of fish. The important 
genera are Schizothorax (4 sps), Puntius (4 sps), Noemacheilus (9 sps), 
Banlius (5 sps), Glyptothorax (5 sps), Garra (3 sps), Donio (3 sps), Tor (2 
sps), Labeo (2 sps) , Pseudecheneis (1 sps, &ulcatus) , Channa (1 sps, gachua) , 
Mastacembelus (1 sps, armatus), Homaloptera (1 sps, brucei), Lepidocephalichthys 
(1 sps, guntea), Crossocheilus (1 sps, latius latius), Chagunius (1 sps, chagunio) , 
Salmo (1 sps, trolla fa rio ), and Cyprinus (1 sps, carpio). 
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Of the above, about 22 species are found in Alaknanda alone 
(Badola and Singh, in press). These fishes are killed by different fishing 
methods (Badola and Pant, 1973:37; Badola and Singh, 1977: 177) and 
form a good part of the food for local people. The most important 
food and game fishes of Garhwal are Schi~othorax sps (,.ichardsollii, sinuatus, 
plagiostomus, and progastus) and the ?\1ahseer or Tor species (tor, and 
putitora) . 

II. Observations and Discussion 

Recently the auth()rs have started some ecological studjes on the 
hillstream fishes of Gal h\val region. The hydrcJlogical studies indicate 
that the temperature of the Alaknanda waters varies from 8°C to. 
17°C. The maximum temperature recorded was in the month of .April 
and minimum in December and January. The pH remains 7.0 in 
December and January \vhich is the minimum and the maximum is 8.2 in 
the months of July to September. It has been reported by Badola ar!d 
Singh (in press) that the low temperature of water, the neutral pII, 
clarity of water, and high content of the dissolved O~ are the main factors 
governing the abundance of Schizothorax in Alakn anda. The sanle Ina y 
be true for other major rivers of Garhlval in \vhich Schizolhorax is found 
throughout the year. 

After Schizothorax the second importa nt food fish of Garhwal is Tor, 
the Mahseer. However, very little biological Worl( has been done on the 
Mahseer of the Garhwal Himalaya. The work done on the biolClgy of 
Mahseer found in other parts of the country has been revie\\ ed by 
Jhingran (1975: 2(6) which sho\vs differences in the spawning period of 
the Mahseer of different \vaters. Recently Badola and Singh (in press) 
have reported that the fish comes to Alaknanda waters f~om Ganga for 
breeding in March to June. Thereafter, the spent fish return do\vn \\>ards 
or into deeper waters and their fry and fingerlings are available in side 
and back waters aU round the year. It has been suggested that the pre
sence of suitable and iso1ated breeding grounds, the high p~rcentag e of 
0:3 in the water, and the abundance of insect larvae \\'hieh fonn the food 
of the Mahseer are some of the factors that attract this fish to asc(~nd the 
Alaknanda waters for bceeding. Ho\vever, the population of Tor species 
is continually decreasing and more "'ork is needed on the spa\'lning 
migration and other biological aspects of this fish. 

However, the follo,ving applied problems are also to be studied : 

The optimum-yield problun : The Garh\val ,vaters arc highly suitable for 
the establishment of cold\\'ater fisheries, especially the Schizothora.'\: and Tor 
fisheries. With the development of these fisheries the fish yield of this 
area can be very nluch increased. Hovvc;ver, the problem of optimum 
yield must ue studied for all Garh,,'al \vaters and for all in1portant fish
eries of this region. If \ve \vant to n1anage a fishery ,ve ,vould obv 
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not ca tch the fil1gerl ings and young fishes for they would give little food 
and less profit. On the other hand we \vould prevent the fishes from 
gro\\'ing too old. So the optimum point to harvest the fishes will be 
hel \\'cen the above t\VO conditions. 

For a fishery the "optinlUlTI yield" may be the maximum yield of 
fish o\'er SOBle ,veight (1,'2 kg to 2 kg or more depending on the fish). 
Accoding to Russel (1931: 3), natural mOl tality and fishing mortality 
decrease the "'eight of the catchable stock during a year. Similarly two 
fa('tor~, gro\\,th and recruitment increase the weight of the stock. The 
fol1o\\'ing eq uation given by Russel (1931: 3) describes the relationship. 

S~=Sl+R+G-M-F, where 
S2 == "'eight of the catchable stock at the end of the year. 
Sl = \\'eight of the catchable stock at the beginning of the year. 
R = \veight of new recruits 
G = gro\vth in \veight of fish remaining alive. 
~I --=- ,,'eight of fish removed by natural deaths. 
F = ,,'eight of fish removed by catching or fishing. 

If "'e \vish to balance the fish population in Garhwal waters we will 
ha \'e to be careful about (a) recruitment rate, (b) growth rate, (c) natural 
mortality, and (d) exploitation and the effort win have to be made by 
recent scientific methods to increase the (a) and (b) and to reduce the 1973 
405 (c) and (d). However, according to Moen (1973:405), the population 
gro\\·th in each generation is far more dependent on conditions that affect 
the productivity of the living animals than on the number of animals that 
are removed by harvest or natural causes. If this statement of Moen 
made about "'ild animals holds good for fishes also, then the study of the 
conditions affecting the productivity of fishes in Garhwal waters is 
essential. 

Overfishiug problem : The most serious problem posing a danger to the 
fisheries of Garh\val is the overfishing problem. At all times the people 
ha\"c been codsidering the natural fishery resources as "inexhaustible" and 
the greed, sci~ntific and ecological ignorance, and mismanagement have 
collaborated to deplete the fishery resources. If we want to save the 
fisheries from further depletion or overexploitation, we will have to deve
lop an ecological conscience and may also have to depend on la\\', etc. 

Environmental change problem: Today the "environmental change hypo
thesis" is the most iiuitable explanation for the depletion of the fish fauna 
in all natural \vaters. The Garll\\'al waters are not an exception to this. 
Recently Das (1977: 39) has very aptly pointed out the effect of 
development on the environment in the Himalayan region. A number of 
factors including the construction of roads, dams and bridges, deforesta
tion, landslides and soil-erosions, disposal of municipal se\vage into river 
\\'aters, floods, and the killing of fishes by dynamite, ichthyotoxic plants 
and chemicals, etc. have brought a considerable change in the natural 
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environments of the hillstreams and the rivers of Garhwal region. The 
1970 flood of Alaknanda had the ,vorst effect on the fish population of 
Aiaknanda because the flood had left a bed of dead fishes on the banks of 
the river. 

Seed-destruction problem: The fishes leave a very lal ge number of eggs 
in the shallow \va ters of the sides of the river which ultimately develop into 
fry and fingerlings. But he la tter are destroyed when the water recedes, 
first leaving small patches of water which later on dry up. The fry of 
Tor and Schizothorax so destroyed may be collected and used if coldwater 
fisheries is established in Garhwal. It has also been observed that a very 
large number of fish eggs are destroyed by the logs of timber that are 
left by timber contractors in the river for transport. '-rhe logs coming 
to\vards the banks usually strike the stones and rocks having the eggs. 

However, part of the reason for the overfishing of the Schizothorax 
and Mahseer in Garh,val waters and for other related problems can be 
found in ecological ignorance. At present there is almost no information 
on the age structure and the spawning population sizes of the fish for any 
of the waters of Garhwal. Consequently, there is no way to know ho\v 
many spawners are needed to produce an adequate return or to keep a 
proper balance. 

Thus, if we want to save the declining fisheries of Garhwal from 
extinction, we will have to depend on ecological approach and methods. 
In fact it should be the duty of every citizen to protect and improve the 
natural environnlent including forests, lakes, rivers, and \vildlife and to 
have con1passion for living creatures of all habitats. 
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Abstrast 

The swamp deer was widely distributed up to the end of nineteenth century 
in the sal forests throughout the base of Himalayas, in plains from Rohri in Sind 
through Indo-Gangetic plains to Assam and Sunderbans and throughout the areas 
between the Ganges and the Godavari rivers. The species gradually started loosing 
its foothold in various areas and now the two subspecies Cervlls duvauceli duvauceli 
and Cervw duvQuceli branderi are known to occur only in a few pockets in the foot 
hills of Himalayas and in Kanha National Park in central India. 

The decline in the population of these two subspecies is due to afforestations, 
soil conservation and utility practices. poaching and increase in the number of small 
predators. These causes are discussed in some detail in this present paper. 

I. Introduction 

The Indian s\vamp deer, Cervus dUlJauceli, 10calJy called as "Gond" 
or "Barasingha" is the most handsome and magnificent deer of its tribe. 

It is the second largest deer in India next to sambar. 

On the basis of morphological characteristics and distribution, Pocock 
( 1943: 556) described two subspecies. One the nominate subspecies 
Cervu$ dUlJauceli duvauceli euvier, occurring in swamps in the sal forests of 
Uttar Pradesh along the foot hills (Terai) of Himalayas in northern India 
and Assam and West Bengal and the other Cervus duvauceli branderi Pocock, 
named by him after the noted naturalist, Mr. A.A. Dunbar Brander, is 
restricted to hard open ground of central India. The ecology of the latter 
in central India where practically no swamp exists except at a few patches 
in monsoon months, is very different from that of the former in northern 
India where the swamp is a permanent feature. The main morphological 
features by which the subspecies, branderi differs from the nominate one, 
as given by Pocock (1943: 557-558), are smaller size of the body as indi
cated by the length of skull, hard and well knit hooves suitable for gallop
ing on the hard ground, darker colour of the body and antlers and rough 
texture of antlers. Later, Ellerman and Morisson-Scott (1 ~51: 363) up !II 

held these two subspecies of swamp deer. 

·Present address-Desert Regional Station, Zoological Survey of India, Paota 
B Road, Jodhpur. 
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II. Distribution of Swamp Deer 

(a) Earlier records: 
Colbert (1935: 40) and Tripathi (1958: 147, 164; 1970: S60, 563, 

565) have recorded fossils of swamp deer from the alluvial deposits of 
Pleistocene and Quarternary times of rivers the Indus, the Ganges, the 
Narmada and of the Brahmaputra. 

The species was widely distributed, up to the end of nineteenth 
century mostly, in the sal forests throughou t the base of Himalayas and in 
the plains from Rohri in Sind through the Indo-Gangetic plains. I twas 
also known from the areas between the Ganges and the Godavari rivers 
(Brander, 1923: 194; 1953: 47-51; Forsyth, 1889: 86.92; Jerdon, 1867: 
254-255; Martin, 1977: 62-65 and Schaller, 1967: 95). Their localisation 
in these areas suggests that they essentially inhabited the moist deciduous, 
semi and wet evergreen forests with ~\vampy places in the plains. At the 
edvent of present century, the species started loosing its foot hold gradu
ally from various pockets of inhabitations and \vas completely wiped out 
from the western parts of the distribution range (Burton, 1932: 860-861) . 
It, however, \vas a very common deer in Assam as late as 19~5, and a 
fairly large number of animals \vere seen in various districts (Bh dian, 
1935: 486). In central India also it ,vas abundant (Brander, 1923:193-194). 

(b) Present records: 
(i) Northern Indian subspecies : 

Martin (1977: 64) has given an account of the status of the Slvamp 
deer in North and- North-eastern India. According to his report the 
swamp deer \"ere found only in the forest divisions of Pilibhit, North 
Kheri, South Kheri and Bahraich in the year 1972, ,vhere 1,800 to 2,000 
heads were reported. The cause of their total disappearance from the eight 
localities out of the cleven mentioned by Schaller (1967: 8-100) ,vas 
attributed by Hallo\vay (1973: 46) to the raising up of Eucalyptus planta 
tions and the release of forest land to the agriculturists. SchaBer (op. cit.-
98) reported their occurrence in South-\\Oestern Nepal and estimated 
the population to be behveen 400-1200. Martin (op. cit. : 64) 
has suggested re-estinlation of swamp deer population in Nepal, and 
according to him about one thousand heads inhabiting Sukla Phanta 
Reserve of South-\\'estcrn Nepal alone. There are no data on the estima
tion of the population of this species in West Bengal and while the popula
tion of S\\'anlp deer in other parts of North-eastern India h -s sho\vn a 
decrease it has, ho\vever, increased in the Kaziranga Wild Life Sanctuary. 
In 1964-65 the population of s\vamp deer in North .. eastern India \vas 
about 500-600 (Schaller, Ope cit. : 100). Out of this 200-250 were estimat
ed by him in Kaziranga \tVild Life Sanctuary, ,\'here the popUlation is 
growing at a steady pace due to better protection (Burnett, 1959: 318-319). 
It had at one time decreased to a Dlcagrc number of about 20 in 1950 in 
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this sanctuary (Gee in Schaller, Ope cit. : 100). But after this it gradually 
increased till 19~3 ,vhen the number rose to 522 and renlained fairly con
stant lip to 1972 (Forest Department census figure of 1963 and 1972). 
Sinha (1974:41) has gi ven the distribution of swamp deer in northern 
Jndi;). According to him they occur" .. in the sub-montane tract of 
eastern Uttar Pradesh froDl little east of Bareilly to Assam where still they 
are plentiful. They are also said to exist in the valley of Brahmaputra." 

(ii) Central Indian subsepecies : 

Forsyth (1889: 86), Jerdon (1867: 255) and Rudman (1912:104) 
have gi\"t.'ll the distribution of swamp deer in central India in the states 
of ~Iaharashlra, Orissa and Bihar. Brander (1923: 19~) visited most of 
the ~r~as of their occurrence in central India and confirmed their pre
sence in sorne suitable pockets in Jagma ndal, Banjar (now Kanha 
Nation~l Park) and Amarkantak ranges of Mandla district, in sal forests 
of Balaghat, Bilaspur and Bastar in Madhya Pradesh and in the Bhandara 
and Chandrapur districts of the neighbouring Maharashtra state. Two 
isolated herds ,,,ere also reported by him from near Sarastal, north of 
Narmada river and another from Sahpura Forest Range in the neighbouf
hood of Dindori road. The herd of Pachmarhi reported earlier by 
Forsyth (op. cit. : 192) cou!d not however, be spotted by Brander (op. 
cit. ; 19.t-) and he concluded that it had become extinct. Their presence 
in Chind\vara district could also not be confirmed by him and about their 
occurrence in sal and the mixed forest, he remarked " .. .it has been 
asserted that the barasingha confines himself to sal forests, but this is not 
so, as he occurs in J agmandal and in Bandra and South Chanda in 
ordinary mixed forest." 

Forsyth (op. cit.: 86) and Rudman (op. cit.: 103-104) reported a 
big population of this species in Mandla district near the area which is 
no,v known as the Kanha National Park. A countless number of herds 
had their strongholds in the valleys of Godavari, Mahanadi and Narmada 
rivers but due to the encroachment by man of their habitats for agricul
tural purposes there has been separation of herds and then their gradual 
elimination came through the unrestricted shikar and poaching. The 
maximum harm has, however, been done by local tribals, the Gond and 
the Baigas, who killed them mercilessly irrespective of their age and sex. 
In this context it will be worthwhile to mention about my visit to Bastar 
in 1973 where the local tribals celebrate 'Parad' festival during the 
beginning of monsoon ,vhen sowing is undertaken. Just before the sowing 
time or ,,·ith first shower of monsoon, they keep the seeds of grain in open 
field and go for mass hunting. The success of their hunting, they say, is 
a forecast for their prosperity in the coming crop season. It may also be 
mentioned that imrnediately before the monsoon, the extreme scarcity 
of ,,'ater in the area forces the \vildlife to congregate in the vicinity of a 
fc,,· available ""lter holes and shikar by \vhole of community near these 
\'·ater holes dnes maximum damage to the \\'ildlife of the area. Almost 
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all the houses in the interior villages, which I visited, to my great sur· 
prise had horns and skins of various animals. The horns and skins were 
also sold to the visitors by the tribals. 

There has been no published record of their presence in the various 
parts of central India since 1923 till the publicat~on of Schaller's \\ork in 
1967. The Forest Department of Madhya Pradtsh, however, has main
tained an annual record of swamp deer in the Kanha National Park since 
1938, when their number in the park \vas 3C23. Schaller (op. cit: 99-101) 
tried to verify the presence of swamp deer in other places of central India 
but confirm their presence only in the KanhJ. National Park where 
meagre population of about 82 and 55 animals were reported to be 
present in January, 1964 and 1965, respectively. He estimated the pre
sence of fairly average sized herd of about 100 individuals near Orissa
Madhya Pradesh border and at a few other localities but doubted their 
presence in the Western parts of Bastar District. A Geological Survey of 
India party (pers. comm.) reported the occurrence of a small herd around 
Golapalli-Kistaram road in Palachelma area of South Bastar in the year 
1973, but during the two survey tours (one led by the author) conducted 
by the Central Regional Station, Zoological Survey of India, ]abalpur, 
in the area, in t\VO different seasons, could not spot any herd. Krishnan 
(pers. comm.), however, sa\v a recent cast of swamp deer antler jn the 
house of the Divisional Forest Officer, Kutru (Bastar) in 1973, but un
fortunately the officer could only say that it was presented to him by a 
local tribal after collecting it from the forest of his division. There is as 
such a possibility of the existence of a small herd in southern Bastar, but 
it needs further investigation. The author, during the course of his inves
tigations visited other areas from where Schaller (op. cit.: 99-100) had 
reported their possible existence, but the presence of the species could 
not be confirmed in any of the pockets mentioned by him. 

Except for a very small population in Bastar district which 
may, however, be \viped out if necessary precaution are not taken, the 
central Indian s\vamp deer is at present entirely confined to the small 
area of the Kanha National Park. According to 1977 census taken by 
Forest Departnlent in .June the swamp deer numbered 283 (Pan,var, pers. 
comm.). I t is heartening to note that due to the efforts of the authorities, 
no\#{ in charge of the Kanha National Park, the population has in creased 
four fold in the last 7 years. The lo\vest figure was 66 in June, 1970. 

III. Lilniting Factors 

Khajuria and Sinha (in press) have studied the limiting factors in 
the population dynaInics of swamp deer. They have brought out alto
gether 29 liIniting factors and their remedies. In addition the follo\\'ing 
ne\\' data have been collected from the Kanha National Park. 
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1. Apart from the meat and trophy the animals have also been 
killed for the alleged Inedicinal value of their antlers. According to 
~\'Iartin (191 i: 71), the antler ground to powder form is mixed with the 
extract of Euphorbia spp. and that this mixture has healing po\ver against 
rheumatism and asthama. The local people say that tnis paste is applied 
on chest for curing pneumonia also. This treatment for the above diseases 
is adopted by th~ tribals as \·vell as other persons of the area. 

2. There is a direct competition for the selected species of grasses 
alnongst the grazers. As such some of the grasses grazed by the swamp 
deer al!d also by spotted deer etc. are gradually disappearing. 

3. Spotted deer population is menace since the creation of the 
sanctuary in 1879 Due to their fast gro\\Tth they \\Tere control1ed by' 
intermittent killiug u pto 1952, and their population was kept approxi
mately under 1,000. This population of 1,000 remained constant till 
1965. Since then they are increasing at an alarming rate and now they 
are about 15,000. The glo\\·th of population has not reached the satura
tion point so far. They have also not crossed the limit of carrying capa
city of the park but their huge numbers have certainly created the quality 
food problem. 

4. During the advance stage of pregnancy, the sexes remain 
separate. The separation of sexes at this time of life results in heavy 
mortality of the individuals of both the sexes. The stag both adult and 
yearling live separately during the growth of antlers to protect it from 
being eaten by the pregnant hind. 

5. The population of predators specially the smaller ones (wild 
dog, jackal, fox etc.) is increasing every year. These preda tors are able 
to kill up to yearlings of deer. These sm~ll predators are probably responsi
ble for heavy mortalit y of the youngones. 

6. The blood sucking flies, Tabanus striatus and T jucundus grO\\T in 
large number during the end of summer and early monsoon. According 
to Sinha and Rane (1979: 549), these flies are responsible for the change 
in diurnal activity and migration of the species. 

7. At birth the fawn is very \\Teak and becomes an easy prey. 

8. It has been noticed personally that the recent kills are some 
times lifted by the tribal people for eating the remaining meat. The 
predator is thus deprived of its food and so may kill another animal. 
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Abstract 

A number of techniques and methods for estimation of population densities of 
wild life species present in a given area have been suggested by various workers from 
time to tim.! The techniques and nlethods are as varied and diverse as they are 
numerous Following are some of the better known mettlods/techniques : 

i) Territory mapping method. 
ii) Drive counts method, 
iii) Tenlporli census method. 
iv) Aerial surveys of bounded counts, 
v) The King strip method, 

vi) Flush radius method, 
vii) Total clpture method. 

viiii) Tinle area counts method, 
ix) Sample or quadrate method, 
x) The auditory index method, 
xi) Track count method, 

xii) Pellet count method and 
xiii) Road side count method. 

All these methods are discussed briefly, outlining their merits and drawbacks and 
their applicability to Indian conditions. None of these methods is so elastic as to 
embrace all groups and all types of habitats (topographically speaking) in India. 

At Corbett National Park the authors are engaged in monitoring studies in
volving 10 species of mammals (also 17 species of birds. six species of reptiles and 
three species of frogs not dealt within this paper). A resume of observations made 
during past six montbs (April-Sept., 1977) is given. Various factors effecting the 
counts are discussed 

It is suggested that in Indian conditions, where large areas embracing varied 
topography are involved a combination of King strip methodl Road side count at 
absolute densities. 

The existance of road in Sanctuaries and Parks in India makes the application of 
this system easier where the existing roads can be treated as transects or strips. 

In conclusion we would like to state that in our experience it is much easier and 
at the same time equally effective to monitor the relative densities of wild life popula
tions rather than their absolute densities. 
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I. Introduction 

A number of techniques and methods for estimation of population 
densities of Wildlife species, present in a given area, have been suggested 
by various workers from time to time. These methods and techniques are 
as varied and diverse as they are numerous. However, no single technique, 
so far known, is so elastic as to embrace all groups and all habitats. An 
esse ntial feature of most of these techniques is a statistical base. 

All census techniques aim at a total estimation of populations or 
determination of absolute densities in a given area. The monitoring 
techniques, on the other hand aim at the presence/absence and lor relative 
abundance. In this paper the applicability and practicability of these 
methods in relation to Indian conditions generally and in specific refer
ence to our studies at the Corbett National Park, are discussed. 

Following are the some of the important, established methods and 
practices for estimation of population : 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

(vi) 
(vii) 

(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
(xi) 

( xii) 
(xiii) 

Territory-mapping method 
Drive count 
Temporal census 
Total capture 
Aerial surveys or bounded counts 
The king strip method 
Flush radius 
Time area counts 
Sample or Quadrate method 
The Auditery index 
Track counts 
Pellet counts 
Road side counts. 

(i) Territory-mapping rnethod 

This method has been advocated by Rosene (1957) for game birds 
like bobwhite quail. The method requires that the area of interest be 
surveyed repeatedly until the distinct coveys are identified and counted by 
listing to this morning and noon calls. 

As we all know that the game birds are polygamous, it is not possi
ble to assess the number of females accompanying the calling male. 

(ii) Drive count 

This is frequently used for a fair estimation of populations of deer. 
Morse (1943) advocated this technique for reducing man-power in deer 
drive census. The method requires two crews of observers, one to drive 
the area and other to be stationed around the area to count the deer leav
ing or entering the area. All monitors look in the same direction (e.g. 
clock-wise) around the bOWldary and each counts all the deer leaving the 
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area, and the all entering the area between his post and that of the next 
observer. The nlonitor counts are discontinued as soon as the drive crew 
pass. 

The total number of animals is then calculated as the sum of the 
aninlals leaving the area ahead of the drive crew and of the animals 
passing through the drive line. The sum of animals entering the area 
ahead of the d rive crew and the sum of animals passing forward through 
the drive line are then subtracted from total count to yield the net count. 

Ho\\'~ver, this count is not feasible on account of its impracticabi
lity in Lll'ge art"as, like our 'National Parks' and big sanctuaries for un
accurate results, and for the need large number of persons require(j. for 
driving the area of interest. 

(iii) Temporal census 

This technique is applicable for the migratory animals, using a well 
defined route, as done in case of the interstate deer herd (Interstate 
Deer Herd Committee 1950 : 29) which summers in Oregon and winters 
In California. 

As far as in our knowledge goes there is no true migratory species
of deer (or any other mammal) in India, therefore, this method is not 
applicable for the Indian deer at least. 

(iv) Total capture or Extermination 

This method involves capturing or killing of the total population of 
deer in shooting preserves to eliminate old stock before introducing 
"fr~sh" deer. This technique can not yet be used in India as we have no 
such shooting or cropping preserves. 

(v) Aerial Surveys or Bounded COUllts 

A technique of aerial surveys was propounded by Erickson and 
Siniff They (Erick~on and Siniff, 1963) carried out aerial surveys of 
bro\vn bears. Counts were made three times a day on each of the nine 
days. The total number of the population of the brown bear was then 
determined by applying the following formula: 

N=2nK-nK-l 

\Vhere nK is the highest count and IlK-l is the next highest count, 
and N = total number of individuals in a population. 

For Indian conditions these aerial surveys are not advisible, because 
they are not applicable to the Indian conditions, \vhere the thick and close 
canopy of forests obliterate the view, with the exception of a few sa nctua-

ries like Nanda Devi. 

(vi) The King-Strip method or the Transect method 
Hayne (1949) \\'as perhaps the first to elucidate this method, in 

''''hich one ,valks along a 'census line' or transect, usually a blazed, per-
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manet trail through the area of interest and measures the distance between 
each animal or groups of animals, observed. Principle variants involve 
the difference in definition the distance perpendicularly from observer to 
the observation, and differences in methods of calculation of the effective 
width of strip from the measurements. 

Then the estimation of population can be made by applying a re

levant statistical formula : 
A ~ 

N = obs l/Pj = (D/2) 
~ 

obs 
l/dj, 

Where, D=the distance of the side; j=-animals persent; dj=propor
tion between the distance (d) approached by the observer for animals j; 
and the probability of observing the animals. 

If an estimate of total number of animals on the plot, is divided 
by its area, one obtains an citimatc of density by the formula : 

A 
N Dc ~ c E 
A= 2A obs l/dj = 2L obs I/dj, 

It is identical to Hayne's formula for density (A= DL, C is a con
version factor for unit s, and L is the length of the transect). 

Obviously this method can easily be practised by an educated and 
trained census worker. 

(vii) Flush radius 

It is generally applicable for the birds. This is direction specific 
and is defined only towards the of direction approach, in \,vhich the 
probabilities of observing the animals are proportional to the wide~t part 
of the pattern. Gates et al. (1968) proposed a statistical distribution for 
flush distances in a paper dealing with modification of the king method. 

They applied the following formula for arriving at their census 
figures: 

Pj =g (dj ej) or Pj=g (dj, hj) 

Where, dj=distance from observer to flush point, ej=angle of the 
obsesvation from the line or distance, dj, plus perpendicular distance hj, 
from flush point to the line. 

Then plug pj into the fornlula for estilna tion of population : 
A . A . 

(N) 1. e. N = ~ l/PJ 
obs 

This luethod, obviously, could be follo\vcd by a trained field \vorker 
well conve rsant \vith statistics. 

(viii) Time·arta COUllts 

This method of taking census has been used for the squirrels. In 
this n1cthod the observer sits do\vn at a selected point and counts the 
squin'cls for 30 ll1inutes. The distance to the farthest squirrel seen defines 
the 'area' of the sample. Then the squirrels seen per lOa acres is calcu-
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lated on a cUllutlative daily basis and the census is terminated when index 
ceases to fluctuate. Goodrum (1940) used this method for his population 
studies of the grey squirrel in eastern Texas. Uhlig (1956), who carried 
out ccnsu'i studies on the grey squirrel in West Virginia, suggested that 
the cOlUlts should be made behveen 6 and 9 A.M. Other observer have 
also utilized afternoon counts. This technique provides a good index to 
estilnate squirrel populations. 

In our opinion, this method can be successfully applied at least for 
squirrels and other diurnal, small mammals in India. 

(ix) Sample or Quadrat, method 

This method is normally used for the larger areas in which census is 
desired. A smaller area or a quadra te is marked out in the bigger area" 
at randonl. A thorough count is then carried out in the quadrate. This 
can be a(;cornplished either by dividing the quadrate into a n umber of 
transects (the width of the transect depending on the visibility factor) 
and working out a II the transect at the same time by employing a num
ber of observers or by drive counts of the whole quadrate. Tyson (1952) 
presented an estimate of total deer population from drive counts on a 
sample of plots. This was done by dividing the total area (universal area) 
into sampling units of smaller or i th area. He calculated the total 
population by applying the follo""'ing formula: 

T= l: yl 

Wh Yi h b f' d··d I . th . h ere = t e num er 0 In lVI ua s over 1 area, I.e., t e sam-
ple; and T = total count of individuals over the universal area. 

This method is one of the most commonly used and applied 
methods. Fundamentally, it is based on the fact that smaller the unit 
lesser the errors. And it can also be successfully applied to vast areas 
\vith varied vegetations and topography. 

(x) The Auditory index 

A fair estimate of the bird population can be made by listening to 
the calls (normal, mating or alarm) of different species, at different times 
of the year, e.g., estimation of a spring population of a species. 

A number of workers in the past have made use of this method. 

Stoddard (1931), McClure (1939), Kimbal (1949), Bennitt (1951), 
Petreborg et al. (1953), Hungerford (1953), Kozicky et al. (1954), Foot 
et al. (1958), Wight and Baysinger 1963) to quote a fe\'\' , have given their 
o\vn designs for this method. 

The design given by the last two forms the basis for the current 
management routes or transects. In general, the index is standardized 
as to the selection of route, starting and stopping time, number of listen
ing stations per route, duration of time and season of the year at which 
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the index is determined. This technique is \\yidely used for determining 
the management indices for quails, doves, pheasants and wood cocks. 

(xi) Track counts 
Estimation of population by counting fresh tracks have also beel! 

attempted. Tyson (1952, 1959) attenlpted to model the counts of tracks 
as a population index of deer. He assumed that the deer bed is essenti
ally the same place on successive days and that nightly acti"ity is con
fined to a "range" of travel, D. 

He calculated the deer per ~q. mile (Y) by applying the formula: 

Y=4Nj D2=tjD 

Where 4N =total tracks; N =total deer; D2j4=area of circle; D~ 
circumference of circle. Thus, treks per mile t=4N/D. 

Although, this derivation is not very satisfactory, yet it has got a 

fair validity. Anyway, this technique can be applied at least to the areas 
where the ground is impressionable enough to permit the marking of 
tracks. It becomes inoperative in areas of thick forest, undergrowth, 
long grass, scrub and hard ground, all of which hinder observa tion of 
clear and full tracks. Unfortunately mos t of our Sanctuaries and National 
Parks areas fall in these categories. 

(xii) Pellet counts 

A reasonable population figure in an area can be arrived at by 
counting the pellets of a particular species. 

This method has be~n used for a variety of species, e.g. deer and 
other larger ungulates, rabbits, sm3.H mammal" and also sonle gallinace
ous birds. Application of this is as follows: 

A number (n) of plots are nlarked in such a manner that the study 
area is adequately represented. Then the number of pellet gr )UPS is 
counted in each plot. The population index is then arri\-ed at by apply
ing the following formula : 

Pellet groups per unit area (t) -
(1) 

, 
na 

1 
~ y' =-~y 

a 

Where ~ Y = sum of groups counted over all en' plots; a' = area 
of one plot and a = na' is the area of entire sample. 

Eberhart & Etten (1956) evaluated the Pellet cuunt technique as a 
deer census method and found it satisfactory. 

This method can be adopted in areas in which the preservation of 
PclJet group is optimal or its rate of disintegration can be worked out 
1airly accurately under various weather conditions the year round. The 
most recent usc of this technique, in India, was n\ade for Barasingha by 
Claude Martin (1977) (Ecology and Status of Barasingha c.d. brande';' 
in Kanha National Park, in 1\tP., India, but his concentration \vas more 
in respect of the correlation 0 f tht' synlpatric species than to\vards census. 
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(xiii) Road side counts 

The easiest and most ,vide spread method of working out indices of 
relative den~ities of populations is perhaps the Inethod of counting the 
nunlbers s~en \\'hile travelling along a particular road in the working 
alTa, periodically. This technique can be app1ied and is being applied 
for la rge areas for obtaining trend indices. Greeley et al. (1962) used 
this techni(jue to obtain estimates of the abundance of the main game 
species. 

The principal operation of this technique is that the country roads 
are tra versed for the specific purpose of counting the number of indivi
duals of the species being censused, which is then related to the number 
of kilometres travelled, e.g., in case of rabbits, if a 20 km census route was 
driven or tra\'elled, and 10 rabbits seen, the census index would be given 
as 0 5 rabbit per kilometre. 

Newman (1959) stated that investigators who ignore the factors 
like-activity of the animals as affected by hour of day, food-supply, 
\veather, and condition of road-side cover, are getting or obtaining use
less infornlations. 

Dasmann and Taber (1956) have discussed in detail the seasonal 
variation in habils, visibility, sex, age, etc. of black-tailed deer. Howell 
(1951) com')ined features of several methods to develop a road-side esti
mate of considerable promise for birds. 

It is thus apparent that none of these techniques is a standard one 
or universally adopted. Some special stanuardizations are required for 
each technique depending upon the area to be surveyed and the particular 
type of investiga tion. 

It is opined that the road side count technique can be usefully 
applied for estimation of total or relative densities of animal populations 
in Sanctuaries and National Parks, in India, where the roads are present 
and are ,veIl maintained. These roads should be taken as transects of 
King-strip method. For greater accuracy this rut thod should be used in 
combination \vith the Sample or Quadrate method. 

II. Observations in Corbett National Park 

At present, we are engaged in the study of "Impact assessment of 
Bio-Ecological changes in the faunal patterns (selected groups) brought 
about by the partial submersion of Corbett National Park as a result of 
Ram Ganga Multi-purpose Hydel Project Dam; especially in the areas 
contiguous to the proposed water line" The intensive study area (Figs. 
1 & 2) of more than 100 sq km comprises a savanah type grassland and 
the evergreen deciduous forest dominated by the Sal (Shorea robusta) trees. 
It has been divided into three observation stations, i.e. I, II and III, 
manifested \vith eleven observation roads, i.e. lA, B, C, D; IIA, B; and 
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III A, B, C, D, E (Fig. 2). Observations are made along each road for a 
scheduled time in each month (e.g., five days in a month). Daily 
observations are made twice a day, i e., in the forenoon and afternoon and 
the observation hours are three-hours in the mornig (starting half an 
hour before sun-rise) and three-hours in the evening (terminating about 
half an hour after sun-set). The observations are made throughout the 
year but it has been our experience that th(. best time for working out 
indices it; from February to June when the visibility is at the optimum. 

Ten species of mammals, 17 of birds, six of reptiles and three of 
frogs h;lve been selected as indicators. Counts of individuals of these 
selected species are made along the observations roads while going up 
and do,vn. The larger number of the counts made during the 
up and do\vn journies is taken into consideration, e.g., if we observe ten 
individuals of a species while going and fifteen while coming back, 
along the same observation road, the Jatter number is taken into account, 
so as to have an optimum estimation for that species over a certain dis
tance travelJed. 

Here, in this paper, an attempt is made to present the results of 
monitoring done for six months in the year 1977, for ten selected species 
of mammals (Table 1). The relative abundance or monthly percentage 
of each selected species, in relation to the other nine is shown in Table 2, 
and Table 3 shows the size of the largest herd of Axis axis and Elephas 
I1laximus, observed at monthly intervals for the year 1977. 

Only tw'o species were monitored the year round. These species are 
Axis a\;is and Eltphas maximus. The monitoring was done mainly to as
certain the herd-formation pattern" in the said species. The results are 
tabulated in Table 3. 

To evaluate meaningfully the population dynamics of any group of 
\\'ildlife in a given area, monitoring or census figures for at least two to 
three successive years, \vith monthly data are needed, yet from the moni
torin~ figures for six months in a single year (TabJe 1) we find that we 
are ab1e to analyse a number of behavioral aspects of the species observed. 
Before proceeding any further it must be noted that there are three main 
factors \\'hich vitally affect the monitoring process, i.e. visibility, time or 
the observation hours and the area of interest. In our observations the 
first factor, i.e.) visibility \vas variable, while the latter two factors were 
constan t. 

It ,vill be clear from Table 1 that the monthly average for most 
species falls from July onwards \vhen visibility becomes poor. 

The reduction in the monthly average figures from 13.75 in April to 
4 0 in September for Afacaca mulatta and for Presby tis entellus it falJ from 
14.63 in April to 4.75 in June, and again goes up or rises upto 40 in 
September. It can not, however, be explained by variability in visibility. 
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TabJe I-Results of monitoring of ten selected mammalian species observed during April to Sept. 1977 in Corbett National Park. 

S1. Species April May June July August September 
No. 

c fI) c fI) c fI) 
~ ~ d ~ ~ fI) 

.2 c; .2 C; .2 C; .9 ~ .9 ('j .9 c; ... ::J - ::J - :::s - ::J - ::s - :::2 
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~ :0 u 

"'0 
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~ '5 c 
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._ "0 

v 
._ "0 

~ 
._ "'0 

u 
._ "0 

0 
._ "'0 

U :lin > ~c ::3\1') > ~c :sf/) tc ::JtIl > We ::sf/) > tc ::sf/) > 
0..'':;' z.g < ~~ z.g < 0.. ''::' z.g < 0.. ''::'' z.g < ~~ z-g < p..''=' z.g < ~ -. -~ 

1. Macaca mulatta villosa 16 220 13.75 13 177 13.6 t S 75 15.0 3 18 6.0 3 26 8.6 1 4 4.0 ~ 
2. Presby tis entellus schi$taceus 11 161 14.63 6 68 11.33 4 19 4.75 3 48 16.0 2 25 12.5 40 4.0 ~ ~ 
3. Canis aureus 8 11 1.37 10 21 2.1 10 20 2.0 1 1 1.0 S 10 2.0 1 1 1.0 

~ 4. EI ephas maximus II 211 19.18 18 531 29.5 7 202 28.8 1 7 7.0 2 12 60 
5, Axis axis axis 15 2571 171.4 )3 1690 130.0 7 649 92.71 3 1433 477.7 3 1433 477.7 3 37 12.3 ;; 

~ 

6. Axis porcinus porcinus 12 40 3.3 11 26 2.36 8 20 2.5 1 3 3.0 3 IS 5.0 1 3 3.0 
;::,.. 

~ 
7. CeriJus unicolor unicolor l' 47 3.13 14 53 3.78 7 24 3.42 1 3 3.0 1 2 2.0 
8. Muntjacus muntjak vaginalis 12 26 2.16 15 25 1.6 8 IS 1.87 1 2 2.0 1.0 
9. Sur serota cristatus 12 54 4.5 25 91 3.6 11 46 4.18 1 3 3.0 

10. Hystrix indica 6 9 1.5 12 17 1.4 3 3 1.0 1 1.0 2 3 1.5 
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Table 2. Relative abudance (percentage) of ten selected mammalian species, observed 
in Corbett Notional Park during April to September, 1977. 

S. No. Species April May June July August September 

1. Macaca mulatt Q villosa 6.56 6.55 6.98 1.18 1.70 4.70 
2. Presby tis entellus schista-

ceus 4.80 2.51 1.77 3.15 1.63 47.0 
3. Canis aureus 0.02 0.7 1.86 0.06 0.65 1.17 
4. ElepJuu max;mus 6.29 19.67 18.82 0.46 0.78 0.00 
S. Axis axis axis 76.74 62.61 60.48 94.33 93.84 43.52 
6. Axis procinus porcinllf 1.19 0.96 1.86 0.19 0.98 3.52 
7. Cervus unicolor unicolor 1.40 1.96 2.23 0.19 0.13 0.00 
8. Munljacus muntjak 

vagina/is 0.77 0.92 1.39 0.13 0.06 0.00 • 
9. Sus serofa cristatus 1.61 3.37 4.28 0.19 0.00 0.00 

10. Hylrix indica 0.17 0.62 0.27 0.06 1.19 0.00 

Table 3. Largest herds of Axis axis axis and Elephas maximus observed at monthly 
interval during 1977, in Corbett National Park 

Species Jaunary Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 

A. a. axis 40 60 98 200 200 171 400 526 11.0 22.0 
Erleben. 

E maximus 9 6 14 38 38 72 7 7 S· It 
Linnaeus. 

That is perhaps due to some sort of local movement on account of fruiting 
in the adjoining areas, which are yet to be investigated. 

i\gain the same can be said for Elephas maximus, in which case the 
monthly average falls from 19.18 in April to almost nil in September. 

In the case of deer and wild boars the monthly average fluctuates 
according to the season and comes down from 171.4,3.3, 3.13, 2.16, and 
4.5 in April to 12.13, 3.0, nil, nil and nil in September, for A. axis, A. pro
cinus, C. unicolor, M. muntjak, and S. scrofa, respectively. 

The principle variation or the reduction in number occurs with the 
detoriation of visibility. The only exceptions to this pattfrn are A. axis 
and A. procinus. Their average rises suddenly up to the 477.7, 477.7 and 
3.5 in July and August respectively and comes down again in September. 
The reason being that during July-August their populations come out of 
the dense grass and jungle into the clear grassy areas in the river bed etc. 
where new grasses come up after rains and thus showing up in increasing 
number. By August end or early September these clear areas of river 
bed are inundated by the rising of the dam water and the deer popula
tions are pushed back into the thick cover thus reducing the visibility and 
hence the averag~. For a clear picture reference may be made to Table 3. 

-Fresh tracks were observed of a smaJl herd of about five individuals. 
tPresb tracks of a lone elephants were observed. 
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Another factor which affects the averages greatly is the availability 
of food. Restricted and patchy availability of food results in formation 
of larger herds in such areas where the food is in abundance. When the 
food is available evenly throughout the area it causes dispersal, i.e., disin
tegration of larger herds into smaller ones. 

After making such observations/monitoring for a couple of years, it 
will be possible to calculate the seasonal indices for these species, and 
analyse statistically the populations of the selected species. 

In conclusion we would like to state that in our experience it is 
much easier and at the same time equally effective to monitor the rela· 
tive densities of Wildlife populations than the absolute densities of diffe", 
rent species in a large and diverse area like the Corbett National Park. 
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Abstract 

By virtue of its location in the tropics, its vast undulating plains and plateaus, 
its mighty mountain and sub-mountain ranges covered with a variety of rich 
forests, its large river systems and vide deltas, India has been endowed with one of 
the richest and most varied exotic bird life. In the past seventy five years or so the 
socio-economic and sociopolitical pressures emanating from population explosion and 
ensuing execution of development plans have gradually eroded the habitat of a number 
of endemic bird species. As a result the following species have been greatly reduced 
in numbers:-

1. The Himalayan Bearded Vulture or Lammergeier, Gypaelus barbatus aureus 
(Hablizl), 

2. The Pinkheaded Duck. Rh~donessa caryophy//acea (Latham), 
3. The whitewioged Wood Duck. Cairina scutulata (S. Muller), 
4. The Chir Pheasant, Calreus wallichii (Hardwicke), 
S. The Great Indian Bustard, Choriotis nigriceps (Vigors), 
6. The Mountain Quail, Ophrysia superciliosa (J.E. Gray). 
7. The Nicobar Megapode, Megapodius /reycinet nicobariensis Blyth, 
8. The l\1onal Pheasant, Lophophorus impejanus (Latham), 
9. The Tragopan Pheasants, 

(i) Tragopan melanocephalus (J.E. Gray), 
(ii) T satyra (Linnaeus) 
(iii) T blythii (Jerdon) 
(iv) T temminckii (J. E. Gray) 

10. Elwes's Eared Pheasant, Crossoptilon crossoptilon harmani Elwes, 
11. Jerdon's or Double banded Courser, Cursorius bitorquatus (Blyth), 
12. Great Pied Hornbill, Buceros bicornis homara; Hodgson, 

Infact nothing has been heard of Pinkheaded Duck, Jerdon's Coarser and 
Mountain Quail for the past 40, 60 and 100 years respcetively. In al1 probabiJity they 
ha ve crossed the point of no return. However. India is a vast country and a remote 
poss;bility of a few individulls surviving in some obscure part of their habitat. still 
exists. A thorough and well planned search should be made before giving them up as 
'gone for good'. It found, modern scientific techniques to be applied for their revival 
and dispersal are detailed. 

Fortunately for all these threatened species their habitat bas not been totally 
des froyed. Some of the species like the pheasants can be successfully reared in capti
vity and released in their former habitats from which they have disappeared. This 
coupled with a system of involving local population in the conservation programmes 
by offering a share in the game revenues is likely to bring the species back to abund
ance. 
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Other species like the Himalayan Bearded Vulture. the Whitewinged Wood 
Duck, the Great Indian Bustard, the Great Pied Hornbill and Norcondam Hornbill 
can eJsily he revived by a strict enforcement of conservation (total protection from 
shooting and killing) measures over a nutnber of years. Given adequate freedom from 
interference and prosecution one and all of these species can revive and spread nor .. 
mally, ill their natural h:lbitat which still exists through greatly rt;duced in size 

I. Introduction 

Since the first quarter of the twentieth century the C)ocio-econolnic 
pressures have been building up in India at a very rapid pace \vhich has 
resulted, among other things, in greater exploitation of forest and mineral 
resources and a large scale deforestation for providing more land for agri
culture. With the clearing up of the forests and eradication of marshes 
and wet lands the habitat of wild birds went on shrinking. They \vere 
gradually pushed on to comparatively unproductive patches of their habitat 
where they were faced \vith scarcity of food and v.'ater. This has resulted 
in their foraging in the neighbouring agricultural lands, where shorn of 
their protective cover they were exposed to the greedy poacher. Millions 
were killed every year for flesh and feathers and thousands were trapped 
for the table, export or pet trade. A t the same time their shrunken 
habitat has impared their breeding activity and hence their population 
growth rate. As a result the populations of wild birds gradually ,vent 
down. So much so that at present the following species are in a rather 
precarious conditions and it is feared that further reduction in their 
numbers may result in their total extinction: 

I. The Hilnalayan Bearded Vulture or Lammergeier, Gypaelus bar-
balus aureus (Hablizl). 

2. The Pink headed Duck, Rhodonessa caryophyllacea (Latham). 
3. The White\vinged \Vood Duck, Cairilla scutulata (S. ~'ful1er). 
4. The Chir Pheasant, Clltreus wallichii (Hard\vicke). 
5. The Great Indian Bustard, Choriotir nigrictps (Vigors). 
6. The Mountain Quail, Ophrysia superciliosa (J. E. Gray) 
7. The Nicobar Mega pode, Mrgapodius freycinet nicobarisllsis Blyth. 
8. 1'he Monal Pheasant, Lophophorus impejanus (Latham). 
9. The Tragopan Pheasants, 

(i) Tragopan mela1locephalus (J.E. Gray). 
(ii) T sa~yra (Linnaeus). 
(iii) T blylhii (Jerdon). 
(iv) T lemmillckii (J.E. Gray). 

10. Ehvc's Eared Pheasant, Crossoptilon ,rossoptitoll hannani Ehves. 
11. Jerdon's or Double Banded Courser, Curson'us bitorquatus (Blyth). 
12. Great Pied Hornbill, Buceros bicOTTlis homrai Hodgson. 

1. Hilnalayan Beared Vulture or Lanlmergeier, G)'Paetus barbatus 
aurcus (Hablizl). 
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An eagle-like vulture, was fairly common in Himalayas from Ladakh 
in Kashmir to N.E. Assam between c. 1200 and 4000 metres. It was 
also recorded from N. Cachar hills. 

The bird normally roars at considerable heights above the mountain 
slopes and valleys in a vulture-like fashion with a loud droning of wings 
at a lo\\'er height. Large bones are the normal diet of this bird. The 
Lones are picked up in the claws, are carried upto a considerable height 
and dropped upon the rocks below. The bones thus dropped break down 
into small pieces. These small pieces are then consumed by the bird. 
SaIne spot i~ normally used for dropping the bones day after day. This 
habit has helped the hunters to locate the bird. 

"fhis halldsome vulture has gone down in numbers because of the 
helief of the hill people in the medicinal qualities of its flesh. They ~re 
hunted near their feeding areas as well as from their nests. As a result its 
population level is sinking year by year. 

2. Pinkheaded Duck, Rhodonessa ca-ryophyllacta (Latham). 

Thi~ bird has not been recorded since 1935 when C.M. Inglis re
ported it from Darbhanga, Bihar in the month of June. About 180 years 
back \vhen it was first described, it was reported from Assam, Manipur, 
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. Later it was recorded from Lucknow (D.P.), 
Rupar (distt. Punjab), Delhi, Mhow (M.P.), Ahmadnagar (Maharashtra), 
NeJIore (Andhra) and Pulicat lake (Tamil Nadu). 

Known to be timid and shy this duck inhabited patches of tall grass 
around the ponds and lakes in the countryside. Due to increasing human 
population and the resultant demand of agricultural land the natural 
habitat of this species has been destroyed. This species is considered to be 
extinct now. 

3. Whitewinged Wood Duck, Cairina scutulata (S. Muller). 

This bird was resident in Assam and Manipur upto 900 metres. Like 
the Pinkheaded Duck it lived in patches of tall grass (grass jungles) 
around ponds and lakes. This species too has suffered like the preceeding 
one. But fortunately it has not gone extinct. 

4. Chir Pheasant, Catreus wallichii (Hardwicke). 

This species is known to be a resident of Himalayas between 1400 
a nd 3500 metres altitude from Kashmir through Punjab, Himachal Pradesh 
to Garhwal and Kumaon. It is also reported from West Nepal. 

It inhabits steep and rugged hillsides in oak forests which are covered 
\"ith long grass and Berberis scrub. It keeps in coveys of 5 or 6 which 
feed on the open hillside well hidden in the undergrowth. When chased, 
it hurtles do\vn the 'khud) at a terrific speed. 

The bird remains silent during the day time but becomes very noisy 
before retiring for the night and also just before the day break. When 
it can be heard from a distance and thus becomes vulnerable to the 
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poachers. As a result of poaching and shrinking habitat the population 
of this species has gone down considerably. About 20 years back its dis .. 
tinctive call in the morning and evening was a familiar sound in its 
habitat. Nowadays one has to cover many miles to hear it. 

5. Great Indian Bustard, Choriotis nigriceps (Vigors). 

Nearly hundred years ago this bird was very widely distributed in 
India. But at present it is restricted to remote areas of Rajasthan, 
Gujarat and Maharashtra only. 

It is found in the parties of 5 or 6. One male may have 3 to 5 
hens. The bird is extremely shy and wary normally but has a queer 
habit of hiding behind a bush rather than take to wing when disturbed. 
It hardly bothers about approaching jeeps and camels which are exten
sively used by poachers for its decimation. Hence the steep decline in its 
numbers. This rapid reduction has been further supplemented by rather 
slow rate of reproduction. Normally only one egg is laid, rarely two. 
Eggs are laid on the ground near the base of a bush open to destruction 
from marauding house crow. 

6. Mountain Quai), 0phrysia superciliosa (J.E. Gray). 

Mountain Quail was, for the first time reported by J.E. Gray in 
1846 from Mussoorie. Only ten skins of this species exist which lie 
scattered in various world museums. An of these came from a small 
area in Western Himalayas above Dehra Dun between Jharipani and 
Mussoorie (1650-2100 metres elevation) and Sher Ka Danda near 
Nainital. The last specimen of this species was in fact collected at Sher 
Ka Danda in 1876. Some attempts made in the past to rediscover this bird 
have been unsuccessful. Thus it has been presumed that the species has 
gone extinct. This species was known to occur in coveys of 5 or 6 birds, in 
l~ng grass and scrub on steep hillsides. It was known to be a very 
s~y bird, extremely reluctant to fly. It kept under cover most 
of the time and flew only when about to be trampled. With such habits 
it would not be surprising to come across a few of these hirds in some 
remote slopes if a proper search is made. 

7. Nicobar Megapode, Megapodiusfreycinet nicobariensis Blyth. 

This bird \vas fairly common in the Nicobar group of Islands lying 
north of Sombrero channel except Chowra and Car Nicobar. 

This species Jived in pairs or in fairly large mixed parties or droves 
of adults and young. The eggs are laid, possibly by several females, in 
the sarr,e mound since as many as 20 have been recorded from 
a single mound. The eggs are said to be excellent eating when fresh, 
and are greedily ga thered by the natives for eating. It seems that the 
nlflSS destruction of the eggs has reduced this species to a stage of extinc
tion. 
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8. Monal Pheasant, Lophophorus impejanus (Latham). 
Resident in the Himalayas from Kashmir to Bhutan from where L. 

se/aln; Jerdon takes over up to Luhit district, Arunachal Pradesh between 
c. 2600 and 5000 metres. 

The Monal is largest and most spectacular of all the Himalayan 
pheasants. It is met with singly or in parties of 3 to 4 birds with one 
male and 2-3 females. Found near the snow line this pheasent has, from 
the times immemorial been hunted for the brilliantly coloured crest of 
the male and of course the flesh. As a result the numbers of this once 
abundant pheasant have decreased alarmingly more so of L. sclateri the 
Mishmi Hill race. 

9. Tragopan Pheasants: 
Trogopan me[anocephalw (J.E. Gray). 

This species occurs from Kashmir through Himachal Pradesh to 
Garhwal seasonally between c. 1,350 (winter) and 3,600 metres altitude 
and normally breeds above c. 2,400 metres. 

T satyra (Linnaeus) 

This species has been recorded from Garhwal, Sikkim, Nepal, 
Bhutan and adjoining parts of Arunachal Pradesh, western and eastern 
limits, as presently known are roughly the Alaknanda river in Garhwal 
(c. 79°30'E) and Darrang north of Brahmaputra river in Assam, between 
2,400 and 4,250 metres elevation. It comes to c. 1800 metres in severe 
winters. 

T hlythii (Jerdon) 
Blyths Tragopan has been reported from Assam south of the 

Brahmaputra river in the Patkai, Naga, and Barail hill ranges, Manipur 
and Mizoram ( Lushai Hills) from 1800 metres upwards. 

T temminckii (J.E. Gray) 
This Tragopan has been reported from Luhit distt ict, Arunachal 

Pradesh (Mishmi Hills, upper Dibang and Tsangpo valleys, etc.), between 
c. 2,100 and 3.500 metres ai titude. 

AU the four species have habits more or less common to the genus. 
The birds are seen singly or in pairs, sometimes small family parties are 
met with in non-breeding season. During breeding season the Dlales 
become noisy. They call throughout the day, more so in the mornings 
and evenings, often sitting in an exposed position. This habit has cost 
very dearly to these pheasants since the poachers can get at them easily 
during this period. Their habitat too has been shrinking gradual1y 
under socia-economic pressures. As a result the numbers of all these 
species has gone down considerably in the twenty five years or so. 

10. Elwes's Eared Pheasant, Crossoptilon crossoptilon harmani Elwes 

It occurs in extreme northern fringes of the Siang and Subansiri 
districts of Arunachal Pradesh, normally between 3,000 and 5,000 metres 
altitute. 
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These birds are found in flocks of 5 to lOin dwarf rhododendron 
jungle. They come out in the grassy clearing to feed. They are reluctant 
to fly but when disturbed or flushed fly into a tree. They have been 
hunted for flesh. 

11. Jerdon's or Doublebanded Courser, Cursorius bitorquatus (Blyth) 

Th 1s species was recorded in 1848 from Andhra Pradesh where it 
was known to occur in a limited area in Panner and Godawari valleys. 
The birds inhabited rocky undulating ground within forest and the scrub. 
Last authentic record of this species was made in 1900. Since then 
thorough searches by competant ornithologists have failed to reveal the 
presence of this bird in its former habitat. 

12. Great Pied Hornbill, Buceros bicornis homrai Hodgson. 

The Great Pied Hornbill enjoys a wide distribution. It is found in 
Western Ghats complex from about Khandala (l8 /N, 74'E) in Maharash
tra, through Goa, Western Karnataka, Western Tamil Nadu (Nilgiri and 
associated hills), Kerala, in the South. A disjunct po·pulation is met with 
in the lower Himalayas from Kumaon through Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, 
Assam, Nagaland, Manipur and Mizoram from plains level to 1500 
metres in the Ghats and to 2,000 metres in Himalayas. 

This bird is found in pairs or small parties of 3 to 5, covers enormous 
feeding circuits in the course of the day (;lnd is remarkably punctual in its 
visits to the various feeding and roosting trees. It follows the same route 
day after day which makes it vulnerable to poachers and shikaries. The 
flesh is valued for its taste and medicinal properties. Even the female and 
young are taken out of nest by the local tribals. I ts flesh was considered 
"for superior to any fowl or pheasant" even by the Europeans. An in
creasing destruction of its native habitat has taken a heavy toll of its once 
abundant population. 

II. Measures suggested for Conservation 

It is already too late, perhaps, to do anything for: 
1. The 1\l~J ntai~l Qu;)il (Last reported 100 years back) 
2. The Jerdon's Courser (La~t reported 60 years back) 
3. The Pinkheaded Duck (Last reported 40 years back) 

These birds have not been reported for the past 40 to 100 years. In 
all probabiJity they have crossed the point of no return. Ho\\Oever before 
giving thcln up for good one last effort should be made to comb their 
likely habitats thoroughly by setting up nets/traps and beating the likely 
patches to flush the birds into nets/trap~ for live capture. The birds if 
captured should be ringed/tagged or harnessed (transmitter harness, tek
lllctry technique) for subsequent observations. The areas fronl which the 
birds arc captured, if at all, should be sealed off (as far as possible), to 
Ininiluisc further interference. Food troughs should be provided in such 
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areas and the predators should be controlled and their absolute or relative 
densities should be monitored periodically by capture/recapture methods 
and or by actual counts. If after a period of time, the numbers increase, 
SOBle birds Inay be captured and transfered to specially designed breeding 
farnls, preferabl y in the habitat itself. The designs of such farms should 
be based on the breeding bfhaviour as observed during a few years of 
study. If and \vhen the birds start hreeding successful1y the out flow/the 
surplus should be released in such likely patches of habitat which have 
escaped destruction. 

Fortunately the conservation prospects for the other species are not 
so bleak. The habitats of the ph~asants have not been destroyed totally. 
?\'!ost of these pheasants can and have been breed in captivity. All that is 
required is to set up breeding farms and then release the birds in their 
natural habitats. This restocking effort has to be coupled with strict 
conservation enforcement and the education of local people. The local 
population has to be told not only of the aesthetic values of conservation 
but also of the economic returns, this natural resource can bring them 
by ,,'ay of shooting fees etc. if handled at village level by Panchayats. 
Elforts should be ~nade to involve the village level populations in the 
conservation programmes. 

For the species which do not or can easily be made to breed in cap
tivity like the Great Indian Bustard, the N icobar Megapode, Great Pied 
Hornbill and Himalayan Bearded vulture, the best procedure seems to be 
a stricter enforcement of conservation laws in such pockets of their original 
habitat where sizeable populations still exist. It is true that their natural 
habitat has shrunk greatly but luckily it has not been destroyed totally. 
Given adequaete freedoln from interference and persecution one and all 
of these species can revive and spread naturally. 
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Abstract 

The rapid d~~truction of forests which has resulted in the dwindling of wild life 
and destabilisation of microclimate is causing great concern. The Sanctuaries/National 
Parks are the prime centres, best suited for nature conservation and the literature on 
these areas bas been reviewed for a better understanding. 

The Periyar Wild Life Sanctuary, situated in Southern-Western Ghats is one of 
the most potential sanctuaries in India with its combination of evergreen and decidu
ous forests, savannahs and a lake. A synopsis of the location. toporaphy, climate, 
rainfall. history, vegetation and the interdependence of the flora and fauna of the 
sanctuary are presented. The salient features of the vegetation are typical of the 
Soutbern Western Ghats. The high incidence of endangered plants and the wide range 
of the animals conserved, in situ here, make this as one of the national treasures. 

The luxuriant vegetation of the Sanctuary has a very vital influence on the 
climate and rainfall and in arresting the environmental deterioration. The selection 
of this Sanctuary and other allied areas as biosphere reserves will put nature conserva
tion in India on a sound footing 

I. Introduction 

Nature conservation is one of the important burning problems facing 
the country today. The great concern now is, the rapid destruction of 
forest areas due to the increasing industrialisation and population. The 
indiscriminate felling of trees and destruction of forests have destablished 
the micro-climate, rainfall and ground water pattern. Hence, nature 
conservation is intimately associated with the survival problem of man 
himself. When we turn our attention to the conservation programmes, 
our first thinking goes to the Sanctuaries/National Parks, which are the 
prime centres where one or several ecosystems are not materially altered 
by human exploitation and occupation. They also depict areas of special 
scientific, educative and recreative interest where plants and animals live 
in perfect harmony. In addition to this, these areas are located in the 
most significant geographical areas of the country and these are the store
houses of botanical wealth and also harbour a wide range of species of 
animals. Apart from their aesthetic qualities and scientific importance 
the main concern on these areas is two-fold: (I) to preserve the forest 
types along with the fauna which are threatened with the danger of ex-
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tinction, and (2) vital function which they perform in influencing the 
climate and rainfall of the country. 

Vegetation with its varied floral contents is a basic entity of nature 
and this is not given proper attention. Krishnan (1971: 531) remarked 
that "even in the conferences of the national and· state Wild Life bodies, 
the term 'wild life' is still used mainly to connote the larger wild nlam
mals, or at times these along·with birds and few other animals, and the 
flora is considered something quite distinct, ~ mere setting, at best" The 
paucity of scientific data on the vegetation, the current growing awareness 
of rapidly changing environment, and the close interaction of veg{ tation 
with animal life which renlains un-emphasised make the botanists of 
Botanical Survey of India to launch exploration programmes to study the 
vegetation of Sanctuaries/National Parks which is a pre-requisite for any 
other detailed study. In recent years, either preliminary or detailed 
accounts, on the flora of Krishnagiri National Park, Maharashtra 
(Santapau and Randkeria, 1955: 185 to 200); Kanha National Park, 
Madhya Pradesh (Maheshwari, 1963:117 to 140); PakhalWildLife Sanctuary, 
Andhra Pradesh (Sebastine and Henry, 1967: 304 to 311); Bandipur Wild 
Life Sanctuary, Karnataka (Naithani, 1967:252 to 263); Point Calimere 
Wild Life Sanctuary, Tamil Nadu (Sebastine and Ellis, 1967: 190 to 200), 
and Corbett National Park, Uttar Pradesh (Pant, 1976:287 to 295) came 
to light. In addition to this, exploration part in Neyyar and Vazhani, 
and Peechi Sanctuary of Kerala; Vedanthangal Water Bird Sanctuary, 
and the Guindy National (Deer) Pal'k and Mudumalai Wild Life 
Sanctuary of Tamil Nadu has been completed. The '''lorks of Gee's 
(1952:1 to 17) 'The Management of India's Wild Life Sanctuaries and 
National Park's; Croix's (1960:618 to 634) 'Some Notes on Sanctuaries 
and Wild Life in South India (\959)'; Spillet's (1968:633 to 663): 'A 
Report on Wild Life Surveys in South and West India'; Sankhala's 

• 
(1970:27 to 31) 'Conservation, not Exploitation' and Waller's (1972:574 
to 590) 'Observations on the Wild Life Sanctuaries of India' enriched the 
knowledge on these areas. 

II. Periyar Wild LiCe Sanctuary 

The Periyar Wild Life Sanctuary is situated on the Southern 
Western Ghats, in the Idukki District of Kerala, adjoining Tamil Nadu, 
and lies between 9° 17' and 9° 3i' Nand 76° 56' and 77° 25' E. This 
is one of the most splendid Sanctuari~s in India both scenically with its 
combination of a lake, evergreen and deciduous forests, grasslands and 
zoologic:.llly as a viable ceo-unit having an area of 777 sq. kms., varying 
in elevation fronl 800 to 1,800 nlctres. Waller (1972: 580) aptly pointed 
out (excerpts fronl a report subnlittcd to LV.C.N. and W.W.F.) that, "it 
holds the greatest potential of all India's Sanctuaries for a future first 
class National Park ..... I t is the largest of all Indian Parks or Sanctuaries 
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and approaches nearest to the requirements of a true National Park." 
The topography of the Sanctuary is generally undulating and typical of 
Western Ghats particularly toward~ east and south having an altitude of 
more than 1,400 metres. The conspicuous peaks are the Pachamalai, 
Vellimalai, Sivagirimalai and Sundaramalai. The Periyar River originat
ing from the Sivagiri Hills flows towards north and the Periyar lake is 
formed by the construction of a dam. The lake has an area of 26 sq. 
kms., and 31 kms. length, and its maximum depth is 46 metres. The area 
has a moderate climate throughout the year except for the summer months. 
The rainfall is generally heavy since the area is benefitted by south-west 
and north·east monsoons. The average annual rainfall is about 1"t720 
mm and the quantum is increased towards west, particularly in Sabari
malai side. 

In the beginning Periyar project was started as an irrigation project 
and the dam was constructed about 1897 to divert the montane river 
Periyar \vhich is emptying itself into the western sea to the vast tract of 
barren plains of Madurai District, Tamil Nadu. Subsequently this pro
ject \vas converted into an irrigation-cum-hydro-electric one. Krishnan 
(1971 :514) in his ecological survey of mammals of India, pointed out, "It 
\vas never intended as a Sanctuary, ab initio" Only in the year 1933, the 
then Maharaja of Travancore and his Government appointed· Mr. S.C.H. 
Robinson as the first G3me Warden for the preservation of Wild Life 
in the forest of the State. As per his recommendations, a small area of 
Periyar Lake reserve was constituted as a Sanctuary called Nellikampatty 
Sanctuary during the year 1934. This was subsequently enlarged to the 
present Periyar Wild Life Sanctuary in the year 1952. (from the pamph
let published by Kerala Forest Department, and Director of Public Rela
tions) . 

10. Vegetation 

The main types of vegetation encountered in the San ctua ry are 
(1) Southern Tropical Wet Evergreen Forests (2) Southern Tropical 
Semi-Evergreen Forests and (3) South Indian Moist Deciduous Forests. 
Apart from this, large tracts of South Indian Sub-tropical Hill Savannah 
(low level grassland) are also nlet with (Champion & Seth, 1968). The 
lofty, dense evergreen forests present a complex and bewildering falcade 
with a multiplicity of species on multi-storeyed canopies and the forests 
mount on forests like clouds on clouds. I n the eastern side of the Sa nc
tuary, and in Sabarimalai and Mangal Devi areas particularly in hjgh ~r 
elevations, Southern Hill Top Tropical Evergreen forests are comnlon. 
~'fany of the trees fonnd are characteristic of Southern Western Ghats 
attaining their best developrnent here. Examples are Hopea I glabra Wt. 
& Arn., Mesua ferrea Linn., Semecarpus travancorica Bedd. and Vateria indica 
Linr. Besides these, the other common trees are: Actinodaphne hirsuta 
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Hook. f., Artocarpus hlrsuta Lamk., Canarium strictum Roxb., Cullenia exaril
lata A. Robyns, Eloeocarpus serratus Linn., Gordoni(i, obtusa Wall. ex \Vt.; 
Kurrimia indica (Bedd.) Gamble, Myristica beddomei King and PolyaJthia 
fragrans Bedd. The undergrowth constitutes the fol1owing shrubs and 
herbs: Apama siliquosa Lamk, Calamus spp., Chassalia ophioxyloides 
(Wall.) Craib., Gomphandra polymorpha Wt., Lepianthes umbellala 
(Linn.) Raf., Nilgirianthes barbatus (Nees) Brem., N. beddomei Brem., 
P~vchotria flavida Talbot, p. thwaitesii Ho')k. f. and Sarcandra gran
difolia (Miq.) Subr. & Henry. I n the areas where moisture content 
is more Elatostema lineolatum Wt., Rhynchoglossum notonianum (Wall.) 
Burtt, Rhynchotechum permolle (Nees) Burtt are common. Climbers such 
as Capparis moonii Wt., Cayratia pedata (Lamk.) Juss. ex Gagnep., Cynan
chum callialata Buch.-Ham., Dumasia villosa DC., Gnetum uLa Brongn., 
Jasminumjlexile Vahl, Mucuna hirsuta Wt. & Arn., Shuteria vestita Wt. & 
Arn., Tetrastigma murica/um (Wall. ex Wt. & Arn.) Gamble and Thun
blrgia mysorensis T And. are common. Epiphytes such as Aeschynanthus 
perrottetii A. DC., Hoya paucijlora Wt., Impatiens parasitica Bedd., Medinilla 
beddomei C.B. Clarke and Peperomia wightiana Miq. and epiphytic 
orchids such as Coelog)me breviscapa Lind)" Dendrobium herbaceu711 Lindl., 
Ephemerantha macraei (Lindl.) P.F. Hunt, Eria 1lana A. Rich., E. pauciflora 
Wt., Liparis longipes Lindl., Luisia spp., Oberonia spp., Polystachya j1avescens 
(Bl.) J. Sm. and Sirhookera latifolia ('Vt.) O. Ktze. are common it these 
forests. Some of the common epiphytic/terrestrial ferns collected from 
this area are Angiopteris evecta (Forst.) Hoffm., Asplenium nidus Linn., 
egenolfia asplenifolia (Bory) Fee, Elophoglossum beddomei Sledge and Pseudo
cyclosorus ochthodes (Kze.) Holttum. In the beds of streams large popula
tions of lmpatie ns verticillata W t. are common. Ochlandra travancorica 
Gamble and O. wightii C.E.C. Fischer are the common reeds. 

The moist deciduous forests occur in and around Thekkadi and 
]olver elevations. Tec/ona grandis Linn. f. is common in this type. Anogeis
.' us latifolia (Roxb.) Bedd., Aphanamyxis pol;'stachya (Wall.) Parker, Bombax 
c,iba Linn., Dalbergia latifolia Roxb., EmbLica' officina/is Gaertn., Grewia 
tiliaifolia Vahl, Hydnocarpus wightiana (Dennst.) SIeumer, Pterocarpus mar
supium Roxb., Radermachera xylocarpa (Roxb.) K. Sch., Terminalia chebula 
Retz., T paniculata Roth and Xylia xylocarpa Taub. are also found here. 
In the undergrowth the following shrubs are common: Desmodium triangu
lare (Retz.) Merr. var. congestum (Prain) Sant., Grewia spp., Helicteres 
isora Linn. and Pavetta indica Linn. Orchids such as Cymbidium aLoifolium 
Sw., Dendrobium },erbaceu,,, Lindl., D. macrostachyum Lindl., Oberonia spp., 
Pholidola imbricata (Roxb.) Lind1., and Vanda spp. are commonly met with. 
Bambusa arundinacea (Retz.) Roxb. occur in gregarious patches in some 
areas of the forest. 

In the South Indian Sub-tropical Hill Savannah (low level grassland) 
amidst grasses like Arundinella ciliata (Roxb.) Nees ex Miq., Cym6opogan 
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citratus (DC.) Stapf. Themeda cymbaria Hack., T triandra Forsk., T 
trnnula (Ne~s ex Steud) Hack. Phoenix humilis Royle var. peduncu/ata 
Bece. is fou~1d ;n abundance. G. walkeri Arn., Emilia sonchifolia 
(Linn.) DC", Exarum bicolor Roxb., Grotalaria multiflora Benth., 
Smithia higemina Dalz., S. blanda Wal1. ex Wt. & Arn., Sopubia 
trifidn Buch.- Ham. ex D. Don, Ttphrosia pulcherrima Wt. ex Baker and 
Vernonia indica C.B.CI. are also common in these grasslands. Amidst 
grasses ground orchids like Hahenaria h~vneana LindJ., H. longicorniculata 
Graham, H. perrntteliana A. Rich. are met with. In marshy places and 
on \vet rocks after rains Burmannia pusilla (Miers.) Th\v., Dimeria ornitho
poria Trin., Dr05era indica Linn., D. peftala Sm., Eriocaulon spp., Gynura 
pSfudochina DC., Impatiens 'Pp., Sonerila spp, Utricularia uliginosa Vahl and .. 
U. sm;lhiana Wt. were encountered. The explorations and studies con-
ducted in this area duriftg 1972-76 for a total period of 90 days have 
yielded about 750 ta~ of vascular plants and a plant new to science, 
viz., Cassia intermtdia Sharma, Vivek and Rathak. (1974:301 to 306) 
\vas described from this area. 

The aliens like Eupatorium adenophorum Spr. and Lantana spp., and 
extensive planta tion of Eucalyptus grandis Linn. have considerably affected 
the vegetation of the Sanctuary in many places. Cenlrosema puhescens Ben th., 
Clidemia hirta (Linn.) D. Don, Mitracarpus ve,"ticillatus (Schum. & Thonn.) 
Vatke and Solanum aculeatissumum J acq. are the recent entrants to this 
flora. The peripheral forests of the Sanctuary have been depleted in 
recent years by human exploitations for various purposes. Added to this 
the pilgrims to Sabarimalai temple and the renovation of Mangal Devi 
Temple stand as new hazards to the Wild Life and floral resources of the 
Sanctuary. 

In this vast assemb1age of plants, the attention was previously 
dra,vn only to the valuable timber trees, and medicinal and other econo
mic plants. But, now there is a growing awareness for the conservation 
of rare and endangered plants. Santapau in the 10th General Assembly 
of LU,C.N. held at DeJhi, during 1969, presented a paper on 'Endan
gered plant species and their habitats' making a special plea for Indian 
Orchids, \vhich are exploited without any thought being given to their 
perpetuation Melville (1 Y70:475) estimated that between 5 and 10 per 
cent of the total number of Angiosperms species of the world, that is some
,vhe-re between 10,000 and 20,000 species fall in the group of endangered, 
rare and depleted. Tinker (1971 :408) reports that "twenty thousand 
plant species in danger of extinction ... The essential preliminary to any 
conservation programme is a precise catalogue of what these species are, 
but so far only 68 are Jist~d in LV.C.N.'s Red Data Book." The articles 
of Subramanyam and Sreemadhavan (1969-719 to 723) and Subramanyam 
and Nayar (1971:147 to 151) stressed the importance of conservation and 
the role of taxonomists in preparing an inventory list of plants, that needs 
conservation. Jacob (1977:2828) realising the difficulties and drawbacks 
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of tropical countries in conservation programmes and preparing Red Data 
Lists of plants stated that "It may be sensible in civilized temperate 
countries with a poor flora \'\'idely known: in the humid tropics it is out 
of the question. There are too many species and neither books nor people 
are a\'ailable to identity them, not to speak of implementation." 
Maheshwari (1977:22) in the All India Symposium on Floristic Studies 
in India organised by Botanical Survey of India reviewed the 'Conserva
tion of Rare Plants Indian scene vis-a-vis World scene' He has estimated 
about 1000 species of higher plants in India need conservation and also 
pointed out that the Wild Life (Protection) Act 1972, promulgated in 
India does not provide lists of scheduled protected plants. Eventhough 
the precise information about these plants is really wanting, a list of 100 
plants suggested recently as rare and endangered, by the Expert group of 
National Man and Biosphere Committee and Flora wing of Wild Life 
Board fills the gap in the knowledge. Based on the rich collections of 
Madras Herbarium and literature, a preliminary list of 220 flowering 
plant3 are sorted out as rare and endangered plants of South India and 
this will be published soon. 

IV. Threatened Species 

The importance of Periyar Wild Life Sanctuary has gone up due to 
the presence of the following plants ,,,hich are now facing extinction. 

(1) Angiopteris evecta (Forst.) Hoffm. (MARATTIACEAE) 

This fern is widely di::,lribut ed in India, Ceylon and S.E. Asia but 
nowhere in abundance in this country. 

(2) Belosynapsis vivipara (Dalz.) C.E.C. Fischer 
(CO~IMELINACEAE) 

A rare epiphytic herb reported from Wynaad in Kt"rala, Anamalai 
Hills of Tamil Nadu and fronl Karnataka. Located in this area recently. 

(3) Ceropegia beddom~t flook. f. (ASCLEPll\DACEAE) 

A slender c1ilnl~·',· reported from Peermade and hills of Cochin from 
Kerala. Collection are not available in Madras Herbarium until the 
presen t one from tlus area. 

(4) Debregeasia ceylanica Hook. f. (URTICACEAE) 

A snlall tree reported from Ceylon, Ananlalai and Travancore hills. 
Fischcr (1957:9i2) reports as 'Very little kno\\'n in South India' 

(5) Decussocarpus wallichianus (Presl) de Lauben. 

(=Podocarpus wallichiana Presl) (PODOCARPACEAE) 

The only indigenous conifer of the Peninsular India kno\vn only by 
a fc\v collection in Anamalai hills, Nilgiri hills and Tirunelveli hills of 

'l'alnil Nadu. 
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(6) Dendrobium haemoglossum Thw. (ORCHIDACEAE) 

Fischer (1957:990) reports it as 'Rare' This epiphytic orchid was 
collected in Malabar and Wynaad area and recently located in Thekkadi 
itself. 

(7) Hoy. retusa Dalz. (ASCLEPIADACEAE) 

A slender epiphyte so far reported from South Canara in Karnataka. 
Located in Sa barimalai as a new record for Kerala. 

(8) H. wightii Hook. f. (ASCLEPIADACEAE) 

A stout epiphytic climber reported from W. Ghats in the hills of 
Coimbatore, Nilgiris and also in Cannanore, Idukki, and Trivandrum 
districts. 

(9) Ipomoea bracteata Wt. (CONVOLVULACEAE) 

Reported from W. Ghats, Anamalais and hiIls of Cochin and Tra
vancore and inadequately represented in Madras Herbarium until the 
recen t collection from the area. 

(10) Ophioglossum gramineum. Willd. (OPHIOGLOSSACEAE) 

An interesting rare and tiny species difficult to distinguish the plant 
when growing along with grasses (Nair & Ghosh, 1973: 130). Although 
reported from Bombay, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh 
and Tan1il Nadu, it is very scarce. 

( 11) Pectelis susannae (Linn.) Raffin. (ORCHIDACEAE) 

(=Platanthera surannae (Linn.) Lind!.) 

Even though \videly distributed in countries like Burma, Yunnan, 
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Malaya, Java etc. the plant is rare and much 
searched by native collectors. Fischer (1957: 1031) reports as 'never 
common or gregarious' Reported from Anamalai, Pulneys, and Nilgiri 
hills and in the hi] Is of Id ukki District. 

(12) PsilotulIl nudum Linn. (PSILOTACEAE) 

Terrestrial or epiphytic herb reported throughout India and also in 
the Andamans. The plant is scarce, although it has been recorded from 
a number of localities. 

The area is rich in orchids and about 45 species are collected from 
here. In addition to this, there is a large amount of endemic and 
characteristic plants of Southern Western Ghats occurring here. 

v. Conclusions 

Altogether the vegetation of Peri yar Wild Life Sanctuary is a 
National Treasure to be kept in tact for posterity, not only for the beauty 
and tranquility of the terrain and for the occurrence of rare and endan
gered Wild Lite that abode there but also for one more vital reason 
namely its supreme influence on the climate and rainfall and its role in 
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the prevention of environmental deterioration. The dense evergreen 
forests of the area are characterised by multi-storeyed canopies of vegetation 
including huge trees, shrubs, herbs, climbers, straggler~ and epiphytes and 
most of them have broad leaves. This provide a high rate of transpira
tion and keep the atmosphere cool and moist which influences the rainfall 
of the region. In addition, the dense vegetation and grassy slopes prevent 
the frontal attack of the heavy downpour of monsoon. Without this 
vegetation the soil get eroded and washed away in one monsoon. It also 
effects to conserve the rain water which descends to the ground in rivers, 
streams and reservoirs. 

Recognising the important role of Natural Vegetation the National 
Committee of Environmental Planning and Co-ordination and the Sub. 
Committee on Man and Biosphere are no\v engaged in selecting, 'Biosphere 
Reserves' for preservation of life in its totality in situ. Periyar Wild Life 
Sanctuary is one among the important areas considered for selection as a 
'Biosphere Reserve' Such conservation programmes will put Nature 
Conservation in India on a sound footing. 
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